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HolM
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City News,

FUBLMBKD EVERY SATURDAY AT

-

HOLLAND,

’

Term*

of

LTUNTLEY

JAH., Arcnitect,Builder, and Con<
tractor.Office In New Mill and Factoryon

11

affected by

River street.

Born:— To Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Kardux, on bunday, June 2nd,

Subscription:
Lumber, Lath, Shingles, end Brick, Sixth street.

k7 Rate* of advertising

DHOENIX

proprietor, dealer In
River street.

made known

The

Bcott,
second time
lumber, lath, shingles.

herself.

Twu»fnlS,^L“^.;

on application.

Grain, Calf and Kip. Office, Grand Rapid*.

s t\IlftlMA

Q.J., AttorneyttLtw. Collection*
promptly tlten.ledto. Offlce,V*n der
llghth street.

IjUISBAnKS. I.. Joitlceof

the Pence. Notary
Public, ana Pension Claim Agent, River St.,
asar Tenth.

£

Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
Offloe: Post's Block, corner Eighth and
liver stmts -

boy.

whose mother marries a baker’s dozen, attendedthe annual enhas to go a step father campment, held at St. Joseph this
week. The boys reiwrt a big atten

A change

of time card

-

YTAN RAALTB,

Farm

B., dealer in

Imple-

Klrilh",l»!l.“l1C°’- 'ae
WILMS P.. Pump manufacturer,and dealer lu
V Agricultural Implements of kinds. South
River street.
v

all

on

ance and a good time.
the Chi-

—

Another

-

elocutionary contest for

a

silver medal will be held in Hope Col-

lege chapel next Friday evening at 8
o’clock.
Judges: Prof. Gillespie,Rev.
evenings in the First Reformed Church,
Crawford,and Mrs. Gilmore. All are
have been discontinued.

J. C..

JJRUSSE BROS.,

Remember

Merchant Tailors.

r)E KRAKER A

U

-

the lecture by Miss

New

-

comb at Hope College chapel next Monday evening. Admission 10 cents.

Meat Xarkets.

V)LOM, C. Js. dealer In Bakers' Goods, ConJL> fectlonery.PorlegnFruits, Tobacco and

cordially invited to attend.

-

DE ROSTER, DealersIn *U

ksnds of Freeh and Salt Meate, Rlvsr St.

I'hurch, Revs. Bergen and Scott will
conduct the services.

Sportsmen of Michigan will

“Silas,” the popular bus

feel

leved to hear that the recent storm
s destroyed the nests

and

A Pleasant SarpHse.*"^

eggs of

untless dneks, and they will have to
The pleasant home of Mr. F. G.
go elsewhere to shoot that esteemed Churchill,on Seventh street, was infavorite of the feathered tribe. Indians vaded by his brethren of Unity Lodge,
and muskrat-trappers report the above No. 191, F. * a. M., last week Friday
as a fact, and the festive mud hen will evening, on the occasionof his fiftyalso have to start and multiply afresh seventh birthday. The visit waa a surthe stock of eggs on which she fain prise to him, and he at first regarded
it simply as a sociable call. When,
would nestle.— Z/efwif Evening News.
however, Mr. David L. Boyd stepped

Miss

Rev. J. T. Bergen will preach a
sennon for children in Hope Church
next Sunday evening, June 9th.

Merchant Tailors.

Bakeries.

'
-

The Sons of Veterans,John Kramer
Camp, No. 118, to the number of a

this country,

circies.

|

The union services held on Sunday

Attorniyi and Justlcsi.

x

si

them. ^
i 'I

cago and West Mich. R’y will occur
DR SPELDKR, Manufacturers of a week from next Sunday.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY. T'ARKEN A

DOST.

girl

PLANING MILL. B. L.

A
andAHck.

mumps, spectators. The noted pugilists of the
children state, whose names were on the bills to
have been interviewed by one or both appear, also failed to arrive, but their
and

The son, who is the only relative in
has the sympathy of the,
Rain again, Friday.
entire community in his bereavement.
Commencementweek of Hope Col- of these unpleasant visitors. The places were filled by local sluggers, who Mrs. Breach’s funeral will occur toattendance at the schools has been have gained great notoriety in pugilistic
lege this year begins June 24.
day, Saturday, at 2:00 p. m.t from Hope

,h“i'

Poblliher.

The two “M’s,” measles

are canvassing the city. Many

a., PracticalMachinist,Mill

MICH.

•1.50 per vear if paid in advance ; $2.00
if paid at six months.

|.

LOCAL ITEMS.

LTUNTLEY,

MULDER,

L.

Eps«S?S

S. J.

driver

Nkwoomu, whose lectures forward, and in his customary goodand
natured manner, presentedMr.Churchlll
ana correct
correct dress
dres

on physical culture
uuiiure

1

with an elegant silver smoking service,

the City Hotel, celebrated the sixteenth | iaVe been recelved with 8uch enthusi
anniversary of his arrival in
G,rand IiaP,d8’ Hastings, Ba;

Holland

the surprise was complete. Although,

oiner wm

always a ready talker, and very fresays he came here ITT
I: V1 „ig Uaplds Bnu
and other PlM*. will
____ ___
Holland June
.Illllft IHf.h anil
“broke” and he has
since held his own/?? ln Holland
10th and 11th. The quently called upon to make presentaand always been “busted.’
Mondaj' eveniug lecture, to both ladies tion speeches, on
uU similar
mumar occasions,
occasions,Mr.
last

,

Wednesday. He

“hrMra»

l

J

fbe

v;"“

“busted.” /

and gentlemen, will be given at the

!!h,,WbUl was
Churchill
wasatalosa
at a loss to

know what

Rev. C. C. A. Z. John, of Graafschap,
Some miserable wretches are stealing college chajiel, beginning at 8 o’clock. to
*4' nay.
,4ttv His
Mu acknowledgmentwas,
will preach in the German Lutheran
fllTT BAKERY, J. Pesslnk A Bro., Proprietors,
flowers and decorations from the graves The Tuesday evening lecture,to ladies nevertheless, Very appropriateto the
Frosh Broad and Bakers' Goods, Confection- on btnd. Eighth street, new Fish.
Church to-morrow evening, Sunday.
in the city cemetery. The law is very only, will be given at Mrs. McBride’s •Hvasion.
ary, ate., llghth street.
^
Later in the evening refreshments
Photographer:
Mr. John Spyker and Miss Fanny if evere in Puni8,lin? 8llch acts, and the residence, beginning at 8 o'clock. Admission
10
cents
to
each
lecture.
were
served by Mrs. Churchill, and a
T A FAYETTE. J., Photographer. The best Brinkman,of Graafschap, were married Pmeter5’ authoritiesexpect to make an
YTOLLAND rTTY KA.sK, foreigntnd domestic •M work and the lowest prices.'Gallery,»nd
pleasant time was enjoyed by all.
by Rev.John last Wednesday afternoon./xampleoft,,e,iretP6™0” cau«ht by
UL exehsnge Migot and sold. Collections d'»or east of the City H del.
'A them.
J hat Mr. Churchill may be the parpromptly atteideo to. Eighth street.
If the following item from theDet roit
Phyileiani.
---- .
Next Saturday evening, June 15, the
ticipaut in many similar demonstraEvening Nexen is reliable it will be seen
Buben.
Ottawa County Buildiug and Loan The steamer Macatawa will give a that it is not yet positively decided thut tions of regard, and live long to enjoy
YkAUlCOAlTSL, W„ Tonsorlal Parlor*Eighth
Association will loan $1,000 to the free excursion to Macatawa Park, Shady the encampment of the state troops his new smoking set, is the earnest
Clftra. Horn's new block. Eighth street.

V

m ___

-

ObEat street*.Bair dreaslug promptly

-

highest bidder.

-

i

A large aseortmeutalways on hsud.

_
BRE:
yAN

V

WERT, T. R. proprietor Holland Real
Estate Agency. Property of all kind*,

bought, sold or exchanged.

Clothing.

nOSMAN, J. W„ Merchant Tailor, keeps tQe
XJtajjjl iStock^of^dothsand Ready-made
VTORxT W., Tailor.

Renov.ttlngand repairing
ciethlaga specially cheap and koxL River
RtFMf

Saloons.

v

doors east of City

Oommiulon Merchant.

Hall.

*"

’

fl

---

-

d

TIOSMAN, A.
Eighth street

ia,Ck
firogi and Medioinei.
H. Kremcrs, M. D.

T^OEBBUKQ.J.O. DealerIn Drugs and

Medl-

U

does, Paints and Oils, Broshe*. To'Iet Artl.
cits and Perfume*. Imported Havana, Key Wear,
and Dome*! IcCIgsr*.

.'

QCllOU^rKN. F.

proprletof of First
L? Ward Dmg btore. Prrserlotlon*carefully
compoundedday oi .:l^.v.. Kl^h'h street.
J..

M.

!)..

l

wish of the News.
Side and Harrington’s Landing this will be held at Gognac Lake:
afternoon, Saturday, leaving the dock
“The state officersare struggling with
here at 2:30 p. m. The boat will begin the railroads to secure cheap transporPenoBAl Penclllnfa.
making regular trips Monday, connect- tation for the state troops to the campDr. Van Putten is very sick.
ing grounds, and until such time as
ing with Grand Rapids trains.

-

--

-

-

better rates are made, the adjutant will
Mrs. Chas. Scott visited friends in
not finally decide on a location for the
Grand
Rapids this week.
Holland
is one of the best places in
camp. Battle Creek was thought to be
The book businessof the late M.
the state for the location of any kind the place decided upon, but it appears
Dr.
J . D. Wetmore arrived home from
Kiekintveld will be conducted as forof manufacturing business. Available that its choice depended upon cost of Chicago Thursday evening.
merly by his son Henry. Read business
transiiortation.”
property can be obtained at low prices,
local in another column.
Miss Senie Eppink, of Lucas, Mich.,
and our shippingfacilities are of the
is
visiting Miss Mary Notier. •
The total average precipitation of
best;. We invite any manufacturer who
The Queen of the Lakes „l4.,cu
arrived
rain in Michigan in the last seven days
< ’. Braam, ex-compositor of the Newefrom Elk Rapids Thursday afternoon. esires to locate,to visit Holland.
is 2.47 inches, and is 1.50 inches above
-a**
Itrporler,
Muskegon, is in the city.
The Queen will begin her regular trijis
The
first strawberry social of the the average. The heaviest rainfall waa
to Ottawa Beach
Rev. J. H. Kara ten, of CoopewvUle,
season will be given by the Ladies' Aid reportedat Petersburg—amount, 4.05
Carpenters have plenty of work in Society of the MethodistChurch in the inches. The precipitationof the 80th was in Holland last week Saturday.

B., proprietorof Second Band

“ 8l0ve*’ Tlnwwe. e>c

—

Holland. There are now a number of vacant store building, two doors west ult. was partly as snow, and the snowof Dr. Kremers' drug store, next fall in several localities was reported to
amount to 3 inches on the level. The
many more will soon be started.
’Wednesday evening, June 12th.
rainfallin the south half of the State
cordial invitation is extended to all.
Lieut. Kuhn, in charge of the
averages from 1 to 8.11 above the averCTEVENSON. C. A., successors
snet
to H. WykO huysen, Jowelerand''ttlcian,
Op
Eighth .treet harbors on this shore of Lake Michigan,
The employes of the Cappon^and age of last week, and is the highest reHollaud, opposite Walsh’s D'rug store.
visited the harbor on Tuesday, and Bertsch Leather Company have con- ported for any one week since the
Mlioellaneom.
made a complete examination of it.
tributed $130 to the Johnstown Hood month of June. 1888.
-*•
sufferers. Let thy iroo/ work go on,
Wedding bells will shortly ring out not only in the ta/neiy/ but throughout Some i*eople wonder why so many
Uedi?iiroe'ie
SlUlh ^l^eet, betffeen Martel
joyful sounds, announcing the marriage
the city. Leayb yoj&r contributions accidents occur to passengers on trains.
Ne,r*.’)»P«r and Periodical of one of our prominent young men to at the bank, of witM SupeAisor Van
The whole secret lies in the fact that a
imKiir«i!) «ri i'VrnnuAgency- Le*ye 01dcr >or any a well known young lady of this city.
pabllcatlonIn U. 8. or Canada with him at P. O.
Duren.
large number of the employes of railWatchei and Jewelry.

residences in course of erection and
-

QBNTRAL ^DRUG STORE.

—

-

Monday. J

Second Hand Store.

-

-

Mr. Geo. E. Hunt, ticket agent at

--

-

«...

—

roads are careless, or do not care whether

booksellers.
complete, cor Eighth

the depot, spent last Sunday in East

Saginaw.
Mrs. G. Doesburg left for Chicago
Friday, where she will remain during
the
.

summer.

Mr. B. Kruidenier was in Grand

Haven

this

Mrs. H.

week visitinghis daughter,

Van Woerkom.

Rev. Simon Hoogenboom, of Marion,

The fourth of July is drawing nigh,
Last Monday, June 3rd, was the
N. Y., graduateof Hope College, class
a passenger alights safely from a train
and the small boy is saving pennies, fifty-ninth birthday of Mr. J. W.
’84, is in Holland visiting.
or not. The other day, while on our
for all whereby he may procure sufficientfire- Bosman, Holland's well known merDry Qools ini groceries.
way to Grand Rapids, a young lady had
Mrs. J. W. Humphrey and daughter
ers and
works to properly celebrate the event. chant taildr and clothier. The event
to jump from the train at Grandville, Clara, are visiting relatlreBand friends
-—
1)RRTS0(I.D., .dealer In Dry Goods, Fancy
was' celebratedin tne evening at his
JL> Goods, and Famishing Good*, Eighth street.
Meyer, Brouwer & Co. have some- residence ou Ninth street, and a splen- while it was in motion, not enqugh time at Kalamazoo and Dowagiac.
T>OOT A KRAMER, dealer in Dry Goods, NoMr. Henry Houting, of Grand Rapthing new to say to the readers oL the did time was had. All of his children being given her to alight without runttoos. Groceries,Flour, Feed, etc.. Eighth
P. & A. X. ning the risk of severely injuring her- Ids, formerly an employee of De GrcmfNew*,
this
week,
in
their
large
ad.
on
“•treet text to
*
and grandchildren- were present.
«A ,?e*Sl4r Communication of .Uwitt Loooa
self. We are of the opinion that every wtf, is in the city visiting his parents.
4*^
fifth page. Read it and give them a call.
pRANDELL, 8. R., dealer In Department Goods, Holland. Mleh., at 7 o'clock, on Wedneadsy
While making a New York landing p issenger train should stop at a station Prof. A. W. Taylor, of Nunica, secy/ and proprietor of Holland Cltr Bazaar. V™1??'
March 13. April
Eighth Street
Mu. Hart, conductor on the Chicago at the railroaddock' at Holland on at least one minute, toallow passengers
W. Jane H. July to, August 7. Sept, i
retary of the board of school examiners,
Oct. Not. 8, Dec. 4. St. John, » days June and West Mich. R’y, has purchasedthe
to get on and off.
T\B /ONGti.C., dealer in Dry Goods. Groceries. 34 ana December
1
Thursday morning, Chief Clerk Reukefor Ottawa county, made the News a
m
„
G. LAeppck. W. M.
fine residence,on Ninth St., of Freight
ma, of the Lizzie' Walsh, was lost overshirt
call Tuesday.
''C-Tra'h O.Buktmas,
Lyceum Opera Home.
Agent M. W. Rose^of Grand Rapids. board. He was rescued with great
• ril
VKIES D.. dealer In Genei'al Merchandise.
Rev. A. Zwemer, of Free Grace, la.,
K. 0. T. X.
. XS
and Produce. Fresh Eggs and Dairy Butdifficulty,and on reaching the main
The time of holding the annual meet- formerly pastor of the Reformed Church
ter always on hand. Riser street, cor. Ninth
Mr. G. Hkrpolsheimkr, of Grand
Crescent Tent. No. 83. meets In K.O.T. M.
deck again, he reported the water as ing of the Lyceum Opera House ComP- m„ on Monday pight next.
CTtKEME BA8TIAN, general dealer in All Sir Knight* are cordiallyinvited to attend. Rapids, has purchaseda lot at Maca- being too cold for bathing in the lake. pany for the election of officers, has at Graafschap,is in Holland visiting
O Dry Goode and Groceries,Flour and Feed, LbenpestLife InsuranceOraer known '^nli tawa Park of E. J. Harringtou.and he
relatives and friends.
Theflneat etock of Cn»ckerym city, cnr. Eighth particulars given oo application.
weu
been cnaugea
changed to tne
the urst
first week in June.
will build a handsome cottage there, at
and Riser streets.
mi
______
. _
Mr. W. Z. Bangs and wife, of Grand
W. A. Holliy. Commatider.
Mayor Kremers desires the NkwhA The meeting this year was held last
once.
G«0. E. Hust R. K.
Rapids, were in Holland last week
XFAN DER HAAK, H., general dealer In dne
nnnnunsia
tii.i.
..ii
—
Tuesday
evening,
June
4th.
The
electo announce that all contributionsfor
• V Orocerlea.etc. Oyster* In season.
»
Eighth
Saturdayto attend the funeral of Mrs.
street
Mr. H. Walsh is having some the JiaumjOvMrty-iloodsufferers, which tion resulted in making J. R. Kleyn, Bangs’ father, M. Kiekintveld.
"'IT’AN PUTTBN, G. A SONS. General DealersIn
changes made in the front of his drug are made to C. Verschure, cashier at president; Jacob Kuite, secretary and
Froiuoi, Etc.
the bank, or G. J. Van Duren, Super- treasurer,and WillBreyman, manager,
Theological Studedt William B.
store, which, when completed, will im
(WHOLESALE.)
visor,
will, be forwarded by him. The for the ensuing year.
Lammers,
of New Brunswick, N. J.,
‘Soirecifd"*vFrx<ia* by E. J. Barrinqto,,.) prove the appearance of the building
Beans *1 to *1.50; Butter. 12 cts; Egg*. He;
is
in
the
city.
Mr. Lammers is a gradneed
of
help
is
kreat,
and
we
hope
our
.w,.v
wu.
So®®
improvements
in
the
house
are
Honey. Itbu Onlone^c; Potatoes -c; A pplef, very much.
people will contributelib
,lly to this/C0T'^erap^ed’ 0Iie which will be a uate of Hope College, class of ’86.
nrr*n..
Splendid growing weather after the good cause.
^ differentarrangement of the footlights,
Apples M to 50o: Best, $1.28 to ij.oo- Buttei
Mr. A. Westveer, of Chicago, sou of
Furniture.
15: Kga*, 12« Honey, .4e; Onions,- p©. rain. The prospect for large crops of
aod another, the building of a property
tatoe*.25.
Mr. James Westveer, was in the city a
all kinds of grain, this year, is good.
On commencement night, June 20th, room in the rear of the stage.
Or&lu, Fead, Etcfew days this week visiting his parenta.
The fruit, however, especiallypeaches, the Aurora Club Orchestra of Grand
Manager Breymau announced that
WHOLE* ALB.)
“Abe”
is clerk in a drug store in the
(Vorrectidewy Friday by W. 'H U*ach.\
Rapids, consisting of twenty pieces, be bad about completed an arrangewill be below the average yield. *
wheat, 5°c; Bran. V 100 ft*.. 80c; Bariev
Garden City, and is doing finely. _
V*RBEBK, W..daalerln7arnltare,Wall Paper, • Bor
4*»
will give a concert for the benefit of ment to place Holland in the Western
Clover seed.N bu.f4.00;Corn Meal
V Picture Frames, Household OecoraUjnsand cm, $i.oo.
SO-TS! Cora, shelled — >c FloS
NovalUet.Elghih Street.
List of letters remaining in the post Hope College. This club renders ex- Michigan dramatic circuit, which will
Mr. John Myer, a prominentbusiness
M-40; Fine Corn Meal, |i 100 B»e.. $1.20: Feed, V
ton •18.00; flay. *8.00? Middlings. *1)0*." office at Holland, Mich., June 6, 1889: cellent music, to which those that be the means of giving us a better class mau of Alton, la., was in the city this l
Wc: Oata. 36cts. : Pearl Barlay,* too ft*.. $4.00;
Flour XUlf.
week and made this offlce a pleasant
RIu !J5w't,4,icW ,T,mnthv Seed. $1 7i: Wheat, Henri Van den Berg, A. M. Fisher, C. attended the last concert given by them of entertainmentsin the future.
Satteriee,G. J. Wieren.
A CO., Mannfacturers'of white.TSc;Red Falla,7dc.: Lancaster Red, 78-.
call.
Hs has relatives in Overisel,
in
Holland,
can
testity.
Full
particuBBTSIL.
proprietors of Standard RollJ. G. Van Putten, P. M.
afllllle.Dally capacity, 800 barrola.
lars next week.
where he haa been visiting for a few
Sudden Death.
Rim

Ire*b

and

1

Mr. W. J. Scott, of Grtud Rapids,
was in the city this week, on business.

A

- —

"VTATBS A KANE, drumlns ind

sad

m

_

^1
Yf ABBS, J. A., Phyiklanand Surgeon.Offlce
Boots and Shots.
.i, •lLw»1»I»’!?ra*8tor«- Residence, Cornel
Mr. James Huntley has secured
°I
•^reet,« I** house formerlyocTTELDER, J. 0., the cheapest place In the city cupied by L. Sprtetsma. Offlce Honrs: « to 10 a. the contract for the erection of a hand, JO. Wk^Swttoand tfoes. River street.'
m..anddtoSp. m.
some residence on Eleventh street for
\7AN DUREN BROS., dealers in Loots and
Mr. H. I). Werkmah.
Seal Eitate Agency.
jt^Shoee.

W

m

streets.

-

SOCIETIES.

Bank.

O

-

/““•
n .J7tU.

.

-

-

> -

.

_

---

--

’

.

-

i

*

.

CTY MARKETS^

(

i

(

i

I

—

k

mA

-

WAy“:
w.n

--

'

-

--

--

Hardwire.

-

days.

Mrs. Geo. Breach, of London, EngRb\ . C. t. A. Z. John, of Graafschap,
> jcmn street
r*iur,E>i is
13 now
uowone
oi the
tne
Eleventh
one of
Rev. Chas. Scott, D. D., and Rev.'
KT INTERS BROS,, dealers In general bardwill preach in the Third Refonmd finest residence thoroughfares
n XI
Holland, who arrived in Holland May 14,
—
VU
II
1/1
• •• 4
* CAM l AMBIICV
Church to-morrow,Sunday, afternoon. land. Many improvements have been to visit her son, Mr. John C. Breach, H. E.Dosker are at Catskill, N.
seed. $2.00:
:<r;
This will be his farewell sermon in this made lately. There are sidewalkson for the summer, died very suddenly Y., in attendance upon the general
TTAN DER VEEN, B., dealerin stovee, hardF wire, caUery. etc. Tin and sheet Iron ware, Have you tried the domestic goods city before his departurefor Pella, la. both sides of the street now, which is Wednesday morning at the residence synod of the Reformed Church in
and Eighth street.
America, which convened in that city
tbe J&y bakery? Remember that
a great accommodation to residents of Mr. Geo. Osborne, where she was
Thursday.
the
bakery
department
is
now
in
the
Hcteli.
A heavy washout occurred on the living in that part of the city. The visiting.
hands of experienced workmen, and
Mr. John Steketee,of Kalamazoo,
Chicago and West Mich. R’y, two miles city should put in a crosswalk on this Mrs. Breach had always enjoyed exHOTEL, Geo. N. Williams, Proprietor.the goods are bound to give satisTha only flrst-claeshotel in the city. Ii la! faction. The best of materials are from Shelby last Monday afternoon. street, across Maple street.
cellent health, and retiredthe evening was in Holland this week visiting.
ia the bosineet center of the town and haa
before, feeling as well as usual. She “John” is prosperingin the grocery
Ithalargeat and best sample rooms In the used, and all work is executed in a A passenger train passed the spot a
clean and first-class manner.
, Free boa In coanecUon with the hotel.
few minutes before thetia^k gave way.
That popular boot and shoe man, J. arose in the morning at six o’clock, and and dry goods business at Celery ville.
-

•

.

~

,

—

-

‘

-

-

RK HOUSE, Darid L. Boyd, proprietor.Has
keen thoronghly renovated and newly farI. Terms moderate. Cor. Flih and Ninth

Idrwy euA

Silt SUblai.

--

I

Hi.

•

cured.
„

[

MaJM
aiMSMSK

mil,

and Seventh eta.

Shop., Etc.

i r\w\

D.Ilelder, whose store is on River street, dressed, when she suddenlysank to the
Dr* Thomas, the eye doctor, from
Scribner’s
Magazine
for
June
conUoo a new
ucn ad.
»u. in
m the
me News
jmews floor as if in a fit. Physicians were at
near Tenth, has
Grand Rapids, treats all diseases of the
eye at Blom’s bakery every Thursday tains an inter.'sting article on buildirg this week, which can be found bv the once summoned,and Drs. Kremereuud
An UrWHPtillU
A
rAOilavs
V w . .
afternoon.Many are having their eyes <111(1
and In
loan,
societies. As
many off tfiA
the --------reader onfourtlr page. Mr. Heldercar410IUC1 Mabbs did all in their power to restore
*
readers of the News are interested in ries nothing but the finest line of boots ta, but without avail, death ending
jbhls subject f we would advise them to and shoes, and. judging from the large »>er suffering at 7:00 o’clock, the cause
,
Ready-Made Paints. •"
read
/
he! received,
irivou good being a stroke of anmiiAvt,
receives, gives
customers.
was so
and unex-
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Mr. Chris. De Vries, student at the

Ann Arbor, is home to
spend his summer vacation.
Hniversity of

Hon.

It.

J. Frost, mayor of AihUw. fii

H. Gale, of
Plow Works, Jwere ‘in the
day for the purpose of
water works, Albion
adopt some
Midi., and Mr.

1

n.ge
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)LLAND CITT. MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS RECORD.
OF TUG EVENTFUL HAP*
WEKK.

PENINOS OF A

Cnmmerrlnl. nnd Indnatrlnl
from All Orer the tand— Fire*, Acts, and Crimes— The Gist of the
H««h in a Few Lines.

'RA SESSION

OF CONGRESS.

That One Will be ulleA to Grant
Aid to Johnstown.
suggestionof an extra ResRion of
(

igresg for tbe relief of the

•

*

‘ '

$

Johnatown

has been Jieard in some quartern,

deep interest Rhown by Presi lent
n in the national cnlnmiiyban
the subject to receive mote
than nonld otherwise have
_ 60 it. Lant year Congrens
niated $100,000 for the benefit
yellow-ferer RUffereniin Florida,
a few vears earlier it eet mide
5 * for the homeless people along
Ohio River. Home members qnes*
JJhe conRtitutionalityof both probut they «ere a sm-dl miuoritv.
bsb were in aeaBion there wonld
ineationof its promptnesR, yet to
ipecial sessionfor the apeciHc pnrDf making an approi riition meets

nnd Alexander Reed, of Wisconsin, to be
Consul at Djabliu.

WESTERN HAPPENINGS.

The damage from

A JURIST WED.

t

daughterof the

There is great confusion,and men,
children, and effectsare being driven into town. Norden ie being

women,

fortifiedto meet an Indian raid.

Jeannette

Nathan Corwith, Sr., died at his
Michigan avenue,

late Justice

residence, No. 1261

wore married at the residence
Washington,the Rev. Dr.
.?* ®V ^0^n B» assisted by the
‘’arnlin, of the Church of the

bride in
*

After the mar-

officiating. '

iron ore deposits have

tlers by the score are arrivingat Norden.

Gray Marries the Daughter of the
Late Justice Matth»w«.
5TICB Gray, of the United States
9ws,

Rich

riage supper was served in the dining-

room and late In the

evening

postponed until after the present session
of the British Parliament. The postronement is in compliance with a request
from Mr. Parnell and other Irish lenders,
and it is therefore expected they will be
present when the conventionfinally assembles.

tho flood at Wash-

ington will be about $500,000. Tho above
does not include tho damage done to tho

Chesapeakennd Ohio Canal, which will
roach $250,000. The Long bridge was
damaged to the extent of $50,000. The
damage to machinery,guns, etc., nt the
nnvy-yard is about $5,O<)0.The Potomac
Flats Improvement Company has suffered to the extent of $100,000. The
coffer-dam withstood the flood, nnd work
which cost theOovernment$2,000,000 was
saved. It is feared that the base work of
the Washington monument is irredeemably injured.

Cold

.

Pacific

MB

Railroadbondi at 6 per

reported.The cool weather anti excess
of rain were generally unfavorable for
growing crops in the States north of the
Ohio River. In the Northwestthe cool
weather and frosts caused some injury to
crops, bnt in Dakota, Minnesota,and
Nebraska the general conditions were
favorablefor wheat and corn, excepting

.

cent.

04,023,>12

the bridal conple left for a conntrv- inaw, Mich., is reported os having foun* in the neighborhood
»od of Boston, dered in Saginaw bay. The E. S. Pease Principal ...... ...................... $ 897,368,702
Interest.... ..........................9,908,755
they wiU remain until duly, when was commanded by John Stirling x>f
, go to Enrope.
. UpqBt their re- Saginaw City. Besides the captain
.............................$ 900,462,457
ON WHICH 1NTEUK8T HAS CEASED SINCE
t in Septemberthey will 'occupy the
the crew consisted of Samuel Jamie- DEBT
_
,
HATcamr.
ely residence of the Jostice at the sou, chief engineer;Martin DonoPrincipal ............ ...............
1,907,9-25
f of Sixteenth and Q streets. The
Interest
..............................
154,480
hue, mate; William Games, second
will be in mourning daring the mate, and eight or ten men. All are lost.
Tot*l ........... .................
2,062,414
coming season. The bride is one if the The steamer had the barges Urania and
BEARINGNO INTEKEST.
most attractive and intellectualyoung Planet in tow, loaded with iron from Es- Old demandDEBT
and legal-tender
notes. .$ 340,737,458
ladies in Waahingifon.She is well ad- canaba for Ohio ports. Previous to two Cert ificatesof deposit ................ ]6, 150,000
129,044,662
vanced in young womanhood, of fine pres- years ago the E. S. Pease was known as Gold certificates.....................
255 537 810
and will grace the court circle with the California, and went down at the head Bilver certificates....................
Fractional currency (less $8,375,934,
many social gifts.
estimated as lost or destroyed) .... 6,913,690
of Lake Michiganwith a large list of pas*

„

.

1

.

$

I

9

.

sengers, few if any of

BASE-BALL BATTERS.

whom

escaped.

.

Principal............................$ 754,386,620
.
TOTAL DEBT.
Principal............... .............*1 653 663 248

Ben Hayden, the slayer of Richard
Bramhall at Red Oak, Iowa, seven years
..................
ago, was captured at Nebraska City, Neb.
of the various He was found living in a hidden cave in r Tot*!-;---i .......................$1,062,911,493
Lmb caah lu-ms av&ii&blt,
for the pennant the river bank. He shot Bramhall during
for reductionof tho
..... v.. .....
..... $411 889, -269
a quarrel and then bnried an ax in his Tdebt
shown by the eimtxed table:
Lvbs reserve held for rebrain. He also shot Mrs. Bramhall.
demptton of United
is
William J. McGarigle, the ex- btatei notes ............ 100,000,000
$ 511,889.209
S 5! Warden of the Cook County Hospital, a
..17 14 A48Baltimora...lU
18 ^13
Tott! debt less available cash
of

the Clube That Are Contending
for First Place.

__

%

AW

14 18 .437 K'ns's City.. 80 10
I..13 18 .410 Cincinnati... 21 at .518
..10
.32i Columbus.. .15 23 .304
I'gt'n... 8 18 .30. Louisville...
8 30 .210
......

H

:::SS

.5

W. L. «©

h

.ei2 8})ringftel(1..14

!J
13 A18

18 17 .483 Peoria ...... 14 14 500
1.12 18 .424 Evansville ..15 18 .454
.12 17 .413 Burlington..14 19 .424
.10 19 .344
I..

7

a

boodler, convicted

and

sentenced,

who

had escaped from tho Sheriff and has
been spending a conple of years in Debt less cnbh in Treasury June 1,
n i.V .......
....................
1,092,902,551
Canada, walked into Jndge Shepard's Debt
less cash In Treasury May 1,
coart-room in Chicago the other day, ac............ ................... $l,i0>.0a>,423
...

»c| Inter-St.

.Davenport,

12

---

.2501

rHE IDENTIFIED DEAD.

.

companied by his

attorney, Francis
Adams, ex-Corporntion Counsel, and his
bondsmen, E. J. Lehman, and James Fitzsimmons. By agreement with the State's
Attorney, the findingin the trial was set
aside. McGarigle pleaded guilty and
was sentencedto pay a tine of $1,000,
which he promptly did.
A collision occurred on the Dayton,

'

Over Two Thousand Has Been Published.

Fort Wayne and Chicago Railway half a

Decrease of debt during tbe

$

^

.

Gold held

THE PUBLIC DEBT.

cold certificates actualty outstanding..................$ 129,04 1,002
Silver held for silver certificates actually outsUudlng ..................£55,537,810
U. 8. notes held for certificates of
for

^

CaaTheH
leld for

•

-- V "
matured debt and
in-

*

W»>

mile eaat of Coalton, Ohio, between two

Mttsbnrg Press has published a
and carefullycorrected list con-

freight trains,

on one of which was

a

Total availablefor reduction of

caboose with thirty miners going to work.
tlw debt ........................ $
oter 2,000 names of persons The collision was in a sharp curve. Both
RESERVE FUND.
Held
for
redemption of U. 8. notes,
^to have been killed in the Johns- trains were badly smashed and nearly
*n!1 July «, i*r2.$
sr. Yet this is not believed every passenger ou the caboose was more
Unavailable for reduction of tho
debt:
than one-fonrth of those lost, or less hurt. Three men— Mit Dow, Mar-of identificationgrows more shall 8 he ad, and John Brown— were Fractional silver coin ................
Minor coin ...........................
* r, so that it seems quite probkilled. The following were badly inone-half of the waole num- jured; Caron Shead. Frank Dover, Elmer
er be known. To make out a
Owens, William Robinson, Frank Culver,
list is
.
E. O. Dow, nnd William Trace.

411,889,260

100,030,000

impossible.

Robert York,

Gntkrle Under Martial Law.

To prevent riots and

second mate of the

burglaries, fore-and-aft schooner Thomas Houston,
has arrivedin Racine, Wis., and relates a

tfotalcash in the Treasury, as
shown by Treasurer's general
..

which have become prevalent,and to pre-

about sir miles off Milwaukee.Tho
Houston cleared from Ashland for
Sooth Chicago with ore. At about 10
o'clock at night, when six miles above
aa two., 1IUIA
AUiK
H/lwiftkee,sjaaw
she a/a\/AU
broke in
and York
\\Or named Joseph Bouts saved
t*? «
hi bFipcking arms over a mainthemselves
sail spar. After feeing in the water thirtyiwo hontf they came Mjiyre eight miles
above Milwaukee. Ti: iuptaln^ii?
and two children, and thirteen of t® crew

na, has been placed under martial law.
The first election by ballot has been held.

The candidateswere D. B. Dyer and A.
V. Alexander. The election was warmly
eontested, the total rote being about

majority* CWT9c'

t

t •* U

M

d*J ty n^0Qt 400

Judge Brewer Dangerous'yHI

. Judge Brewer of

United States
Leavenall perished. York is stopping with relaworth, Kan., with an attack of typhoid tive*. He has been severely oross-^xfever brought ou by overwork. All viatot be stubbornly adheres to bis
*ors and friends are denied
admission
------ Admission
ms residence and his condition is said
During a fire in the 1,000-foot level,
be dangerous in the extreme, n
Idaho Mine, Grass Valley, Cal., Frank
Fleming Mill Allrib!.
Carter, Jr., was killed. Two men are
The West Virginialegislativecom- known to be in tbe mine below the fire,
mittee has finished tho examination of and it is reported that there is a party of
eight or ten more.
litions from Ohio County in the
Coroner Hektz, of Chicago, has reFleming contest. Three Demotnd three Rwnblican votes were sumed the investigationinto the murder
>wn out. Flemfffwis still one ahead. of Dr. Cronin. So far there have been
no additional developmentsin the evithe

jircuit Court is seriously ill at

..

•
i

•

dence.

Taicott in China.

Gantz, a second cousin of

Dr.

B. Tascott, while under the ini

>

Harry Clover, a yonng

dentist

at Torre Haute, Ind., was found dead on

.

had aided Tascott
and that the fugitive was

Presidential Appointments.

President has made the following

among other
aobstance:

things, said, in

'

Arkansas is in dtirepote. Comrades Benjaminand Clayton wore assassinated
in this 8 late because they re re loyal to the flag
of their county. The eyes of the entire country
ICES.
are upon Arkansas. Ho said his State legislature had passed resolutions denouncing Arkansas, aud callingupon the National tiovommeut
teed the Connecticut to protectits iicopie, uv« n If it had to put it under martial law, aud then continued ; I am a
n the right to vole on Congressman,aud, comrades,1 will soe that
of intoxicating you are protectsd,if my lufluouci and power
The

State of

I

The indignationof the citizen*at the

Bos-

in the de-

at

b resolu’

«>

K*11* tar thus ex-

mM,

«

to

—

being feasted, wined

friend of Bnssin," has caused widespread

and most overwhelming
misfortune that ever befell a people of
the English race." The other morning
striking,

UE POUTS,

Era— No.
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HNSTOWN.

but it will take months of work to.
come anywhere near repairingthe fearful
damage, while it is about certain that the
Mineral Point, Conemaugh, Woodvale, list of the lost will never be made complete.
Cambria City,
other places, The supply of coffins sent kt from Pittehaving from one to two tbotu- burg and other points is so great that tbe
inhabitants,were completely rehe? committeetelegraphed last evening
devastated,and hundreds of their citizens not to send any more until ordered. No
carried down by the tor ent to be tossed funds have yet lean received from Philalifeless upon the banks and partly burled
delphia,but the authoritiesare confident
in debris. Such fearful destructionas was
that when telegraphiccommunicationie
o casionedwithin the thirty miles from the
restored they will get liberal communicadam to the town of New Florencehas tions from that city. Dozens of smaller
never before been recorded. The stoue places have already s?nt in generous sums
bridge of tbe Pennsylvania railroadcomof money, and the people are encouraged
pany just below Johnstown withstood the
to believe that all of their more pressing
tremendous flood, and againstits piers was wants will be provided for.
thrown a mass of wreckage, to which perIt will requireseveral days yet to gtva
haps a thousand human beings were clinganything like a definite idea of the lost
ing tenaciously for life. Portionsof house
of life, but it will cedainly reach up Into
after house were added to this drift, which
thousands.Every hour brings fresh evibetame an immense dam. Even bridges,
dence of the fact that the disastereclipses
freight cars, and locomotiveswera loiged
anything of the kind In the history of
there. Then to the horror of the flood was
the country, and no one can say what
added that of Are, which was communicated the final result will be.
to the debris from a stove, and many who
It is impossibleto describe the appearhad hoped for succor from the waters were
ance of Main street. Whole houtes have
burned to death
been swept down this one street and beTho magnitude of the catastrophe can
come lodged. The wreck Is piled as high,
not now be approximately stated. The
as the s cond-story windows. The redevastationin the entire region is so comporter could step from the wreck Into the
plete ns to preventaccess to the desolate
and heartbroken survivorsand the
°f I*1® sT™ h0US9' Th0
city,

ul™

t!

j

'ptod’

become oh™!

V
0

T

I

[“'“n

e Pennsylvania rail-

robbed tbe dead bodies of valuables.
Some corpseswere taken from the river
near here and others at long distances
from the point where the disaster occurred.

Johnstown the Worst Imaginable Pict-

_

ure of Desolation.

Johnstown, Pa., Juno 8.— When Super-

MILWAUKEE.

No.

PORX— Mess

2

....................
5J

......................

0

.52

n.50 012.00

DETROIT.
Cattle ...........................
8.00 0 4.25
Hoos ..........
4.00 0 175
BHKKF ............................
3.50 0 4.25
Wheat— No. 2 Red. ...............88
.88)4
^RN-No. 2 Yellow ...............85
.30*
Oats— No. 2 White ................27'a© .28

0
0

TOLEDO.
WHHAr-No.QRed................80

NEW

0

YORK.

p^=::=

.80)4

*
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SIS
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At a meeting of 400 Panama canal
was decided to

wnu^l!

to inspect tbe canal works.

..................
185 ® *•*

gpli!

Colt*—

send a commissionto Panama immedi- OATS.
iiiely

jmd there with
heap! of driftwood, remained
alnedf
for their contemplation. It is perfectly safe to say that
every house in the city that was not located
well up on the hillsidewas either swept
completelyaway or wrecked so badly that
rebuildingwill be absolutely necessary.
These losses, however, were as nothing
compared to the frightful sacrifice of
human lives to be seen on every hand.
The loss of life is simply dieadful The
most conservativepeople declare that thenumber will reach 5,000. The streets are
full of men carrying bodies to various
mud, oraamentea hare

warned of danger, but apparentlythe report that 200 raoie have been discovered
majority of them had implicitconfidence half-buried In the mud on an Island bein the masonry to resist all of the pressure tween New Florenceand the pjaoe named.
possible to be brought against it. Evbn At the Foui th ward st-hoolhouse over one
those who were alaimed by the unusual
hundred victims have been laid out for
rainfall and floods In tho streams had no
identification.
In many cases they havs
conception that so diie a disaster could been recognized,while in many more the
occur.
tabs bear the simple word “unknown.”
Johnstown stood on a point of land in a Shocking sights have become so common
valley between the Conemaugh and Stony
that they have lost their ten ora, and thecreeks, which there form the Conemaugh findlng of a body he e and there attracts
river. The dam was on high land some little or no attention from the great crowds
nine miles distant and about 30') feet that constantlyline the river banks anfl
abive the city. When the flood came it crowd all other accessible places
rushed down with great rapidity, a wall
The Pennsylvania railroad has su.ceeded.
of water from thirty to fifty feet high. in gettinga tra.-k through to the city, and>
Johnstown was almost completely de- provisions enough to meet all immediate
stroyed in a few minutes. Large factor- wants have arrived. Adjt.-Gen. Hastings
ies, stores, public building*,palatial iesiIs in charge of the police and the various
dences, and modest homes were swept relief corps, and he Is doing elegant work
away and their inmates crushed to death for the sufferers. Those people who were
in the collapse of buildingsor drowned af- not swept away or disabled are working
ter heroic but vain etforts to reach places earnestly for tbe revival of the stricken

flats'..

im-'15-15 esi3'B
it

f/

2.

------

disaster In a similar

shareholders in Paris

.

dam

tn...

his heart’s content at Paris.

tho

.

A Pittsburgdispatch»ays: Late details
of the calamity in the Conemaugh valley
multiply many tl res the early estimates of
the number of lives lost and the probable places, where they await identification,
value of the property destroyed. The first and the work has only just begun. Everyreports weie confined mainly to the hour or so the forces of men working on
destruction wrought at Johnstown,but the va: ions heaps of deb: is Rnd numbers of
they have since been extended to a dozen bodies buried in the mud and wreckage.
towns and villages and to cover a vast ex- It is believed that when the flames are
tent of territoiy.The catastrophe was extinguishedin the wreckage at the bridge
caused by the burstingof what was known aud tho same is removed hundredsand
as the South Fork dam, 110 feet high and hundreds of victims will be discovered. In
restraining a bedyrof water twelve miles fact this seems certain, as dozens of bodies
in aiea and 100 feet deep in places. For have already been found on the outskirts of
days previous to the break In ihe
tho huge mass of broken timbers.
there had leen continuous rains throughThe leports from outside points are alsoout tne extensive watershed drained into appalling. Up to 0 o’clock 180 bodies had
the lake, and citizens of Johnstown were been embalmed at Nineveh, and there is

to the locality,lost their lives in the excitement which prevailed.In Johnstown
and neighboring placei whole families
were swept away together. The scene of
utter desolationthe deeds of heroUm, and
tho lamentation of thoee unable to learn
tidings of loved ones make a pathetic
story, but it is marred by the deplorable
fact that ghouls who /escaped the flood

Czar's toasting the Prince of
Montenegro,nnd styling him “the only B4RLRT—

dailies refer to
strain.

Entire City Swept Away and Thousands of Ita Inhabitants Overwhelmed
In the Flood — HeartrendingScenes In
the Devastated Place.

tu:

The

most

An

Several trains on

Chie*k-Fu11 Cream,
en-

thusiasticcheers by the crowds at Paris.
and dined

A SCENE OF DESOLATION.

PA.,

road were overtaken by the rising
waters and soma passengers, strangers

'it

to GladHtone June 18.

Is

..^ ________

AN AWFUL WRECK.

will give a dinner

N

'Hi

-------- INDIA N ATOLl's.

intendent Pitcairn telegraphed to Pittsburg on tbe night of the flood that Johnstown was anulnilatedhe come very near to
tbe facts of tho case, although he had not
seen the ill-fatedcity. To aay that Johnstown is a wreck is but stating tbe facts of
the case. Nothing like it wan ever tern in
this country. Where long rows of -dwelling houses and bniiness blocks stood
forty-eighthours ago ruin and desolation

now reUn

supreme. Probably

from

‘

end to end is

......

...............

piled

fifteen and twenty feet high
with debris, and in some instancesIt
as high as the roofs of tbe houses. This
great mass of w.eckage fills the street
and frequently has
cf buildings and filled
re of the terrible
is probably not a man in
give any reliableesof houses that have
SolicitorKuhn,
‘ in this
is

S

iilaml

^

fifteen

hundred houses have been swept from the
face of the earth as completely as if they
had never been erected. Main street

iww'-ev-

FRESH AND NEWSY.

Nineteen lives were lost by the wreck
of the schooner Bavaria, which went
meeting ashore on

.elected

banks show an increaseof about 12 per cent,
over test year. There Is no apprehensionot
early disturbance tn tho money market, but the
bank surplus, if materially weakened during
the next six weeks by gold exports, may not
be atrong enough to prevent seriouspressure In
the fall. Money at interior points is almost
everywhere In ample supply,Clevelandbeing
the only exception. Coliectlonsdo not improve
at Kansas City
Milwaukee, but the
complaintsare on the whole not -Increased.
The speculative markets have been comparelively tame. No change Is seen in cotton. The
general average of prices has declined only a
fifth of 1 per cent, for the week. About 10 per
cent more than last year’s pricesIs asked for
Michigan wool. The dbclslou on the worsted
question is regarded by many as Insuring a
more active demand for wool. Pittsburg reports a dull market for pig Iron, with lower
prices tor some brands, au»
— r... lor
id a fair demand
for
manufactured iron and steel at former prices.
The imfresslonprevails at Philadelphia that

::

tad Jaw0* 111 t,V°U U W° ®<kV* t0 re,ort t0 uiar*

meeting of

Iter

••

most colossal scale. The sympathies of
the whole civilized world will be with the
at Fort Smith, Ark., Congressman Kelly, people of Pennsylvania in the saddest,
of Kansas,

the crop prospect continue# unnelly good end the markets ere repidiyedjustingthemselvesto the ussurence o! ample
----..

he was very tmwilli '
and only yieldedto
Earl, whose fami]
Dundas, is Jfiyrars of age, a
to the title in 1873.

Buffalo Bill

'V:’

and

of

CHICAGO.

Prehident Carnot is greeted by

;

and

On the whole

Viceroy shi^ of Ireland,

In the course of a Memorial Day speech

of Public Moneys— John T.
• Bozeman,
«uuv. ,; James
an, Mont
-- -—Ico, at Las Cruces, N. M.
i of Land Offices— Frank K. Bald>, at Poeblo, Col. ; Eddy F. Far, at Bozeman,Mont.

Dun & Co.’s weekly review

Earl of Zetland

Andrew CiBROIE

JOHNSTOWN,

of safety. It is estimatedthat 12,000 citizens of Johnstown and its immediate vicinity perished. Tho towns of South Fork,

trade says:

MET

TBe

';’”

THE CITY

carried awny and railway embankments destroyed.Many houses were inundated and 'people had to be rescued in
bouts. In Coburg all cellars in the business portion wera Hooded, water in some
instancesrising above store floors. The
fnrmers lose heavily— manv of them their
entire crop. The loss will reach $500,000.
Instructions have been sent by the
Dominion to Halifax to release the captured schodner Mattie Winship upon
Consul Phelan giving securityfor her

Gladstone's* golden
feO
wedding,which
___
will occur Junftj$,.|f to be celebratedin
business the outlook'is enoourag.
grand ktyla at Hawarden.
of, ,ulm«n»o production
of bdtter. and cheese,with a fuU demand. The
The civil marriage of Prince William prodBOtfon of boots and shoes is Increasing,and
ordersrwelved
are large. The business fsJlures
of Hohenzollem and Princess,,
number 215, as comparedwith 229 the week pS
—1K,udlnfi week of last year
Bourbon has taken *
of the Coantess of

comment in Enropeau circles.
the sidewalk near bis house the other
The London Daily New soys: “Amerday. He had left his home a few hoars
before, intendingto take a train to Chi- ica, where everythingis on a scale of vustcago, wh$re he expected to open an office. ness which we can not experience,seems
destined to suffer calamitiesof civilizaSOUTHERN INCIDENTS.
tion os it exhibits its triumphs, on the

of liqnor at San Francisco, stated

a reporter that she

I

ACROSS THE OCEAN.

thrilling tale of the sinking of that vessel

re order, the city of Gnthrie, in Okla-

$629,160,883

;

Heavy "rtins have prevailed in the
Cobnrg (Ont.) district, culminatingin
what appearedto be a large waterspout.
In a few minates creeks became rivers,
and all bridges and dams between where

or

25,125,205
210.422

'

possibly the cool weather which has relarded the growth of com. In Missouri,
Illinois, and Kansas excessive rains qn
frosts are reported as having been mjurious to the corn crop. In Kentucky,
Tennessee, Arkansas, and Texas, the crop
conditions were doubtless improved by
the rains, but cool weather was unfavorable and some slight damage occurred from
frosts on the low lands. Drought conditions continue in the sonthern portionsof
Mississippi and Loowiann, which tho
rainfallin the northern nprtionsof these
States waq favorable, but tbe weather was
too cool and sunshine insufficient for the
growth of cotton plant. Reports from
Alabama indicate that drought probably
caused injury to oil drops, bnt general
rains occurred daring the week, which are
reportedns favorable for early cotton.

month.........
.................
8,70-2,877 value.
Decrease of debt since J une 30, 1888. 72,682.105
CASH IN TUEAHL'RY AVAILABLEEOR REDUCTIONOF
R. G.
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HORROR OF HORRORS.

the burst occurred and Lake Ontario were

I

.w»
::S
W. L.

.

weather has greatly redaced the

seasonal excess of temperature previously

The following is a recapitulationof
Chicago, of heart and liver disease. His
death was not unexpected, it having been the debt statement for May:
INTERRST-BKARINO DMT.
known for several weeks that he could
not recover from the illness with which Bondi at 4}$ per cent ................$ 142,403,530
Bondi at 4 per cent ..................076,221,800
he was suffering.
Refunding certiflcatceat 4 per cent.. 119.840
The steamer E. S. Pease, of East Sag- Nary pension fund at 3 per cent. . 14,000,000

•

,

Old Guard,” Captain C. Henry Witthaui street nearly 200 feet long and six stories
committed suicide with a revolver. He high. Tbe walls had been completed and
carpenters were at work on it. The wind in the trongh of the sea. Tbe Calvin
was 35 year* of age and very wealthy.
Thb Rev. Dr. William P. Gage, of was blowing hard, and the entire building picked up the Norway and Valencia,but
came down with a c ash. Robert Prnitt, the Bavuria had drifted beyond
1
reach,
Hartford, Conn., committed snicide nt
Wiliam Yonng, G. B. Jones, Back and the captain of the barge- abandoned
Philadelphiaby Jumping from the fourth- Hooper nnd D. N. Collie were killed.
the doomed schooner and headed for
story window of the Orthopoedic Hos- Henry Oakes will die. Six others were Kingstoh with the Norway and Valencia,
pital. He broke bbih ankles and sus- badly injured. Several men were bnried bringing both safely into port. While
tained internal injuries, which resulted in tbe inins nnd a considerable time the barge was making for Kingston the
in death.
elapsed before they were extricated.,
Bavaria had drifted ashore on Galloo
An ngent of an English syndic de is re- Island, every soul on board being
At Camden, N. J., Walt Whitman, the
"good gray poet," received the congratu- ported to be at Louisvillenegotiatingfor drowned. Exactly how they perished
cannot bo learned, as no one is known to
lations of his fritnds on the seventieth the purchase of all the distilleries in
have witnessed the disaster. It would
anniversary of his birth. Letters and Kentucky.
seem, however, that the captain was washed
telegrams of good wishes potired in all
A STORM which swept through tho Po- overboard,as papers and money beday. Althoughthe poet’s health has been
tomac Valley did a vast amount of de- longing to him were found on tbe wreck
exceedingly poor, he mustered up
struction
in the Panhandle of West afterward.The crew then probably took
strength enonen to ride to Morgan Hall
to the yawl, bat were lost in endeavoring
Virginia, Northwestern Virginia and to leach the t-horo.The names of the lost
to attend tbe bsnqnet in his honor. He
was not able to remain long, but did more Western Maryland. At Falling Waters, are as follows: Captain John Marshall,
th«n the 200 friends present expected in Md., a house was wrecked and James Mrs. Marshall, their three children,first
being there at all. For nearly a year the Brown was killed. His wife and daugh- mate Felix Campean, Mrs. Campeau,
old gentleman has been confinedto his ter and two yonng lady visitors were fa- their six children, second mate John Snell,
bed.
tally injured. Reports from various seaman William McGarrity, seaman SonThe damage by flood in Elmira, N. Y., sections indicate a heavy loss of life and dv Berry, seaman Archy Borloy, seaman
.widespread destruction.*
Elias Borloy, Bell » Hartman,cook.
will exceed half a million.A dispatch
Neill S. Brown, Jit., Reading Clerk
Rumors, which, however, are disfrom Corning says: "The flood in this
of the lower house of Congress, was credited, are current in the Mexican
district is the greatest ever known. Most
of the country fiom Corning to Homells- killed at Nashville,Tenn., by being run capital to tho effect that Congress is disville was flooded, and the loss in Steuben over by a train.
enssing in secret session the ceding of
County alone will exceed a million. Tbe
Lower California to the United States.
THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.
Fall Brook Coal Company lose nearly a
President John Fitzgerald, of the
million. Fifty miles of track on tbe
Pine Creek Division,between Ansonia
The President has appointed Charles Irish National League, has issued an adand Jersev Shore, has been washed away
L. Knapp, of New York, to be Consul dress to the members of the League anand it will be weeks before it cun be renonneing that the convention called
?alle< to
General of tho United States at Montreal, meet nt Philadelphia July 9 and 10 is
built.

been discovered near Gnthrie, Oklahoma, and a
some doubt as to its wisdom. Mo
itar session has been called in a cen- shaft will be sunk at once and n thorough
>f national existence, bnt there has
examination mode.
_no snch calamity as the Johnstown
A special from Norden, Neb., says:
all lh« century.
There is an Indian scare here, and set-
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SCENE. OF

THE DISASTER.

by way of tbe top. Further up-town a
raft of logs lodged in tho street and did
great damage.
Tho best description that can be given of
the general appearance of the wreck is to
imagine a number of children’sblocks
placed closely together and then draw
your hand through them in almost every
direction. At the commencement of the
wreckage, which is at the opening of the
Conemaugh,one can look up the valley for
miles and not see a house. Nothing stands
but an old woolen mill.
Chat. Luther is the -name of the boy who
stood on adjacent elevation and saw the
whole flood. He said he heard a grinding
noise far up the valley, and looking op
ho could see a dark line moving slowly towards him. Ho saw It was houses. On
they came like the hand of a giant clearing off his table. High in the air would
bo tossed a log or beam which fell back
with a crash. Down the valley it 1

^S^nutaTJJtSn ^t

m
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121BTBPLACBOP ROBERT BURKS.
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And

what else

RUNIOUS COMPANIONS.

BT BOBEBT O. INOEBTOIX.

Though Scotland boasts a thousand nomoa
and iioor,
Tho uoble«t,graudost of them all
Was IdvM and cradled here.
Here lived the gentle peasant prince,
The loving cotter-king,
Compared with whom the greatest lerd
la bat a tilted thing.
Of patriot, king,

Tia but

a oot roofed in with atraw,
A hovel made of clay
One door shuts out the snow and storm,
. One window greets the day ;
And yet 1 stand within this room
And hold all thrones in scorn,
For hero, beneath this lowly thatch,
Love's sweetest bard was born.
;

“Baby and Auntie’spet, dial's all.*
f And what is Auntie o name?1’
“Jes Austie Lu.”
“CONSORT WITH BURGLARS AND *OU
“Well, what is your papa’s name?”
WILL BE A BURGLAR."
“ Baby’s papa is in Heben, ’nd mamma,
’nd Mabel too.”
Dr. Talinage Mnkni 8o»»« New Rrniarka
“Is your grandpa there, and did he
on nn Old Si4Uect-HowSpondthrUla nn4
go lately?"
Debauch ena Are Made-Kvil Wrought by
“He’s there, but he wonted ’fore the
rest, longnuff.”
the Skeptle—A Sermon Dell
red In the
» ^

Brooklyn Tabernacle.

“Is your papa’s grave here too?”
“No— o — o,” she answered in half uncertainty.
“I fear I cannot find your grandpa’s
grave, Baby. Can you tell me where
you and Auntie live?”
“To home, Baby knows the way, but
she brought flowers for grandpa’s
grave."

Jtet-ProvertixlH,

"A companionof fools

20:

persons that yo
on have no time to give
them during businesshours.
lours. Nothing
would plesse them so well as to have
you renouuoo vour occupation and associate with thorn. Much of the time
they lounge around the club rooms or
the doors of engine houses, or after the
diuiug hour stand upon tho steps of a
fashionable hotel or nn elegant restaurant, wishing to give you the idea that
thet is the place where they dine. But
they do not dine there. They are sinking down lower and lower, day by day,
Neither by day nor bv night have anything to do with the idlers. Before you
admit a man into vour acquaintance ask
him politely: “What do you do for a
Dvina?" Ir ho says, “Nothing, I am
gentleman," look out for him. He may
have a very soft hsnd and very faultless
apparel, and have n high sounding

ful life you may be able to look back to

MICHIGAN LEG!

kindnesses done, to honorable work
accomplished,to poverty helped, 'to a
good name earned, to Christian influence
IT** UeaaU pawwd tho foU
exerted,to a Haviour’scause advanced-—
lonthovathuU:
tpldi and
these pleasnre seekers ou their death
mutual
Are Insurance
bed have nothing better to review than
a torn playbill, a ticket for the races, an
empty tankard and tho cast out rinds of
a carousal;and as in the delirium of

‘

]

their awful death they clutch the goblet
and press it to their lips, the dregs of
the cup falling upon their tongue will
begin to hiss and uncoil with the adder*
of an eternalpoison.

»

xfe:

Ing *2,000 for the

war

Improvementof State

the city of Lanalng. \ j,ju .
Ing $78, 000 for tFe ExecuU*

.

ncelved an advene committeerooort
Cast out these men from your complaced on generalorder. The
“May it pleoso the court," said a conWithin this hallowed hnt 1 feel
pany. Do not ho intimate with them. Jackion Mortgage Hill, providingthat
Like one who clasps a shrine,
victed criminal,when asked if be had
Always be polite. There is no demand mortgagedlaud may deduct from the ii
When the glad lips, at last, have touched
the mortgage an amount equal to tl
anything to say before sentence of death
that you ever sacrifice politeness. A
The something deemed divine 1
that the mortgagehi are to the valt
was passed npon him. “may it please the
And here the world, through all the years,
young man accosted a Christian Quaker
As long as day returns,
oonrt, bad company has been my rain.
with: “Old chap, how did vou make all
The tributeof its love and tears
I received the blessings of good parents, family name, but his touch is death. Be
yonr money?” The Quaker replied: "By charter of the city of East Saginaw:
Will pay to Robert Burns 1
“I am sorry, dear; but you can come
and, in return, promised to avoid all fore you know it you will in his pres- dealing in a article that thou mayest fog the city of Detroit to bond itself for
fov the improvement of Belle I ale
some other day with Auntie, and shell evil associations.
_____I kept__
- -Had
my prem- ence be ashamed of your work dress. deal in if thou wilt— civility."Always makinir
find it.”
Business
will
become
to
you
drudgery,
ise I should have been saveS
this
shame,
ia
shame.
ho courteous,,but at the same time firm.
There was a little silence and then and been free 'from the load of guilt and after a while you will lose your Bay nous if you ffieaut it. Have it un- mg ; Increaefog the aalary of the Clerk of
Superior Court of Graud Rapids, *1,300.
the childishvoice broke out again :
that hangs ronnd me like a vulture, place, and afterwards your respecta- derstood in store, and shop, and street, prea. libel' bill, framed by the Michigan
bility, and last of all your soul. Idle- that you will not stand in tho companthreotening
to
drag
me
to
justice
for
“Has
you
a
gwanpa
or
papa?"
AaaoclaUon,
waa reported from thej*"*
Sketch of Memorial Day.
ness is next door to villiauy. Thieves, ionship of the skeptic, tho idle, the Oommiteec without recommendation,
ai
Of course I listenedwith bated crimes yet unrevealod. I, who once gamblers,
• apecial order for June 8. The Rogers!
burglars,shop lifters aud as- pleasure flecker..
moved in the first circles of society, and
breath for the answer that would tell, in
BT VELMA CALDWELL MELVILLE.
fog railroad conipanieaa paroent. ongr
sassins are made from the class who
Rather tb&n enter tho compaionship
N.000 per mile, aud 4 per cent ____
a measure, how near I had come to have been the gnest of distinguished have nothing to do. When the police
public men, am lost, and all through
of that amount,was killedIn committeec
of fluch, accept the invitation to a bet“Too much show and red tape, and divining my hero’s past aright.
go to hunt up aud arrest a culprit they ter feast. Tho promises of God are the whole. The Governor approved bllle
bad company."
too little Eoul; I murmured involunlog one corporation to eel] IU frarn^
“Yes, littleone, but like yours, they
This is but one of tho thousandproofs seldom go to look in among busy clerks fruits. The harps of Heaven are tho
tarily, as the companies of militia, in
iWaehtaU'a generalbill for the pi
are in Heaven, I trust.”
that the companion of fools shall be or in the busy carriage footory, but they music. Clusters from the vineyards of
their faultless uniforms, marched and
go
among
the
groups
of
idlers.
The
“Is they? How nice!” They were destroyed.It is the invariable role.
God have been pressed into the tankpirouettedabout until finally halted walking among the groves now, and I 1 here is a well man in the wards of a play is going on at the theater, when ards. The sons and daughters of the
A quoncM waa m-eaent in boilt boasts
in their places,the band ceased play- —
hospital,
where there ore hundred suddenly there is a scuffle in the top Lord Almighty are the guests. White
____ one
___ ...
......
.
saw that
of ..
her
little hands was
ing, and the voices of a double quartette clasped in his, while in the other she PeW° 8>ck w»th ship fever, and he will gallerv.What is it? A policemanhas standing at the banquet, to fill the cups
of young men and maidens arose joy- tightly grasped a bunch of withered not be so apt to take tho disease as a come in, and leaning over, has tapped and divide the clusters and command
good man woald be apt to be smitten on the shoulder of a young man, saying: tho harps and welcome tho guests,is a wan done. A bogua challengeto play I “
. oualy in the words
grass flowers.
with moral distemper, if shut up with “I want you, sir." He has not worked daughter of God on whose brow are the porting to come from new h paper
•When flowerv summer is at hand,
“My gwanpa was a sojer, was youra?” iniquitous companions.
during tho day, but somehow has raked blossoms of paradise,and in whose enta, wa* received In the House ; w
And springhas gemmed the earth with bloom,
which the Wayne delegation,with Mr.
she went on.
Wo higher bring with loving hand
In olden times prisoners were herded together a shilling or two to get into cheek is the flush of celestial summer. for umjdre expwaaed an earneat wiahtoi
Bright flowers, to dock our soldier’s tomb."
tho
top
gallery.
He
is
an
idler.
Tho
with any other combination of Repreaentati
“No, dear, but my father was.”
together in the some cell, but each ouo
Her name is Religion.
Tht>*o juvenile ehulliUona were prompt!
To them it was a gala day, and “Oh!” I thought triumphantly,
learned the vices of all the culprits, so man on bis right hand is an idler aud
Her ways are waya of pleaaantnosi,
upon the table. The Senate pat aed the!
oven the suggestive surroundings failed they passed from hearing and soon from th®1* instead of being reformed by in- tho man on his left hand is an idler.
And all her paths are peace.
bill to confer on citlea and vlllagoajnrli
Shrink back from idleness in yourself
to alter or dlaoontlnuo State roada wl
to bring a shallow to the bright young sight. “I was right. No wonder Sol- ®“rcerati°u.the day of liberation turned
Decide
this
soon,
oh,'
young
man,
JurladJetidn.
and in others if you would maintain n
laces. What did they know of war and dior’s Memorial Day meant
out UP0U sool?ty l,en.8t.8- not
what
direction
you
will
take.
There
An appropriationbUl of 9fl0, 000 for the
We may, m our places of business, be right position. Good old Ashbel Green, comes such a moment of final decision
its dreadful results ?
to him.
nubile aehool at Cotdwaterand aereral
at more than eighty years of age, was
r
i
n
compelled
to
talk
to
and
mingle
with
"They died our country to redeem.—"
—why not this? One night I saw a •‘Ills of local foiiwrlanoo iiatBod tho Sen1
It was growing late when
when I left the bad men; but he who deliberatelychooses found busy writing, and some young
the SJth ult. Tho Damon hlgb-lioonBe
“Say, boys, watch the first soprano city of the dead, and being fatigued,I to associatehimself with vicious people man said to him; “Why do you keep young man at tho street corner evidently bill m amended in committee was a a,
doubting
as
to
which
direction
ho
had
open her month, cavernous ain’t it ?”
hailed a passing car.
dl"cus*l‘»n it pessed, I
r. Imagine
is engaged in carrying on a courtship busy? It is time for you to rest." He
bettor take, his hnt lifted high enough a badly dlaflKurodcondition from Wt in i
This in a half whisper from a diulmsh- pleasurable surprise when I
with n Delilah, whose shears will clip answered: “I keep busy to keep out of
It
po**ed
the
House.
The tax to ret
so you could see he had an intelligent
looking militiaman who stood holding covered that
vis-a-vis wap off all the locks of his strength, and ho mischief."No mau is strong enough to forehead, and ho had a stout chest and both spirituous and malt liquors is
be
idle.
wholesalers, *800; wholesale and*w'
his rifle gingerly between the thumb none other than the youth whe will bo tripped into perdition.Sin is
a robust development. Splendid young *rt> *1,000; brewers,*08, with nodlsti
Are you fond of pictures?If so I will
and forefingerof his white-gloved hand. twice before that day had rivited my catching, is infectious, is epidemic. I
man. Cultured yohng man. Honored tween malt and tplrituona liquors,
“Jupiter! I’m afraid she’ll wake the attention. It was odd to be sure, how will let yon look over the millions of show you one of the works of an old young man. Why did he slop there ent provision with referenceto
people now inhabiting the earth, and I master. Here it is: “I went by the field while so many were going up ana down? wat substituted.The Senate
old vets,” said another.
constantly I had had him in my mind,
executive tettion on the not __
challenge yon to show me a good man of the slothful, and by the vineyard of
The fact is, that every man has a good
“Hang it all! ’tis going to be killing and how utterlyunconscioushe was of
who, after one year, has made choice the man void of understanding;and lo! angel and a bad angel contending for
. standing here while all those big guns my existence. He was accompanied and consorted withthe wicked. Athou- it was all grown over with thorns, and
renal Institution. The l.
on the stage show oft',’’ observed a third. now by a beautifnlyoung girl, beautiful sand dollars reward for one such in- nettleshad covered the face thereof, the mastery of his spirit, and there wa* stronglyopposed by the Upper
a good angel and a bad angel struggling tors, and action was deterred. Bills t„
“What’s the use in all this fuss and even to my critical eye— and I was very stance. I caro not how strong your and the stone wall was broken down.
with that youno man’s soul at the corner corporation of independent militarycom
character may be. Associate with gam- Then I saw and considered well. I
feathers anyhow, over a few old fellows i critical when I observed with what
and for the prevention of the spreading i_
of the street. BCome with me," said the
who’ve been dead a quarter of a century lover-like look he regarded her. It blers, you will become a gambler. Clan looked upon it and received instruction, good angel; “I will take you home; I tagious diseases were killed. The Hons*
Yet a littli
under considerationthe purity of electloi
tie sleep, a little slumber, a litnearly?” complaiuedthe dude.
seemed to me that nothing short of ab- with burglars, and you will become a
will spread my wing over yonr pillow; I
made it Uio special order for June 4.
ing of the hands to sleep.
sleep. So will lovingly escort you all through life and
“Boys be quiet please and try and ob- solute perfectionin body and soul would burglar. Go among the unclean, and tie folding
son's bill for the township districtschool
you will become unclean. Not appre- shall thy poverty come as one that
tern
was made a special order for June 6.
under supernatural protection; I will
*erve a little common decency at such be worthy of him. But she was so
journed to Monday, June 8.
ciating tho truth of my text, many a travolethand thy want as an armed man. "
bless
every
cup
you
drink
out
of,
every
a time and place as this.”
sweet and graceful,and raised her blue young man has been destroyed. He I don't know of another sentence in the
I had not turned my head before, but eyes so witehingly to his handsome face, wakes up some morning in tho great Bible more explosive than that. It first couch you rest on, every doorway you
One Hundred Year* Ago.
now my eyes sought the face of the last that I fell to dreaming again, weaving city, and knows no one except the per- hisses softly, like the fuse of a cannon, enter; I will consecrate yonr tears when
you weep, yonr sweat when you toil, and
There was not an iron plow in
speaker— a young Orderly
as such a lovely little romance about him sons into whoso employ he has entered. and nt last hursts like a fifty-four
at tho last 1 will band over your grave to
As he goes into the store all the clerks pounder. Tho old proverb was right:
United States then. The first f
expected from the voice, it and their future.
the bright angel of a Christian resarreowas handsome in outline, frank and
“All the world loves a lover," you mark him, measure him, and discuss “The devil tempts most men, but jdli
tiou. In answer to your father’s peti- plow was patented in 1797, but it
tempt the devil."
nob'p in expression.
know, and the most unromanticcannot him. The upright young men of tho
tiou and your mother’s prayer, I have a flat failure. The intelligent
store wish him well, but perhaps wait
A young man came to a man of 00 years been sent of tho Lord out of Heaven to of New Jersey, upon the -first
A Jellow as pious as you we, Orderly, j fail to smite pleasantly, and vaguely—
fora formal introduction,and even then of ago and said to him: “How have you
he your guardian Hpirit. Come with pronounced the plow not only i
ought to be up among the mourners*,” I at least— recall their own youth, when have some delicacy about inviting him
made out to live so long and be so well?" me,’ said the good angel, in a voice of less but a great evil, on the g
laughed some one coarsly; but they | in the presence of lovers.
into their associations. But the bad The old man look the youngster to an
obeyed him nevertheless,and I forgot
I was just completing tho bride’s young men of the store nt the first op- orchard, and, pointingto some large unearthly symphony. R was music like that “it poisoned the soil” so that
that which drops from a late of Heaven
to listen minutely to the rather hack- toilet — in imagination— and had stepped
would not germinate. About the
portunity approach and offer their serv- trees full of apples, said: “1 planted
when n seraph breathes on it. “No, no,"
neyed orationsfrom the platform, and back to note the effect of the wreath ices. They patronise him. They pro- these trees when I was a boy, and doyou said the bod angel, “come with me; I die of the last century it waa
fell to speculating on the past history of aud veil, when the car paused and a fess to know all about the town. They wonder that now I am permitted to
have somethingbetter to offer; the wine* common in England that the ,
will take him anywhere that he wishes gather the fruit of them?" We gather in
the manly youth. In imagination I saw new passenger entered.
I pour are from chalices of bewitching the plow was shod with iron,* ...
a fair young mother holding up her She (the new passenger) was evidently to go— if he will pay the expenses. For old age what we plant in oar youth. carousal; the dance I lead is over floor 1785 an Englishmaninvented *i
if a good young man and a bad young
baby boy to receive the farewell kiss of from the country—very fleshy, very red- man go to some place where they ought Bow to tho wind, and we reap the whirl- tessellatedwith nnrestained Indul- iron share and in 1790 the “landi
his father, and heard the little one’s faced, very awkward, very much fright- not, the good young man has invariably wind. Plant in early life the right kind gences; there is no God to frown on the of the plow. In 1798 Thomas Jeffe
of a Christian character, and you will temples of sin where I worship. The
-shout as he stretched his dimpled hands ened, and arrayed in a costume of to pay the charges. At the moment the
son wrote an elaborateessay on
eat luscious fruit iu old age, and gather skies are Italian. The paths I tread are
for the bright buttons on the blue uni- strange and wonderful shades and com- ticket is to be paid for, or the cham- these harveet apples in eternity.
proper construction of the moldthrough meadows,daisied and primrosed.
form. X saw the mother’s tears then binations.There was no vacant seat, pagne settled for, the bad young man
Again: I urge you to avoid the per- Como with me." The young man hesi- of the plow. But progress was
and. months afterward as, pressing her which of course added to her confusion. foels around in his pockets and says: petual pleasure seeker. I believe in rec- tated
time
hesi- owing to the prejudioeand ignorance
-child to her breast, she moaned: The handsome miss smiled a pretty, “I have forgotten my pocketbook." In reation and amusement. I need it as tation was ruin and the bad angel smote of the farmers. In view of the gang,j
“Fatherless, fatherless! oh my baby!” amused smile which made the dimples forty-eight hours after the young man much as I need bread, and go to my the good angel until it departed, spread- riding, and sulky plows now in — Such littlescenes come so naturally to play enticingly,aud revealed a row' of has entered the store tho bad’ fellows of daily exercise with ns conscientioui a ing wings through the starlight upward almost every farm it seems like
the establishment slap him on the shoul- purpose as I go to the Lord's Supper;
and away, until a door flashed open in a dream to say it was not until
the mind of those of ns who have been white teeth. Her companion’s eyoa
der familiarly, and,, at his stupidity in and all persous of sanguine temperathe sky and forever tho winge vanished.
actors in them. We may have been following her mirthful glance grew taking certain allusions, say: ‘“My
ment must have nmusepientand recrea- That was the turning point in that that David Peacock obtained a .
only the “little one” whose earliest grave and troubled.
for a plow having the mold-board
youngfriend, you will have to be broken tion. God would not have made us with
young man’s hiktory;for, the good angel
memory is of papa going away and
land-sideof cast-iron and separate,
Rising with an “excuse me, Marion.” in;" and they immediatelyproceed to the capacity to laugh if he had not inflown, bo hesitatedno longer, but started
never coming back, and over whose sky he profferedthe frightened stranger hte break him in. Young man, iu the name tended us sometimes to indulge it. God
on a pathway which is beautiful nt the while the share was of wrought iron,
the cloud of mamma’s grief hung, turning seat. The girl rather dropped than sat of God I warn yon to beware how you hath bung in sky, and set in wave, and
opening, but blasted at the last. The edged with steel.
Ivonce bright days to sunless ones; and down, without so much as a “thank you,” lot a bad man ttdk familiarly with you. printed on grass mhny a roundelay;but bad angel, lending the way, opened gate
If such an one slap yon on the shoulder he who chooses pleasure seeking for his
who vaguely wondered why she never but giggling nervously;the scornful
Good Ideas*
after gate, and nt each gate tho road
familiarly,turn round and give him a life work does not understandfor what
smiled or sang as of yore.
became rougher and tho sky more
curl of the red lips, and drawing aside
Nothing irf so indicative of deepest
withering look, until the wretch crouches God made him. Our amusements are
lurid, and what was peculiar, as
Dreaming thus I scarcely noted the of silken drapery beside, not tending in in your presence. There is no monintended to help us in some earnest the gate slammed shut it came to with culture as ai tender consideration of
flight of time or the changes in the pro- the least to her composure.I thought strosity of wickedness that can stand
the ignorant. \
mission. The thunder cloud hath an
gram till the mournful notes of the the gentleman bit bis lip and paled a unabashed under the glance of puritv edge exquisitelypurpled, but, with voice a jar that indicated that it would never
There is no Wautifler of complexions
Dead March in Saul fell on my ear, and little as he too noted the look and man- and honor. God keeps the lightnings thot jars the earth, it declares: "I go to open. Passed each portal, there was a or form of behavior like the wish to
grinding of locks and a shoving of bolts;
of Heaven in His own scabbard, and no water the greeu fields." The wild flowa -score or more of tiny maidens robed ner of his late companion.Of course
and the scenery on either side the road scatter jo^ and not pain around ns.
in white, and laden
my transit to earth from my late “castle human arm can wield them; but God ers under the fence are gay, but they changed from gardens to deserts, and
the secret regrets of life are
gives
to
every
young
man
a
lightning
say: “We stand here to make a beauti“With inowy hawthorn, clusterswhite
in the air” was speedy, my dream was
Host, and chiefly on this aothat he may use, and that is the light- ful edge for the wheat field, and to re- June air became a cutting December
Fair violetsof heavenly blue,
blast, and the bright wings of the bad
ended. She was not worthy of him. At ning of an honest eye. Those who have
And early roses fresh and bright,"
tt they are incommnnicable.
fresh the husbandmen in their nooning." angel turned to sack cloth, and the eyes
There may bo times when silenoeii
marched out among the soldiers’ graves the next crossing I left the car, gal- been close observers will not wonder The stream sparklesand foams, and of light became hollow with hopeless
lantly assistedby the hand of my name- why I give warning to youuo men, and
gold, and speech silver; but there are
and scattered their treasures with prodfrolics, and says: “I go to baptize the
grief, and the fountains, that at the
less hero; and have never seen him *0y»/'Heware of bad
*
moss. I lave the spots on the trout. I start had tossed with wine, poared times also when silence is death and
igal hands, while here and there a little
First, I warn you to shun ‘the skeptic slake the thirst of the bird. I turn the
speech is life— the very life of Pentefigure knelt to arrange some choice of- since; and I am sorry to confess few,
forth bubbling tears and foaming blood,
very few, that even* reminded me of —the young man who puts his fingers in wheel of the mill. I rock in mv crystal
fering entrustedby loving friebds, reand on the right side of the road there cost.
his
vest
and
laughs
nt
your
old-fashcradle muckshaw and water lily." And was a serpent, and the mau said to the
him, for alas ! at the present day, young
calling tho words :
There are degrees of contentment;
men who are gentlemen in every sense ioned roligipn,and turns ‘over to some so, while the world plays, it works. had angel: “What is that serpent?" and but it will be found that the most con"Wo bond and kiss tho precious rod,
mystery of tho Bible and snvs: “Ex- Look out for the man who always plavs
of the word are like “angels’ visits.”
Swift fall our tears the graves above
the answer was: “That is the serpent of
tented are those who are engaged hi!
plain that, my pious friend; explain and never works.
Oh. brothers,from tho hills of God
slinging remorse." Ou the left side tho
that. ’ And who says: “Nobody shall
Look down and see our cluingolesslove."
Yon will do well to avoid those whose road there whs a lion, and the man useful work of some kind, down into;
Window Ventilation.
scare me; I am not afraid of the future;
which thought flows, and that the least
And then there was more music and
To obtain ventilation by a window, I used to believe iu such things, and so regular busiuess it is to play ball, skate asked the bad angel: “What is that lion?" contentedare those who are idle.
or
go
a-hoating.
All
these
sports
are
marching,and memorial services were without a draft to strike the person, a
and tho answer wan: “That is tho lion of
did my father and mother, but I have
Never lose an opportunity of seeing
grand Jn their places. I never derived all devouring despair."A vulture flew
ended.
directionto the following effect has been got oyer it” Yes, bo has got over it; so much advantage from any ministerial
through the sky, and tho man asked the anything beautiful. Beauty is God’s
Toward evening I wandered alone to constantly repeated by every hygienist aud if you sit in his company a little
association ns from a ministerial club bad angel: “What is that vulture?" aud handwriting—
wayside sacrament.
the now quiet cemetery, seeming more and hygienic publication,for a number longer, you will get over it too. Withthat went out to play hall every Satur- answer was: “That is tho vulture wait- Welcome it iu every fair face, every
quiet and lonely than ever after the of years past, without a suspicion of its out presentingone argument against
day afternoon in the outskirtsof Phila- ing for the carcasses of tho slain.”
fair flower, and thank Him earnestly
noise and pageant of the day. No trace fallacy, apparently, on the part of any the Christian religion, such raeu will, delphia. These recreations are grand
And then the man began to try to puli with your eyes. It is a chftJ
by their jeers and scoffs and enrientures, to give us muscle and spirits for our
of it all but the heaps of withered flowoff of him tho folds of something that
of the public’s instructors. “Fit a strip
draught, a onp of blessing.
destroy your respect for that religion regular toil. I believe in muscular
el's everywhere.
had
wound
him
ronnd
and
round,
and
qj board into tho window-casing at the which was the strength of your father In
Christianity. A man is often not so ho said to the bad angel: “What is it
A broken headstone nestling at the bottom, under the lower sash, so as to
What A Woman Should Weigh*
his declining years, and the pillow of near God with a weak stomach as when
that twists mo in this awful convolufoot of an old oak presented an inviting
raise the sash two or three inches, and your old mother when she lay a-dying.
he has a. strong digestion. But shun tion?’’ and tho answer was: "That is the
If 5 feet in height, 100 pounds.
resting-place; “just the spot in wlych to
the thin space between the panes where Alas! a time will come when that blus- those who make it their life occupation
If 5 feet 1 inch, 106 pounds.
worm that never dies!" And then the
indulge in another day-dream,"I the sashes lap over each other will be tering young infidel will have to die, then
to sport. There arc yonug men whose man said to the hod angel: “What does
If 5 feet 2 inches, 113 pounds.
thought, smiling iu an indulcrent mam>
open above and 'below, affordingegress his diamond ring will flash no splendor industry and usefulness have fallen all this mean? I trusted in what you
If 5 feet 3 inches, 119 pounds.
ner, as is my won’t over “my habit,” as and ingress to the air in vertical direc- in tho eyes of Death, ns he stands over overboard from the yacht on the Hudson
said at the corner of the street that
If 5 feet 4 inches, 130 pounds.
the conch, waiting for his soul. Those or the Schuylkill. There are men whose
Hhe family called it. Ah well,
night; I trusted it all, aud why have you
tions, while the board excludes a horiIf 5 fee.t 5 inches, 138 pounds.
beautiful locks will bo uncombed upon business fell through the ice of the
All my life I'm owned fine castles—
thus deceived me?" Thou the last dezontal draft that would strike a person the pillow, and tho dying man will say:
If 5 feet 6 inches, 144 pounds.
Owuod fine ensilesbnilt in air—
skating pond, and has never since been
fell off the charmer, and it said:
near the window.”
Architectures!by my fancy,
“I counot die— I cannot die." Death, heard of. There is a beauty in the glid- ception
If 5 feet 7 inches, 150 pounds.
Furnished in a manner rare.
The objection to this plan is that it is standing ready beside the couch, says: ing of a boat, iu the song of skates, in I was sent forth from the pit to destroy
If 5 feet 8 inches, 155 pounds.
Peopled by a wondreius people—
your soul; I watched my chance for
built exactly wrong side up, in defiance “Xou must die; you have only half a the soaring of a well struck ball, and I
Differingfar from m* unu yon—
If 5 feet 9 inches, 163 pounds.
many a long year; when you henitated
Mon who know no law but duty.
of the law of gravitation,and will not minute to live; let me have it right away never see one fly hut I involuntarily that uight on the street, I gained my
If 5 feet 10 inches, 169 pounds.
Women who arc over true.
work. It contemplates the exit of the —your soul." “No," says the young in- throw up my hands to catch it; and, so triumph: now you aro here. Ha! ha!
If 5 feet 11 inches, 176 pounds.
fidel, “here are my gold rings, and these far from laying an injunction upon ball
Thro’ these castles oft I wander,
warm and rarefiedair of the room
*
»
You are here. Come now, let us fill
If 6 feet, 180 pounds.
Listening to tho music sweet
playing, or any other innocent snort, I these two chalices of Are, and drink toIf 6 feet 1 inch, 186 pounds.
e IPksbi'ig crystalfountains
claim them all as belonging of right to gether to darkness and woe and death.
the sashes, and expects the still colder y0ur soul." “Stand back," says the dvFlinging spray beneath my feet
those of us who toil in the grand indus- Hail! Hail!” Oh! young man, will the
Flowers springing 'noath each casement.
and heavier air outside to climb upward ing infidel. "I will not stand back." tries of church and state.
Tour Chronometer.
Lovelierfar than lotos bloom,
good angel sent forth by Christ ortho
through the lighter enclosedair and Bays Death, “for you have only ten secwith like power to thmll the sensesBat the life business of pleasure bad angel sent forth by sin get the vie- sJ!S.averaS? ™tch is composed of
FiU the air with sweet perfume.
tumble over the top of tho sash into the ouds now to live; I want yonr soul," seeking always makes in the end a torv over yonr soul? Their wTngsareinroom. The amount of air
dy>n8 man says: “Don't breathe criminal or a sot George Brammell terlocked this moment above you, con- 175 differentpieces, comprisingupward
Fain I'd llngor there forever,
of 2,400 separate and distinct operabetween outside and inside in this way t*iat co*d air *nto *ace' ko° crowd was smiled npon by all England, and tending for your destiny.,as above the
Dreaming dreams of golden hue,
'Mid the music and the flowers—
will be hardly perceptible, unless a me to° hard. It is getting dark in the his life was given to pleasure. He Appenines eagle and cop'-or fight mid- tions in its manufacture. The balance
'Mid tho hearts as Heav'n true.
has 18,000 beats or vibrations per hour,®!
strong breeze blowsegainst the window.
ie
Dc,;h' danced with peeresses, and swung a sky. This hour mav decide your desBut e’en as 1 look and listen,
you
said there was no
Pray
for
round
of
mirth,
and
wealth,
and
apRonnd me fells tho ensilefair,
tiny. God help you. To hesitate is to 12,060,080 in thirty days, 157/680,000
fb' ? t 7 ^ 8 k
me," exclaims the expiring infidel, plause, until exhausted of purse, and
in one year. It travels 1 48-100 inches
And I'm wafted swiftlyearthward
this interspace,,ana a truly excellent‘Too late to pray," says Death; “but
From my Castle in the Air I
worn oot of body, and bankrupt of repwith each vibration,which n equal
way, is to push up the lower sash to the three more seconds to live, and I will utation, and ruined of soul, he begged
A Petriflwi Bible.
but no matter.
94 miles in twenty-fourhours, 2924
top of the casing, and pull the upper count them off— one— two— three." He a biscuitfrom a grocer, and declared
While cleaning an old swamp, Mr. miles in thirty days, or 3,558| miles in
The quiet and the subset were a sash down within a few inches of the has gone! Where! Where? Carry him
that bethought a dog’s life was better
feast indeed to mind and eye; and I sill, stopping the gap at the bottom out — ont.and bury him beside his father than a man’s.
Martin Flush, living near Pleasant Val- one year
was thinking that after all it was not with the board above mentioned. The and mother, who died while holdin)
Bach men will crowd around your ley, lucL, discovered quite a curiosity.
Brown aud Bine.
such a terrible thing to die, and have outer air will then find a downward en- fast the Christianreligion. They diet desk or coanter or work bench or seek Several feet bemath the leaves and iinck
“Notice Jinks lately?”
singing; but the young infidel only said: to decoy you off. They will want you to he unearthed what appeared to be a
one's body laid to rest in one of these
trance, and the lighter air within will
“What’s the matter with
“Don’t breathe fhat cold air into my break out in the midst of your busy day stone book. Close inspectionshowed it
grassy mounds, where God’s stnile may escape upward. --6'flnifnrj/ Era.
“Always in a brown
face.
Yon
crowd
me
too
hard.
It
is to take a ride with them to Coney Island
rest continually upon it, when I was
to be a familv Bible, bearing the date
fOh ! that’s what
getting-dark in the room."
or to Central park. They will tell you 1773 plainly lettered. It is now solid
startledby a shrill little voice back of
A Critical Opinion,
Again, I urge you to shun the .com- of some people you must see; of some
le. Those who
me exclaiming: “Where’s my grandpa’s
The first auction
examined
“I saw you at the opera last evening,
inionshhi o£ idlers. There are men excursion that yon must take; of some
state that it
grave?" and a deep manly one — that I Mr. Smythe. Did you enjoy it?” .....
Uy a Great Britain, 17
anglng aronnd every store, and office, Sabbath day that you ought to dishonor.
)k and is now
recognized as belonging to my hero of
.-Indi- Governor of Fort G
and shop who have nothing to do, or They will tell you of exquisite wines
“Yes, very much.”
ills Journal.
Indies,
the morning— and evening:“I do not
act as if they nad not They are apt to thot you must take; of costly operas that
“Which part did won like best?”
coroo in when the firm' are away, and yon must hear; of wonderful dancer*
know, little girl, but maby I
shall

be fleatroyed."
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make regular trips to the

resorts, the farms are without fences and are
not, in large tracts divided up into little
but the people of Grand Rapids will fields, the extent of which can be seen
by the low irrigating walls and by the
undoubtedlybecome disgusted with the difference in the colors of the crops.
whole matter, and pitch their summer These villages are built entirely of
tents on the line of some railroad mud. The huts are from six to fifteen
feet square. Their roofs are thatched
which is managed in
different
with straw or with thin brick tiles and

Cily.Mcws. whether Mr. Gavett sells tickets or

grand palaces in which the
harem reveled in cloth of
ant* 8!10n® in priceless diamonds.
The Taj cost about fifteenmillion
dollars, which in the purchasing power
of the time of Queen Elizabeth in India
must have been worth ten times as
much as it is to-day. This fort cost
filled with
ladies of his
is

Their Business Boopiing. 1 He sent Eighty miles for

it.

Probably no one thing has caused i Milo Page, of San Bernardino, Cal.,
such a general revival of trade at the ‘ on Sept. 9, 1888, writes as follows:
drug stores of Yates & Kane, Holland, In 1858 1 was taken with bilious colic,
and A. De Kruif, Zeeland, as their giv- hil5n"
* ----- --- xr —
^
Satubday, June 8, 1889.
ing away to their customers of so many
free trial bottles V/
of Dr.
King's
A • A&lAJftC
O New
v'lJUV'LIV*All JLU I WUllQ
countless millions more. Its palaces Discovery for Consumption. Their residing in Oakland, I sufferedseverely
The prohibitionamendment cam. manner.
there are no chimneys. Sometimes Irad interiors walled with diamonds
in this very fro™ this disease,and was informedby
paign in Penneylvania,which closes
Chicago and Indiana people will then there is a mud wall around the hut and and emeralds, and the king who built trade is simply enormons in
it Dr. Pinkerton that it was chronic and
with the special election June 18, is come in and enjoy the beauties of the this wall and the sides of the hut are the Taj had a peacock throne which valuable article from the fact that it
always cures and never disappoints, incurable.
now covered with round cakfes of cow blazed with rubies, sapphires and
warming up. The Knight's of Labor resells here.
(xnighs, vamus,
Colds, Asuinia,
Asthma, Jiro
Bronchitis,
While prostrated by a severe attack,
manure, each the size of a buckwheat emeraldsat the back in the form of a Croup, and all throat and lung <
have espoused the cause of prohibition,
diseases a friend induced me to take a large
cake and each bearing the imprint of a peacock’s tail, and with scenes so set
quickly cured. You can test it before
______ dose of Walker’sVinegar Bitters, Old
The Pennsylvania Horror.
and Mr. Powderly is expected to take
woman’s
4 ---that they resembledthe natural colors buying by getting a trial bottle free, Style, probably four wine glasses full.
a hand soon. The liquor men are
You see these cakes by the thousands
On another page of this issue, the de- in the cities and villages all over India, of the bird's feathers.This throne large size $1. Every bottle warranted In less than half an hour I was free
working night and day against the
alone represented a value of over thirfrom pain. I followed this up with
t
tails are given of the terrible disaster and they form the fuel by which the
ty-two millions of dollarsand his land
amendment, and spending money freethree wine-glasses a day — one, naif an
which has befallen the City of Johns- rice is cooked and the people are revenues amounted to one hundred
Only half a dollar will give you hour before each meal— until I used un
ly. In a single county they raised
warmed.
Wood
is too dear for them,
millions of dollars a year. The kings a Unit-class weekly newspaper the bottle.
town, Pennsylvania,and other towns
•25,000 for campaign purposes.. The
and by such fuel through the raw, win- of his time took one-third of the proFor over seven years I was perfectly
situated near it.
try mornings the family huddles over duce of the land and the total revenues until January lit, 1890. Read
results of the > special election is
free from bilious colic, but in the fail
In the widespread devastationand the little cooking fire and attemptsto of the father of this man were two hun- the announcement
fourth
awaited with great interest.
of 79 1 was engaged in mining in Nethe great number of lives lost, this great keep warm. The babies, in many cases, dred and fifty million dollars per an- dage.
vada, and the coarse food I ateorought
wear no clothing,and the dresses of the num. The extravagances or these
on a sharp attack. I was far from any
A liqour dealer who had defied the catastrophe will become historical,as remainder of the family of five could
times are unrivaled in history, but it
drug store, but I despatcheda courier
Sunday law in Jersey City by selling on one of the most terrible horrors of be made of three ordinary sheets. The was only the kings who were rich. The
modern
times.
The
full
extent^of
the
smoke
gets
out
of
the
hut
as
best
it can,
people were as poor then as they are
Sunday has been sentenced to five
/ V'-** V ’ •
^ Bitters m 68 f°r a 1)01116 of Vine«ar
and there is absolutely nothing cheerWhen he returned I was unable to
months’ imprisonment at hard labor. disaster is not yet fully known, but it ing about the house. The floor is of to-day and the curse of poverty seems
to have ever hung over the Indian
speak, but I put the bottle to my line,
In passing sentence Judge Lippincott to certain that many thousandsof lives mud, the walls are unplastered.The peasant.
took two swallows, and in twenty
aaid: “I want you and your kind to have been lost, and property destroyed family have no chairs, and they squat
This conditionof affairs exists in
minutes the pain left me. I finished
to the value of more than seventy-live on the ground at their meals. The bed Southern as well as in Northern India,
! the bottle as before, taking three doses
understand that selling liquor on Sunis
either
the
floor
or
a
network
of
ropes
millions.
and I found at Singapore and in Burdaily, and for nine years afterward I
day is a violationof the laws of New
stretched on a frame of wood, with legs mah emigrants from Madras who
was perfectly free from the dreaded
There
is, however, one result caused
Jersey. The Court will do all it can to
which raise it two feet from the floor. looked quite as thin aud vho had come
disease.
The steamer
by this great calamity which is pleasant It is usually about four feet long and
enforce the laws. There seems to be
there to better their wages.-ZViRadriA month ago it returned, but trying
to read about. We refer to the prompt- three feet wide, and the man who phia Press.
no better way to teach people to rethe old remedy, Vinegar Bitters,I was
ness with which the world tendered its sleeps upon it must either hang his legs
cured, as before.
spect and obey them than to punish seover the end or lie doubled up.
The Key of Death.
I write this because you do not easympathy
and substantial aid to the
verely the violators. The court senDuring the daytime the beds are
pecialhr recommend Vinegar Bitters
unfortunate
survivorsof the flood. The stood out of doors, because there is no
Infie
collection of curiositiespretences you five months in the penitenfor bilious colic. Only those who have
for tnem
them in me
the nut,
hut, and some of erfW in the arsenal of Venice there to Will give a free excursion to
city of Pittsburgsubscribedone hun- room Ior
tiary at hard labor. You need not
suffered the agonies of this disease,
a key of which the following singular
Macatawa
Park, Shady Side, can understand what a boon a sure
think,” said Jddge Lippincottsternly,
,
Vi KUO UUUI . VJU- tradition is related: About the year
cure Is, and in Old Style Vinegar Bitthe sufferers the day after the accident.
mg through Benares in the early morn- 1600 one of those dangerous men in Harrington’sLanding, on this ters you have the best, and pernapsthe
“that your sentence will be changed.”
Other cities in this country have re- ing I saw perhaps 500 people thus sleep- whom extraordinary talent is only the
This is said to be the first sentence of
only real remedy known.
sponded nobly to the good cause and ing in front of as many huts. Thev fearful source of crime aud wickedness
In reply to Mr. Page we will say that
the kind for this offense in Hudson
had no bed clothes under them and beyond that of ordinary men came to
V inegar Bitters cures hundreds of disCounty, and it is causing consterna- from across the seas have come messages none over them.
establish himself as a merchant or
eases; wehave not the space to catathat money has been raised in Europe
tion among the liquor and saloon men
Wages are terribly low and millions trader in Venice. The stranger, whose
loffue them, and perhaps if we pubfor the same purpose.
The
boat
will
leave
the
dock
at
Hofc
of men in India live, marry and raise name was Tebaido, became enamored
of Hudson County.
lished them those unacquaintedby exchildren
on
an
income
of
fifty
cents
a
land
at
2:80
p.
m.,
returning
at
6:30.
Such a prompt response to the call
of the daughter of an anc ent house,
perience with our valuable remedy,
week. This is a good income for a already atilanced to another. He deAid for Johnsiow'D.
for help is a proof of the brotherhood
All our citizensare cordially invited might doubt its efficacy still, as so
family and women work in the fields
manded her hand in marriage, and to make this trip and spend an hour many worthless preparations are thrust
of man throughoutthe entire world.
for three
and
many
ser------ cents
— --- — a day,
J ^ ******
17V*
The following message was sent to
on the market, and puffed in so many
was, of course, rejecteJ.Enraged at
The great calamity, which befell this -------------fo
vants get little
more than a dollar
a
among the beauties of the resorts.
extravagantways.
this, he studied how to be revenged.
the legislature by the Governor Wedcommunity in 1871, was followed by month. The embroidery of India is Profoundlyskilled in the mechanical Children under 14 years of age will The fact remains, howbver, that
nesday.
noted the world over and there is so
generous contributions of aid from all
posewho have been accustomed to
,he. aIlowea himself no rest until not be taken on the boat, unless* ac“Lansing, June 5, 1889.- 7b \he Honmuch skill in the making of
of patterns
take Vinegar Bittere for any length of
parts of the country. We should, therehe hail invented the most formidable
and doing this work on cloth with gold
companied by their parents.
orable Senate and House of Reprexentatime, are haleand hearty, whetherthey
weapon
which
could
be
imagined.
This
fore, be ready to do what we can to and silver thread as there is in the art
tim: I avail myself of this, the first opIf the weather to unfavorable, the ex- we young or old. Those *ho douM
was a key of large size, the handle of
work
of
the
Western
world.
A
good
assist other unfortunatepeople, in the
and fail to take it, are likely, to fall into
portunity when both houses are in seswhich was so constructed that it could cursion will be given one week later.
all manner of aUjnents,-great and
time of need. We would suggest that embroiderer gets from two to three
be turned iuuuu
round with
little uuncuity;
difficulty;
dollars a month, and men working
wnu mue
sion, to call your attentioq,and through
small. Vinegar Bitters, both Old and
the authoritiestake the necessary action the railroads in minor positions get ; w
n birned it discovered a spring,
Holland Steamboat Co..
you the attention of the people of this
New Styles, keep those who take them
to secure a contribution from the people about the same. Ah American or a
on pressure launchedfrom the
generous state, to the unparalleled caOwners
of Stmr. Macatawa. fresh, fair, healthy, and younglooking,
of , this Vicinity for the aid of the German would starve on such an allow- °^er en^a needle or lancet of such
and when we once gain a Customer, we
lamity which has befallen the people
ance but the Indians who get this much subtle finenessthat it entered into the
sufferers.
keep them always, like Mr. Page, who
of Johnstown, Pa.
would grow
, flesh and buried itself there without
sent eighty miles for Vinegar Bitters,
Among the workingmen of the world ; leaving external trace. Tebaldo waited
and it was almost a ride for life.
“The afflictedones cry aloud, not
Great Hay at Gettysburg.
they have reduced themselves to the j in disguiseat the door of the church in
Ihe New Style Vinegar Bittere is a
ft’one for. human sympathy, but fer
Program of Exercises for the Dedi- least number of wants. They pay no which the maiden whom he loved was
beautiful,clear, dark reddish color, and
material aid to relieve the wants and
mi hnery bills and they never have a ! about to receive the nuptial b-nediccation ofithe Monuments.
extremelypleasant to the taste.
Non Explosive, Reliable
distressof those who have in a motaiior. They need neither needles nor tion. Ihe assassin sent tue slender
Only Temperance Bitters Known.
The program of exercisesfor the dediment been robbed of their all.
“The public journals have so elo- cation of the Gettysburgmonments on
June 12th has been completed. Gen.
quently and pathetically discribed the Byron 8. Pierce, of Grand Rapids, will
cheapeaTofriXnd
bat'
existing conditions that I need not re- be the president of the day, and Col. 8.
cite them here. But I urge upon you E. Pil tmaa, of Detroit, will be the officer
to fill bis stomach. Whenever the crops
b,0?8e’fmi(irtbe
Dialers in
the adoption of [wise and judicious of the day. A national salute will open fail there is a famine, for he has not
^0D8, th,eJ,ndalParty- Vain
the day. Then will follow praver by
methods to aid fn contributingto the Rev. William C. Way, of Bancroft: enough income to enable him to save,
tae physicians, who
d n?1, d1''111® the cause of this
relief of that stricken people, either by music by the Arion quartet; address by and about ten years ago the
Government spent fifty-fivemillion
illness; and in a few days he
a direct appropriation or by a general Gen. L. 8. Trowbridge, on “Michigan
troops at Gettysburg.” Col. George G. dollars in relieving the wants of the, “ied* Tebaldo again demanded the Also Tinware, Kerosene and Gasoline
appeal to the generosity of the humane
maiden from her parents,
Stoves of all kinds.
Briggs will speak on the work of the people. In some parts of India,
citizens of this commonwealth.
monument commission,Gov. Luce will as Allahabad, the population is so dense and received a second refusal. They,
“Your early consideration of this present the monument to the battlefield that it does not increase from year to too> perished miserably in a few days, General Repairing of Stoves and Linware a specialty. Satisfaction
commission, and Gov. J. A. Beaver will year'. In twenty years in this district ; The alarm which these deaths— which
subject is earnestly invoked.”
guaranteed and chaeges
accept it. Ex-Gov. Austin Blair will there was only an annual increase of ; appeared almost miraculous—occaA concurrentresolution was immereasonable.
deliverthe memorial address and the six person® in every ten thousand, amt ; sioned excited the utmost vigilance of
diately adopted, providing that a com- exerciseswill close with the doxology at the present time the increase is nut the magistrates; and when, on close
mittee of two from the Senate and two and benediction.The regimental or- much greater. The people are so under-! examination of the bodies, tho small
from the House be appointed to solicit ganizations will have exercises at the fed that disease and death keeps dow n instrument was found in the gangrened
Howard Building,
monuments. Gen. J. II. Kidd will
jTlie only non-Alrohollc Yegesubscriptions for the sufferers.
and yougsee them !
speak of the Michigan eavalrv and Gen. tile resto?
medicine put up In Ilf aid
Ri^er St-.^ Hoi land, Mich. lubteform
H. H. Morrow, of the twenty- fourth
ever discovered.
Tlie Steamboat War.
cavalry, will l»e present. It is believed
‘1‘e
(
Send for a beautiful book free.
that at least 2,000 Michigan people will
It has been a matter of amusement
you wl
' Address, R. H. McDonald Drug
Co.
pair of
be present.
[Kjlor
,0k be.”5
532 Washington Street,
to the readers of the Grand Rapids
All members of the “Old Third” who
t
^ 8Peab 7th
who ,weal,th Jn(1]a has always been in
New York City.
Thefaceofthefordailies here, to see how those papers participated in the battle of Gettvsbunr bands of the few. Ihe English have

JOHN

C. PO§Ti\~ Editor.
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Boots and Shos

on it now and tiHr
to
luxurious residences di.t J* r,f \nt ®
death of all those
THE FINEST STOCK OF
—
the face of the country. They squeeze most dear to her it had become odious
For a reasonable price call at
out of the lands just about the same iaa though she had a presumption of
amounts that the mogul kings did in ajs guilt), and her reply was most detimes gone by, and here at Agra arc cisively in the negative. Tebaldo, bethe rums which show how India was y°nd himself with rage, attempted to
AND
ground down in the past. Here is the wound her through the grate, and sueCorner of River and Eighth Sts.
Taj Mahal, the most beautiful and* the ceeded; the. obscurity of the place prepurest piece of architecture ever de- j vented his movement being observed
A
signed or built by man, which waserect- On her return to her room the maiden
railroad,another account appeared in
«ve 6rand IlaVid8 on tbe G. R. &
Prices to suit everybody.Come and
l. R. R. at 2 p. m., Monday, June 10th. ed inthe Seventeenth Century by one jelt a pain in her breast, and.nncoverIN THE CITY
the Democrat.This was in favor of Mr.
of the mmnil kimro uu n tnmh
* __
____
«.
see us before you go elsewhere.
Gavett’sroad, but the article was
a
---the land of poverty.
single drop of blood ‘ The pain inJumna river.
worse mess than the first. The evenereased. The 'surgeons who hastened Repairing done neatly, subsanttially,
Built upon a mosaic platform of
ing Eagle bird, of course, copied the How **ie Hasses Work and Live
to her assistance— taught by the pastand on short notice.
stare of white and black marble, coverwasted no time in conjecture, but, cutmorning Democrat's notice, that
*n lnd,a*
ing fully two acres, it rises a beautiful
Furniture Store.
P. DE KRAKER.
day. The Telegram-Herald, on Thurstower upwards for 114 feet. Heie it ting deep into the wounded part, exThe Beautiful Taj Rahal.
tracted the needle before any mortal
Ilol’a-i'l,Mich., Aug. 3, 1888. 27-ly
ends
in
turrets
and
from
its
centre
day, tried its hand at the matter, and
springs a great, bubble-like dome of mischief had commenced, and saved
A FINE LINE OF
gave another “mistaken,”view of the
Agra, March 15, 1889.-Poverty! white marble, inside of which a four- the life of the lady. The state inquipoveity! poverty! I find written all over
difficulty.
story house of fifty feet front could be sition used every means to discover the
India. Its characters shine out in the
lost, but which to so regularly cut that hand which dealt these insidiousand
For the benefit of the enterprising
shrunken legs and flat stomachs of the
irresistible blows. The visit of Tebaljournalistsof the Valley City, we will people. The blazing sun paints the it might have been the work of a
JUST RECEIVED.
Grecian sculptor,and the proportions do to the convent caused suspicion to
give them, in a few words, the cause, word on the huts of every village, and
Has arrived and so has a
of which are such that it qeems in per- fall heavily upon him. His house was
remedy and probable effect of the row: the squalid want which fills every part fect harmony with the great octagonal carefullysearched, the infamous invenCause: Mr. Gavett's railroadre- of the cities I have seen is so plain that tower below. The whole is a mass of tion discovered, and he perished on the
he who runs may read. The condition
fine stones and white marble so inlaid gibbet— Public Opinion.
fuses to sell tickets good on the Steamer
and carved that it is more like a jewel
Macatawa.
far worse
of mosaic than an architectural strucConsumption Surely Cured.
OF
Remedy: Have his railroad com- ^ new^?rean8 are iat and the Japanese ture. Its dpors are lacework of the
wealthy in comparison with the peopl*
To
the
Editor—
Please inform your
pany either: First: Have nothing to do
purest white marble. In its interior
•JW1 “e- The Malays, the Siamese there is enough of this marble lace to readers that I have a positive remedy
with the steamboat businessand sell
Bufm®»e have plenty;toeat and fence in a city block. The whole struc- lor the above named disease. By its
Michigan.
the tickets to Holland, and let the pastimely use thousands of hopelesscases
loa
. These i»eople work
ture is a marvel of workmanship, and
Incorporated
under
the
law
of the State
have been permanently cured. I shall SATEENS,
sengers take which boat they choose. fc£0r™DtU mght
to bed Bishop Heber has well describedit in
of Michigan; approved
be
glad
to
send
two
bottles
of
my
remSiey are not more than half saying that its artists “designed like
PRINTS,
Second: Make the tickets good on
March 29, 1887.
clothed. The masses wear two strips
edy free to any of your readers who
GINGHAMS,
either boat and to all the resorts, with- of thin cotton cloth, and of the two Titans and finished like jewelers. It have consumption if they will send me
would be as easy to tell how the birds
Authorized Capital, $200,000.
DAMASKS,
out discrimination.Third: Make the hundred and fifty-three millionsof sing and the lilacs smell as to describe iheir express and post office address.
Respectfully,
Stock
taken from June, 1888, (the time
COTTONS, ETC.
tickets good to Macatawa Park and
the Taj.”
T. A. SLOCUM, M. C., 181 Pearl St.,
of organization) to April 20, 1889,
I have visitedit again and again and
Shady Side, on the “Macatawa,” and
New York.
At the store of
1185 shares of $100 each.
ofPatuai8thegreato>iumproducing
to Ottawa Beach on, the “Queen,” with district of India, and I am told by one feel with the Russian artist who said,
The
subscription to stock is open
kf he Taj is like a lovely woman. Abuse
PAINTS! PAINTS!
the coupons good on either boat, when of the leading opium officers of the
every Saturdayand Monday at the ofher as you please, but the moment you
v.v.w.u«.cuk that
mat the
me people of
oi this
mis reGovernment
I have just received a large stock of
taken up by it, for passage.
6.
Sons. fice of the association, in Kanters
come into her presence you submit to
gion invariably feed theircbildren small
the celebrated Harrison’s Ready Mixed
Block, and the Secretary can also
her
fascination.”
This
tomb
is
almost
Any one of these plans will be ac- quantities of opium daily, in order that
Paints. They are warranted to you to
be found at his residence corner of
ceptable to the owners of the Maca- thev may by this means ward off the as perfect to-day as it was when it was be the best paint in the market. A full
Also a large stock of
River and Thirteenth Streets on all
built. It took twenty thousand men
coW and reduce their appetites.
line of all kinds of painting and wall
tawa and will end the trouble.
other hours.
There are in the province of Bengal seventeen years to build it. The aver- finishingmaterials always in stock and Gents’ Furnishing Goods,
Shares of stock are sold on installage life of man inTndia is a fraction of
THE RESULT, IF NOT SETTLED:
alone more peopJe than in the whole
ments of 25 cents, payable every other
over thirty years. Estimatingthis life
including Fancy Woolen Shirts, White
The owners of the Macatawa are I nited States. Here the i>eoplelive at thirtv-fouryears instead of thirty,
Saturdayevening, from 7 to 9 o’clock,
Shirts,Collars and Cuffs, Hats
almost altogetherby farming and if
AJCctU'jji iiBiiccS IJIllollHHU nil
at the office of the association.Memresponsible parties, who have a five
the work upon the Taj embraces just
and
Caps,
Neckties,
&c.
goods in the painting line. My stock
you will put 320 people on the richest
bership fee is 25 cents per share of
year’s contract with the association, quarter section you can find in America ten thousand lives. These twenty of drugs and medicinesis pure and alStOCK.
thousand
workmen
got
only
their
food
and they are not men to be “bull and expect them to make their living
ways fresli. 11. WALSH, Druggist.
From *500 to *1,000 are loaned to the
for their labors. An allowance of corn
The largest and finest assortmentof
dozed.” They have offered to pay to by raisingordinarycrops you get the was given to them and their overseers 10-3mos.
members every month. Loans are
the Ottawa Beach association the same condition of this nart of India Even cheated them in the delivery of it. It
made on first mortgageson real estate
Buy Douglas’ *2.00 Boy’s shoe, the
with our cities Ohio has only twenty
only, and each loaq to to be approved
amount per passenger, being five cents, people to the quarter section and Penn- was the same with the other grand best article for boy’s wear in the marby the Board of Directors, at their regin the city.
they
pay totne
to the Park association
association and
and 8>.,vawa. teeming with mines and man- structuresof the time. Within a mile ket. For sale at Van Duren Bros, tf
weypay
ular monthly
Of the Taj, in very good preservation,
.R
—
-W • fw
f Kpy
o
Al.**
a* ^ —
All moneys paid in aremade prodi
there now stands an immense fort, the
P. De Kraker. the shoe man, is always
other n
tive by being Immediately invested
walls of which are seventy feet high ready to furnish you with all kinds of
A FULL LINE OF
that no capital is allowed to remi
up the resorts, instead of running aa town
of
nvor
’>0
om
_ and of red Kind stone carved so beauti- footwf ar. His line of ladies shoes cantown of over 20,000 inhabitants. The
idle.
fully that they would honor any Fifth not be beat. Give him a call.
”, as was the theory upon which
^For further informationapply to
Avenue residence,enclosed in a space
r Queen of the Lakes came
equal to four farms of six hundred and
W. L. Douglas’ celebrated *3.00 shoe
Henry Kremers, M. D.,
'
KEPT IN STOCK.
Macatawa will continue to one lives on the land he cultivates,and forty acres each. This fort was built at Van Duren Bros. This is the best
^hyMartln, Stmtary,
tf
if'
• '•
.i -.Jf1iMk by the Emperor Akbar and its interior shce f jr he ihoney
mixed up their news in regard to the
steamboattroubles.The Democrat, on
Tuesday, endeavored to give a notice
favorableto the Park association,but
the “marine” reporter, who wrote the
item, got everythingtangled up. On
Wednesday, after an interviewwith

are expected to attend the dedication

•

of

who
the monuments June 12th. Those who
-----•inose'1
110
were in
the fight and are unable
to pay
their transportation
will have it paid
from- the state appropriationby the
association. All who expect to' attend
should send in their names to Gten. B.
R. Pierce, Grand Rapids, or Lieut. D.
E. Birdsall, president of the association,
Mr. Gavett, the representative of the at Hastings, Mich.
special train
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Hope Reforjied Church:— Rev.

m

i

reat
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Come and

West Olive.
J. Tallmadge Bergen, pastor. SerJune 6.
vices at 10:30 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. Sunilary asclty attorney, 143.75; Globe
day School at 12 m. Young People’s
The rainy spell (.broken; the sun ia
meeting
at
6:30
p.
m.
Prayer
meeting
U4vvwuft «u u.in/ p. ui. x ici.ti uicctiujj ghining again and the weather is be-lMaJr'8P'!M)-?):^M;(;,»p,t- 2 day* work for
Thursday at 7:30 p. m. A sermon for coming warmer. . .Mrs. Brass is the
0I,-Ffe
KmiMMu, paid 4 poor
children
T. ,„„the? ola baby girl, a
children will
vrill be
be delivered
delivered by
bv Rev.
Rev. J.
J.T.
over a i^Prii ,fiKk* V."? "'^r
Bergen in the evening.
week Old.... Mrs. Geo. Barlow, Sr., ia Allowed and warrant*orderedIssued on the
___
____
V,, cllv
treuHurer In
in payment
DiLvmpnt. thereof.
thorAnf
city treasurer
Methodist E. Church:— Rev. R. C. quite low now. t>v.„
She has
been ’unwell
Crawford, pastor. Services at 10:80 at sometime but is worse. . .Mr. Geo. D. ,The committee on poor reported presenting
of the director of
m. and 7:80 p. m. Sunday School at 12 Turner, ex-county clerk, was in the vil------ ---------toe recommending
m. Prayer meeting Thursday evening lage this week. . .Mr. Wm, Avery, who •23210 for the support of the poor for the two
at 7:80. All are welcome and the seats has been at work out here for a while, weeks ending June 11), 1880, and having ex!
tended temporary aid to the amount of 18210
are free.
has gone home.... Mr. Vyn of Grand —Approvedand warrantsordered Issued on
the city treasurer as recommended.
It equals any 5 or 6 dollar
Holland Christian Ref. Church> Haven, was here yesterday and en- Tlie street commissioner reportedfor the
Ninth street.—Rev. E. Bos, pastor. gaged about 200 cords of stovewood .... month of May 1889.-Flleid.
shoe
for style, durability and
Two men from Zeeland passed through
Services at 0 :30 a. m., 2 and 7 :30 p. m.
The clerk reported the following additional
here to-day desirous of selling reapers oaths
of office on file In the city clerk’soffice, comfort. Other advertised
Holland Christian Reformed and mowers.... S. 8. Sunday, 10:80a. vli: Member
of the board of water commissioners, R. E. Workman; members of the $3.00 shoes are full of nails
Chubch— Market Street.— Rev. E.Van m., preaching 7:30 p.
“L.O.U.”
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BEATS THEM

m.

der Vries, Pastor; Services at 9:30 a.
m., 2:00 and‘7:80 p. m.

board of buildingInspectors, Gerryt Hlenk
and Herman Van Ark; member of a committee to examine hotels,Gerryt Hlenk.

Zeeland.
Jnnc C.

First Reformed Church.— Ser-

Dr. T. G. Huizinga has gone to New
m. and 2 p. m.'
York City to attend the Medical InstiThird REFORiiED Church. — Rev.
H. E. Dosker, Pastor. Services at tute; his brother John is looking after
his patients during his absence....Os9:80a. m. and 2:00 p. m. .The pulpif
car Baert returned from Ann Arbor
will be occupied in the afternoon by
vices at 9:30 a.

Rev, John, of Graafschap.

Bond 6f H. L. Rosin, as principal, and Corneliua Bloni Jr. and Wlllium Tt?n Hagen, as
sureties,was presented for approval.— Bond
and sureties approved.

.

Grace Episcopal Church.— Divine
Service every Sunday at 12 m. Sunday

-

school immediatelyafter service. Rev.
Law in charge.
-

How
•

to

Hake
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By Raising $10,000 Jackson Secures Three Factorles-Kalamazoo Left,

— OF

Parlor Suits,
which hurt the
but these Upholstered Roekers,
shoes are entirely free from
them.
Reclining Chairs,
Rattan Rockc
Try these Shoes
And you will wear no other. Oak and Antique Chaii
feet,

J. D.

Town.

ALL

The following claims approved by the board
water commissioners,were presentedfor
payment, vlx: J. Beukemu and P. Winter,
salary as engineer.-at water works. May 18hi»,
Wednesday evening, to spend his vaca- (60 each ; J. Kramer. 3H dabs work as supertion at home. . .Rev. James De Free, Intendent,W.60.— Allowed and warrants orof Sioux Centre, Iowa, is visiting rela- thereof Ued 0n tll<J tlt*r tpettsunir,u Payment
For sale by
tives here....Mr. John De Free and
The board of water commissionersreported
Miss Fannie Lahuis were married having adopted the rules, regulations and
Wednesday afternoonat the home of water rates of the past year as the rules, regulations and water rates for the ensuing year
the bride; only the relatives and a few subject to the approval of the* Common
intimate friends were present.... The Council.— Approvi>d.
knot was tied by Rev. J. Flesof this
who always keeps on hand a
Council adjourned.
place. They will make their home in
Geo. H.Hipp.City Clerk.
large assortment of all
this villagewhere the groom is engaged
in the slaughter of beeves.
. .The markinds of footwear.
riage of Miss Jennie Huizinga to Mr.
Martin Schram, of Grand Rapids, took
place Tuesday p. m., Rev. P. Moerdyke.
of Grand Rapids, officiating.... One of ChildrenCry for Pitchers Castoria.
our citizensknown as the coin boy paid
Edward J. Harrington,Jr., at Holland City baa
$5.00 at the Justice’soffice Tuesday,for
inat completed a Urea barn at bla atablea on Marfast driving. It seems he lacked Irish When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
ket street, near the City Hotel,for fanners to use
wit and good nature. . .Rev. John Van
for stabling tbeir teama and leavingtheir wagons
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
aad other property.Horses will be well cared
der Meulen, of Ebenezer, delivered an
eloquent sermon in the englishlanguage When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria, for, and Mr. Harrington will be reeponslble for
the safe keeping of all propel ty left there. Good
to a large audiencelast Sunday even- When she had Children, she gave them Castoiig
water at the Bara. The charge for stabling
horses and taking care of all baggage and proping, in tlie First Reformed Church of
erty is only 5 cents for each bone. Good help Is
this village
Rev. J. Kremer went to
kept at the barn to take care ot horses and prop*
Catskill N. Y. last Monday to attend
“For a long time I had no appetite, erty. Accommodationsfor 100 horses. Farmers
the Particular Synod. Rev. G. De Jong,
was restless at night, and very much coming to town rememtxr this, and leave yonr
of Blendon, will fill the pulpit next debilitated. After taking two bottles teams there and save danger of runaways and
having blankets and property stolen. Barns of
Sabbath. . .Mr. and Mrs. S. De Kruif,
of Ayer's Sarsaparilla,my strength and same klad are popular with farmers at KaUmahave both recovered from their recent
*oo, Allegan and Grand Rapids.
appetite returned, and my health was
“Stepandfbtchit.” completelyrestored.”— D. M. Fisher,
of

see our |

HELDER,

Fancy Rockers

of all descriptions.

THE FITTEST

.

Jackson, Mich., June 4. A committee from the merchant’s manufacturing asociationsucceeded today in raising a cash bonus of $10,000 for the Fuller buggy company, formed by Kala-

Farmers Read Tins!

mazoo and Columbus (Ohio) capitalists, and the company has agreed to
locate in Jackson. The Kalamazoo
wheel company will start

a

branch fac-

and
the Collins road cart company. The
buggy company will build a $20,000

tory here to supply the company,

Bed-room
ROCK BOTTOM
___

—

factory at once.

_

EVER SOLD IN THIS CITY. ALL SOLD AT

.

We

alBo have on

hand

PRICES.
'’.;i

a full line of

.

4>ood

Work.

illness.

Paper and Carpets,

HORSES! HORSES! Wall

Oswego, N. Y.
The following shows the work done
Grand Haven.
I always have a large stock of bones for sale,
by Rev. J. F. Zwemer, of this city, in
Judge Howell, of Adrian, attorney
Includingfarm hones, driven and brood mares.
A Great Surprise.
raising money for the $100,000 endow- for the Wiley ConstructionCompany,
I now have twenty bead ot horses for sale or exIs in store for all who use Kemp’s change. I sell at same prices for cash, or on
ment fund. It appeared in the Christian the corporation owning a water works
Balsam for the Throat and Lungs, the time, and guanntoe satisfaction.
plant
here,
was
in
the
city
on
Monday.
Intelligencer.
He evidently thinks that the recent the great guaranteed remedy. Would
“In answer to many inquiriesI would water works election,in this city, indi- you believe that it w sold on its merits
say that the following statementis the
I now have one pair of mules, one yoke of
cate$ that the people will not settle the
three- vear-old steers, one two-year old Jersey
result of a half year's labor in behalf
difficulty with his clients, but intend to
heifer, one two-seatod full top carriage, four
of the General Endowment of the three
fight it out in the courts. The Judge w giro yuu asaiupiBixHueireer it ne- wide, tire lumber wagons, two baggies,one phaeWestern Institutionsof the Church:
had blood in his eye, and it is probable ver fails to cure acute or chronic coughs. ton and three sets of work harnesses, on any or
Alto, Wls.. completed can vuss, 14.320 00
that more litigation will follow.
.Mr. All druggisessell Kemp’s Balsam. all of which I offer special bargains this week.
N. Orange,Iowa,
1,271 00
Large Bottles 50c and $1.
All this property is for sale or exchacge and
Le Man*. Iowa,
10000 E. D. Blair has gone to Oklahoma for
^ W
Danforth, 111.,
and good time given to purchasers for payment.
25300 health and wealth. He will remain
Vriesland, Mich.,
Fifty
cents
will
pay
for
the
Remember the place,
J.4a500
west until fall ..... The people of Grand
Overiael, Mich,, partial
2,143 00
News until January 1st, 1§90.
Zeeland, Mich.,
E. J. HARRlNGTON.Jn.’
1,128 00 Haven are always ready to help the unN. Holland,Mlclf.,
750 00 fortunate. The news of the terrible Read announcement on fourth Corner Seventh aid Market Ste., Holland, Mich,
Beavefcl&m,Mich.,
100 00
disaster at Johnstown, Pennsylvania,pane.
Chicago, III..
2,200 00
Hoseland,111.,
1.840 00 at once aroused the sympathy of all.
Notice of Commlitloncrs on
Pella, Iowa,
4.50 00 Hon. T. W. Ferry started a fund for
Don’t forget the fact that P. De
Claims,
Clergy & professionals,“
4.300 00
the aid of the sufferers, and our citizens Kraker carriesa fine stock of boots and
Scattered Individuals,
1,81500
STATE OF MICHIGAN,
have added contributions so that a shoes. You will save money by purCounty op Ottawa, (
822.225 00 liberal sum will be forwarded next chasing footwear of him.
Probate Court for said County.
James F. Zwemer.”
-mm •
week. The Grand Haven Dramatic
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And an

elegant assortment of
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as

low in

price, or lower, than they can
fi

be

urchased elsewhere.
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June 4th was the time for opening

new
than a

the bids for the construction of the
court house at Allegan. More

entertainmenton Wednesday evening in aid of the sufferers.
full house attended it and $89.10 was
realized from this source.... The cool
and rainy weather of th*» past few days
has made the number ot summer resort
guests at the Cutler House few and far
between. Landlord Irish and his genial
son and clerk Frank Irish, do not lose
any of their good nature, however, and
club gave au

The Allegan Court House.

dozen contractors were anxious to do
the work, and had presented their
figures. The contract was awarded to
J. M. Crocker, of Coldwater,at the they say July and August will be
scorchers.But whether it rains or
sum of $40,000.
snows in July, one thing is certain, that
The court house buildingwill be a
the Cutler House will continueto furvery handsome one, built of brick and nish excellent dinners, suppers, and
stone. Mr. St J. Osgood, of Grand breakfasts for all who come. It is
Rapids, is the architect.The large one of the best hotels in Michigan, and
a great credit to the public spirit of Mr.
numberof bidders and present low price
D. Cutler, itsowner. . .We noticed Mr.
of materials, secured for the people of T. Koffers, of Holland,on pur streets
Allegan county very low figures on the this week, this being his first visit to
job, and they are fortunatein having the county seat since his marriage. Mr.
Koffers looks at least ten years younger
the work done this year. The approprithan he did before the happy event.
ation voted by the people was $46,000, His many friends here were all lavish
so that there will be money enough to with their congratulations.“Aipc.”
complete the structure in every respect.

A

large amount of stone will be used

in the building, and

made

a hard fight was
work between the
Stone Company, a million-

to secure this

Cleveland

Waverly Stone
Company, of this city. The “big”
company used every possible means to
keep out the Michigan stone, but without avail, and the Waverly carried off
aire corporation,and the

mm

Notice!

-

The book and stationary business of
the late M. Kiekintveld will be conducted in the future, as formerly,at
the old stand, Eighth street. We carry
the finest line of goods in the city.
Sporting’ goods of all kinds kept in
stock. A large line of fireworks for
the Fourth of July on hand. Give us a

call.

II.

Kiekintveld.

For First Place.
A great amount of political engineering will be done by friends of candidates to secure for tbeir men the first
place on the ticket, and the best man
will probably secure the coveted place.

Estate of John Lesman, deceased.
The undersigned having been appointed by the
Judge of Probate of ssid County, Gommissloners
on claims in the matter of said estate, and six
months from the Sixteenth day of May, A. D.,
1889, having been allowed by aald Judge of Probate to all persons holding cUims against said
estate, in which to present their claima to us for
ixamlnation and adjustment:
NoticeU Hertlu Oittii, that we will meet on
Wi'dnesdsy, the Tenth day of July, A. D. 1888,
and on Saturday, the Sixteenthday of November,
A. D. 1889, at nine o'clock a. m. of each day, at
the law office of G . J. Diekema, lu the City, of
Holland, in said County, to receiveand examine
euch claima.
Dated: June 1st. A. D. 1889.

WILLIAM SI’beaCH, [

sured. Electric Bitters has been put
td the front, its merits passed upon,
has been indorsed, and unanimously

^-'ommUslonerr.

Boy an OIL STOVE

Then if indorsed by the majority
of the people, the election is as- It

given the first place, among remidies
peculiarly adapted to the relief and
cure of all Diseases of Kidneys, Liver
and Stomach. Electric Bitters, being
Card of Thank*.
guaranteed, is a safe investment. Price
50c. and $1 per bottle at Yates & Kane,
I hereby desire to extend my heartHolland, A. De Kruif, Zeeland
felt thanks to the many friends for
their kind attention and sympathy during the sickness and death of my be- Loofie’fiRed Clover Pile Remedy,
loved
Henry Martin. is a positivespecific for all forms of the

is

!

just the thing to do all kinds of
cooking in the

The best Oil Stove

summer.

in the

market

is

DOUBLE STORE,

RIVER. STREET.

f
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BORDER YOUR*-

Job Printing
~5=<3v*WHEREYOU CAN OBTAIN-vSK-

the

GRAND

good

Work

OIL STOVE
which

is

at Reasonable Prices,

-XS'-AND THAT

IS

ATm@<~

kept on sale at

wife.
Board

of Education.

Hollato, Mich.. June 3.
All

1K«0.

disease. Blind. Bleeding,Itching, Ulcernated, and ProtrudingPiles.— Price
50c. For sale by HEBER WALSH.

members prefent.

Communication presentedfrom H.Toren.—
Referred to Committeeon Buildlnjrs and

the prize.

-

BucklerTs Arnica Salve;

J. B.

Van

Oort’s

HARDWARE STORE,

Eighth Street.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Off to a New Field of Labor.
Bond of Treasurer of Public Schools pre- Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
sented, being In the sum of *10.000, with /our Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands,
Sunday, Rev. Jacob Van der Meulen, sureties.—Accepted and filed.
Chilblains,Corns, and all Skin Erup- The “Grand” gives perfect satisfaction
Notice from city clerk, received and placed tions, and positivelycures Piles, or no
of the Spring Street Holland Church,
and is the best oil stove
on file, In regard to “Dog tax” fund.
preached his farewell sermon to an
pay required. It is guaranteedto give
manufactured.
FpRowing bills allowed : E. J. Harrington,
audience which packed the spacious
Van der Veen • 8.30; Kanters Bros., perfect satisfaction, or money rebuilding to the doors. It was a thought- 83.60; R. Rlksen, 118; H. Kremers. 11.25; H. Ter funded. Price 25 cents per box. For
ful seimon, referring feelinglyto the Haar, 11.25.
sale in this city by Yates & Kane, and
Give Re a Call and Examine
Committee on Buildings and Repairs report by A. De Kruif, Zeeland. Mich
long friendships of his lengthened serIn favor of removing west and north fences
thin Stove.
vices [here, and urging all to be firm from wardfschoo]building grounds.-Report
A box of Ayer’s Pills saved many a
and faithfulin Christian endeavors.
adopted.
J. B. VAN OORT.
Rev. Jacob Van der Meulen will be
Secretarypresents applications for posi- fit of sickness. When a remedy does
much missed by a large circle of friends tions as teachers In Hofland City Bchools.- not happen to be within reach, people
Referred to Committee on Teachers.
are liable to neglect slight ailments
and parishioners,who have so long been
Visiting committee for June take charge of and, of course, if serious illness follows
under his ministry. He bas served as closing
exercises.
they have to suffer the consequences.
pastor of that church for seventeen Adjourned until June 11.
“A stitch in time saves nine.”
years continuously,having been in^
C. Post, Sec'y.
tailed May 6, 1872, and it became durP. De Kraker has the fihest line of
ing that time the strongest Holland
[OFFICIAL.]
boots and shoes in the city. Corner
church of this city and section.This
Common Council.
Eighth and River streets.
church now has a membershipof 200
Holla Ki), Mich., June 4, 1889.
families, with 260 communicants and an
A fine line of ladies’ kid shoes always
enrollmentin the Sunday school of 340. The Common Council met In regular session
kept in stock at P. De Kraker’s.
Rev. Van der Meulen will reside at and was called to order by the Mayor.
Westfield,Dakota, and is to be installed
as pastor of the Holland church there
Putten, and Habermann, and the Clerk.
next Sunday .—Jft/afaponChronicle.
Mlnutesof the last two meetings read and
Rev. Van der Meulen was formerly approved.
I have a large supply of the finest
pastor of the Third Reformed Church J.Djkema and twenty-twoothers, residents
of the City of Holland and owners of lots and
lake ice and am prepared to give first
in this city. He has many friends here lands lying and abutting upon that part of
Repairs.

t

PRINTING HOUSE,
We can

print for

m

you

Letter Head*, Note Heads, Bill Heads, Statemenls, Memorandums,
Envelopes, Labels, Tickets, Tags, Circulars,Invitations, Programmes,

Blanks of all kinds, Receipts,Notes, Dodgers, Posters in all
and all kinds of Job Printing that is done by a first-classoffice.

Book Work and Wedding Pfinting
All work, whetherin the English or Holland

colors,

a. Specialty.
Languages,

promptly attended to.

8

Call or Write for Estimates.

>

L MISENER,

Manager.

L MULDER, Proprietor.

ICEI

who

will wish

him success in his

new

field of labors.

Warning.
Repeated complaintsare being made
that the flowers and decorations are
being stolen from the graves at the city
cemetery. We hereby warn all whom
it concerns to cease their operations.
We intend to give close attentionto
this matter, and are determined to
prosecute the guilty ones, without any
exceptions, until it is stopped. All who

Thirteenthstreet that lays between the center of Land street and the Fair grounds,petitioned that that part of Thirteenthstreet
be graded the whole width thereof, and that
when grading is completeda road bed twentyfour feet wide through the center, and the
whole length of said part of said street be
coveredwith gravel of the kind used on Ninth
street, or a qualityequally as good, to an
average thickness of nine Inches, so smead
that when finished it will be twelve Inches
rentre an<l 8I* Inches on the
sides. That the cost of the fill where said
street crossesTannery creek to a level
of tlie street,as It now is, be paid by the City
of Holland out of the general fund, and that
the cost and expense of all the rest of
of the
grading, graveling ami all other cost and
pense be paid by special assessment on

class service in its delivery either to
homes or business places for the season
of 1889.
• All parties wanting ice will be
promptlv served by leaving orders with
the undersignedor with Jan Porter—

11th Street.
The following prices will govern for
the season: Commencing May 1— closing Oct. 1.
We have just received from New
Families suppliedllorseason ...... $6.00 York a larger stock of Millinery Goods
per month ...... $2.00
ever before, which includes Lace
o.25

“ALL THE GO.”

“
“
“
« “
When

placed in ice box $2.66 per

‘ the memory of our dead are rethiMntoswtfmtI AlTwUs'for season nayaWe Aug. 1;
. I to aid us in this matter. The
oftheBtreetea,,d1heeW,tot
! all bills by month
i»yalle in advance
i very severe in these cases.
‘Mot*1 each month.
R. Kanters Bros.
and paid out
Geo. P. Hummer.
to the comne 6th 1889,
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Gloves

.........
Infants Clothina a specialty.
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\
We

THE PUBLIC!

are now prepared for the Spring and Sd
have on hand a larger and finer stock \
ever before.

i (or iti,

Bf

i
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OF THE DELUGE.

HEABTRENDmO SCENES IN CONE'
MAUGH VALLEY.

to the

gross sum for the destruction of proper-

sontenoe will be tho heaviest that can be given
overcharging for
milk this morning narrowly escaped lynching.
al responsibilityswallows up the financialas The infuriatedmen appropriated all his milk
completely as the angry waters did the city of and distributed it among the poor and then
William Hen nr SSiith.
drovo him ont of the town.
He nice » in the chapel from which the bodies
were burled consistM merely of q prayer by
one of the f nrvlvors. No minister w a* present.
Pen Pioturea of the HeartrendingCon- Each coffin had a descriptivecard upon it and
on the grave a similar card was placed so that
dition of the Valley.
This Is certainlyone of tho world's greatest bodies can be removedlater by friends.
Where Wood vale once stood there 1* now a sea
catastrophes,telegraphs Fred R. G'les, the Chicago News’ special correspondent at Johnstown. of mud, broken but rarely by a pile of wreckage.
Nothing
Is standing but the old woolen-mills.
The scene Is awful. The dead He so thick that a
corpse scarcelycommands attention,save as tho The place is swept bare of aU other
committees proceedon their rounds. In a buildings but the mins of the Gautier
schoolhouse on tho hillside there are 150 bodies. wire-inllL The boilers of this great works were
Many of them are frightfullycut and bruised. carried100 yards from iheir foundation. Pieces
Every condition of life and both sexes In almost of engines, rolls, and other machinery were
equal number are among tho dead. Tho peo- swept far away from where they once stood,
pfo were caught without warning in tho rhe wreck of o hose carriago Is stickingup out
midst of their regular pursuits. Mer- of ihe mud. It belonged to ihe crack company
chants, lawyers,and business men gener- of Johnstown. The engine house Is swept aw ay
ally are the most numerousvictims. Tho and the cellarIs filled with mud. so that the
great number of young women, who can alto is obliterated.
A German watchman was on guard at the mill
be seen to have had attractivefaces despite the
distortions of death, is dieeplytouching.La- when the waters came. Horan for the hilisldo
and
succeeded in escaping. Ho tells a graphic
dles are soon identifiedand dressed for burial.
Thousandsofcoffins are coming In on tho trains JJtory of the appearanceof the water as It
k*10* rapidly used. In many cases •wept down the valley. He declares that the
whole families perished.In a small room of flmwavo was as high as the third story of a

&

ssr1"

him. A milkman who was

Johnstown.

THE SCENE SIMPLY AWFUL.

w

WlUlain Henry Smith** Graphic DescrlpGoa of the Flood’a Awful ApproachMad Plunge of the Aqueous Avalanche oa
the City of Conemaugh— How Trains,
Houses, Everything, Went Down Before
the Fierce Niagara-AwfulScenes of De-

,0,nd

oodles.
mnrlJl?

there

*

**,d t0 ferott recovered

The great difficultyortferionoed In
1,Bt 18 th* WNatnumber 0j

DR. CRONIN’S

—
MURDER. THE NATIONAL GAME.

COUGHLIN, SULLIVAN, AND WOOD- HARRY PALMER’S GOSSIPY LETTER
’ BUFF INDICTED.
FROM BEANTOWN.

morgues. There is no central bureau of inforTh* Evidence Against the Throe Prisoners Boston Still Loading the League Teams In
maUon, and to communicatewith the different
the Pennant Race-How New York, ChiPre|«nt«d to the Grand Jury— Woodruff
deadhousesIs the work of hours,
cago and the Other Crack Clubs Are
Telle Capt Hchaaok of Hie Connection
i iu ^w2r V? questionsfrom Gov. Beaver,
A4lt. Gen. Hastings has telegraphedthe followStirring Up Thing*.
with the Crime.
[BOSTON COBRE8PONDKNCE. ]
“Good order prevailedthroughout the city and
A Chicago dispatch says: Daniel Coughlin
Another week in the League pennant
struction.
vicin ty last night. Police arrangementsare
the detective; P. O. Sullivan, the iceman, race has gone, and Boston still holds the
Not ouo *rr®«t made. No need of
Mr. WilliamHenry Smith, General Manager
•ending troops.
and Frank Woodruff,alias Btyck, the lead by a comfortable margin in its perof the Associated Press, was an eye-witness of
“About 2,0® bodies have been rescued,and the
the awful scenes In ConomaoghValley on the
centage of games won.
work of embalming and burying the dead is go- "trunk man,” have been indicted by
night of the great calamity.He tells the followBoston is playing good ball. Ita playing on wltn regularity. There is plentyof medithe grand jury on the
Ingstory of the flood’s devastation:
cal assistarce. We have a bountifulsupply of
The fast-line trainsthat leave Chicago at 3 :D
charge of murdering ers are working well and steadily, its team
!£r, 4nn‘i cl,othlu8 to-day and the fullest teleand Cincinnati at 7 p. m. constitutethe day exDr. Cronin. There are work is strong,its fielding admirable, its
graphic facilities are afforded,aud all Inquiries
press eastward from Pittsburgh, which runs in
are Promptly answered. The Pennsylvania railthree
counts to each batting uniformly heavy, and ita pitoheia
two sections. This train left Pittsburghon
read will be completedto Johnstownstation
time Friday morning, but was stopped for an
indictment, but they effective and in good condition. What
more could a ball team ask?
boor at Johnstown by reports of a washout
riesv t- Hav° you any iD8t'uct,on*or Inqutrefer only to the instru*
Ahead, It had been rainlnR hard for over sixNext to Boston comes Philadelphia,
meats
used in the kill“The
most
conservative
estimates
here
place
teen hoars, and the sides of the mountainswere
the loss of lives a; folly 5,000. The prevailing
ing, and read, "a and it may be said unheiitalinglythat
covered with water descending into the
that the loss will reach from 8^0»
alleys. The Conemaugh Elver, whose the school-bonae lay eleven little children. A
sharp instrument, a the Phillies have held their high
to 10,0 M. There are many widows and orphans,
position in the race purely by their
bank is followed by the Pennsylvania big boy sat by contemplatingthem. They were
The place is deserted. No effort is being made
blunt instrument,and
»ud a great many wounded— impoMible to give
Bail road for many miles, looked an angry
his brothers and sisters.His father,Squire to clean off the streets. The mire has formed
JJho property destroyed will reach
instrument*• un- hard, earnest work in every game
flood nearly bnnkful. Passengers were Inter- Fisher,and his mother were drowned, but their the grave for many a poor victim.Arms and
Tho popuJar estimate will reach
known.” The first they have played thus far. The Phillies
ested in seeing hundreds of saw-logs and au bodies have not yet been found. The children legs are protruding from the mud, and it makes
WO, 000, 000 to &5, 000, 000. Chief Burgess
have the batteries, in fact they are in need
enormous amount of driftwood shoot rapidly wore in the attic and would have been saved, the most sickening of pictures.
witness was old man
Hurl and L. C. Moxbam, Chairtodthe train pursued its way eastward. but a locomotive was hurled through the house
The Cambria Hospital has now 300 patiente. man of the Relief Committee, are frark woodruff Carlson,the owner of of nothing but a good field captain to put
At Johnstownthere was a long wait, as before and knocked down.
Severalinjured people have bad operations perdoing good work. Have made requisitionon the cottage 1*72 Ashland avenue, them in winning form. Of coarse,Arstated. The lower stories of many houses were
The busineri pari of Johnstown is without formed on them.
The hospital In the upper part of Johnstown Pittsburg for cooking facilities,shoes, and made- Lake View, where the murder took thur Irwin would fill the bill nicely, but
submergedby the slack water, and tlielnhab- foim. The stores in such buildings as still
up clothingfor men, women, and chil Iren, all
as the managementapparently does not
itanta were looking out of the second stories. stand are In vast disorder. The doors are block- Is full to overflowing. Many
lany nave been carried of
which we need badly. To-morrow morning place The old man wa* before the grand
Homs were standing np to their knees in aded with drift ; but peering within a number to tho surrounding li<
liouses.
want to play him, another equally good
rVHlbave
000
men,
with
horses,
carts, axes, jury but a very short time, when he waa
water In the streets ; a side-trackof the raUroad of them, the proprietors,their clerks, and cusHospitals have” been established at Coneman is Deeded.
*ud other tools, clearingaway the debris.
led
out
and
returned
to
the
west-end
witniaugh
and
Mineral
Point.
had been washed ont ; loaded cars were on the tomers can be seen dead on the floor. Tho
Jon cannot raise too much money for this ness room.
New York is third and playing a game
bridge to keep it steady,and the huge Hotel Hurlburt,a large brick building, was
A rope ferry is now being operated in the suffering
community.*
by no means easy to beat. The team has
poles of the Western Union Telegraph wade a place of refuge, and fell, killing seventy lower part of tho town. Au effort Is being
T.
T.
Conklin,
the
saloon
keeper
and
Company, carrying fifteen wires, swaved people.
made to construct a bridge across the ConeGOV. BEAVER’S CALL FOR AID. personal friend of the dead doctor, waa experienced a bit of hard luck in having
badly, and several soon went down, the
The whole valley, as far as the eye reaches, is inaugh at the point where the old county bridge
some of its best men disabled, bat these
two sections ran to Conemaugh, about two an indescribablewreck, and upon ’this hideous
the next witness. Remaining about are getting into condition rapidly. Keefe
miles this side pf Johnstown,and lay there scene a cold rain has poured
Order ___
is slowly arising out of chaos. The Money, Provialons, and Clothing*Badly
lured eall day long
twenty minntes he was followedby young
about three hours, when they were moved on to stillprevailsto-night. Noi atten
and Welch have recovered from “lame
Needed.
attempt
is made
&re •lowlyreaUzing what is the best
______
Carlson.
the highest ground and placed side by side. The
arm,” and Crane will be on deck in a few
the
weather
and
the thousands of survivors
Gov.
Bearer,
of
Pennsylvania,
Issued
a
strong
.TOlJ ,h. wtthc .ndth. tbimimd- of ..m™. “"“ho SSuS* Md ^t^lMd idlyVy Md
snail train was placed in the rear of the first are wringing wot to-night.Most of the fugitives
John
J.
Cronin,
a
brother
of
the
murappeal for aid. It is addressed to the people of
days. Keefe, however, is not yet in shape
do nothing but gaze at the ruins.
section, and a freighttrain was run on to a aide have got shelter now.
the United Staten, and says
dered man, was led, in after young Carltrack on the bank of tho Conemaugh.The reA man named Doughertytells a thrilUng Newspaper reiwris as to the loss of life and son and next In order oarae the following and probably will not be until wgrm
The first dispatches from this scene were
port was that a bridge had been washed out, many times shorfof the tremendoustruth. The story of a ride dowm the river on a log. When property have not been exaggerated. Tho Valley
weather sets in. Slattery has got back
carrying away one track, and that the other catastrophe Is so great that none date venture the waters struck thereof of the house on which or the Conemougn,wnicn is peculiar,has been persona: John Roesch, the man who from Boston, and is ready to go in when
track was unsafe. There was a rumor also that an estimateu]>on its extent. Wood vale and he had taken shelter,he Jumped astride a •wept from ope end to the other as with the
found the body; Justice Mahoney of Lake wanted, but from the present outlook is
the reservoirat South Fork, some time ago a Conemaughare utterly destroyed, and their telegraph pole, riding a distance of some oesom of destruction.It contained a population
View, and special friend of the iceman; not likely to be wanted for some time at
twenty-three miles from Johnstown to Bolivar of 40,000 to 50,000 people,living for tho most part
Qr. Brandt, who examined the hair in the all, except in case of accident to O’Rourke,
beforehe was rescued.
along tho banks of a small river confinedwithin
A nameless Paul Revere lies somewhere narrow limits.Tho most conservativeestimates trunk and ihe hair on Cronin’s head, pro- Gore or xiornan.
among the dead. Who he is may neu.r be place the loss of life at 5,000 human beings and nouncing both the same; Dr. Belfleld, who
What a game these three are playing.
known, but his ride will bo famous in local of property at *23,000,030.
was at the post-mortem; Mrs. Conklin, Tiernan has got his eye on the ball finally
history Mounted on a large bay horse, became
The most nreesing needs so far as food is conCapt.
Schaack.
Lieut
Schuttler,
Frank
riding, like an cngel of wrath, down the pike cerned have been supplied. Shoes and clothing
and is now hitting in somelhinglike his
which passed through Conemaughto Johns- ot all sorts for men, women and childrenare Scanlan, Detectives Lorch, Bohan, and last season’s form. Aa for O’Ronrke and
town, shouting as he came : “Run for your lives
Hiatt, Willard J. Smith and his brother Gore, these old-timers never played such
to the hills I Run to the hills i" The
John, Capt Dinan, the liveryman, who a fielding game during any previous part
people crowded out of their houses along
owns the rig which carriedCronin to his
the thickly settled streets. Nobody knew
c^ner QB *hey are playing now.
the niau, and some thought that he was
death; Milkman Merle*, who heard the Both of them are making great catches in
a maniac. On ho rode, shrilling out his awful
doctor’s death-cry,young Carlson's wife, every game, are thiowing finely and batcry. In a few moments there came a cloud of
f |-|4
and Capt Wing of Lake View.
ting in great style.
ruin dowm the brood streets,down the narrow
alleys, grinding,twisting,hurling, overturning,
Of the above list of witnesses, the police
As for Cleveland, which follows New
crashing,annihilatingthe weak and strong. It
officers, the Carlsons, and Mr. and Mrs.
York in the race, the pnblio has scarcely
was the charge of the flood. On raced the rider
Conklin were the only ones capableof fur- as yet recovered from its surprise at the
and on rushed tho wave. Dozens of people
heeded the warning and ran for the hills. Just
nishing testimonyadditionalto what has bum |of speed developed by this ,baby of
as the lone rider crossed tho railroad bridge the
already been printed. There is, again, the the league. None of the league people,
inighty y&vb fell upon him, and horao, man,
State’s attorney’s word for it that ths however, think that Cleveland can mainana bridge went do*n into chaos together.
Conklins went no further than to narrate tain the pace it has been going, and all
the familiar facts of Dr. Cronin’s appre- agree that the long, ardnons campaign of
THE FATAL DAM.
hension of fonl play and the incidents of the summer is sure to bring the ‘‘baby''
Its Owners Were Aware of Its Rotten
his fatal errand, including a description of down to where the playing ability of the
Condition.
the man who called for him. Mr. Lon$o- men justify it.
Messrs. H. Singer,George Singer.Louis Clark,
In the meantime the youngsters connecker a; ers that Dr. Cronin’s private
and B. Hussey Binns, of Pittsburg,relativesof A COUXKIl OFTHK CAMBBIA IBON Cf MPANV’h MILL papers in the hands of the Conklins’were tinue to play a hard game to beat, and
“iwnbers of the South Fork Fishing Club, have
mtXT TO THE BHIDQX.
are well up among the leaders in the
not introducednor any knowledge in their
arrivedfrom the broken dam, says a dispatch
from Johnstown.
greatly needed. Money is olao urgently possession cast ng suspicion on others than fight.
Tho lake is completely dried out. The dam required to remove tho debris,* bury the three indicted.
Ere this letter appears Chicago will
broke in the center at 3 o’clock on Friday after- the dead, and care temporarily for widow's
The Carlson added to their previous have completed its first Eastern trip, and
noon, and at 4 o'clockit was dry. Tha'. great and orphans and for the homeless families.
story enough to create the strong*presump- the prospectss^em good for its winning
body of water i»a*»cd out In one hour. Messrs. Other localitieshare sufleredto tome extant In
Park and Van Buren, who are building a new the same way, but not In tho same degree. Late tion that DetectiveCoughlin was familiar half if not a greater proportion of ita
1EV OF FLOOD IN JOHNSTOWN — THE OPEN SPACE WAS KNOWN AS IRON STREET. draining system at the lake, trieel to avert the advices would seem to Indicate (hat there is with Iceman Sullivan, and that they hava games with its Eastern rivals. It can not
disasterby digginga sluice-wayon one side to great loss of life and destruction of property
been seen at various times together.From be denied, however, that Chicago has not
feederof the PennsylvaniaCanal, but latterly joint population of 8,000 is dead. Johnstown ease the pressure on the dam. They had about aloug tho woat branch of the Suaquehanna and
the property of a club at Pittsburg,and used is wrecked, and certain ly 5,000 people lie dead In forty men at work, and did all they could with- In localities from which we can got no definite the policemen the best new evidence came been playing up to its standard thus far
out a vail. The w ater imsscd over he dam abou t a Information.
for banting and fishing, was unsafe and might
aud that is found in the links that, for the this season. It has been batting hard, but
the •treets and among the driftwood In the subThe responses from within and withoutthe
lireak. Tms made most of the passengers siding stream. The basin ws portion of the foot above Its top. beginning at about a£0.
first time, clearly bind Woodruffto the its fielding has been very Fagged in threeuneasy, and they kept a pretty good prosperouslittle city Is obliterated, and fora Whatever happened in the way of a cloudburst State have been most generous and cheering.
fourths of its gamas. Few if any of
tookovt tor infonnallon. The porters mite atong Main street the wreckage is piled took place during the night. There had bteu North aud South, East and West, from the Uni- crime.
but Uttle rain up to dark. When the workmen ted States aud from England there comes the
Frank Woodruff, alias Frank B!ack, has these shortconiingshave been due to poor
of the Pullman cars remained at their fifty feet high.
awoke In the morning, the lake was very full same hearty,generous response of sympathy and been taken into camp by Capt Schaack pounds, to wet inflelda or ontfields, to
poets and comforted the passengers with the asFor miles below the debrisof shatteredhouses
suranoe that the PennsylvaniaRailroad Ccm- diokee the stream. One hundred and ninety and was rising at the rate of a foot an hour. It help.
hard-hitballs, or any of the unfavorable
kept on rising until a o’clock, when it first bepany always took care of its patrons. A few
Funds contributed in aid of the sufferersown and he has told the whole story of his conlodieswerepicked ont of the river at Nineveh, gan breaking over the dam, underminingit;
conditions that sometimes make errors
be deposited with Drexel d: Co.. Philadelphia; nection with Dr. Cronin’smurder.
gsnUemen and some ladies and children qcletly and the majority were buried there to-day.
men were sent three or four times during the Jacob E. Bamberger, banker, Harrisburg;or
seated thvmselxee, apparently contented.One
According to the statements he has reusable. On the contrary,the team has
^ot left standingd®*di
•nd ft,, «e Pub- d*y to warn the people below of their danger. William R. Thompson & Co., liankers,Pittsgentleman, who was 111, had his berth made up lic buildings
made to the North Side captain be was been favored by delightful weather, and
are used as morgues.
and retired,although advised not to do so. J^JoNnstown proper the work of picking up the When the final break came at 3 o’clock burg. All money contributed will be used carenot directly connectedwith tto murder it- every one of the boys, I know, has be*
there
was
a
sound
like
thunder,
and
trees,
fully
and
judiciously.
Boon the ory came that the water in the reserin good playing condition. What, then,
rocks, and earth were shot up Into mid-airin
•elf, but simply* acted aa the driver of the
voir had broken down the barrier and was
There are abouttwo square miles of wreckhas been the trouble?
sweeping down the valley. Instantly there was age gorged against the bridge and in flames. It neat columns, and then the wave starteddown
wagon
which
disposed
of
the
dead
man’s
TWO CHICAOOAN8’ EXPERIENCE.
a panic, and a rush for the mountain aide. is said that 2,000 people died there. This vast the ravine. A fanner who escaped said that the
The absence of Williamson at short is
body in the catch basin where it was
water did not come down Uko a wave, but
Children were carried and women assisted
probably more responsiblethan anything
How
They Escaped the Rushing Wall found.
•V,1,1abl“e- and ,s 80 ‘feMy P**ed jumped on his house and beat it to fragments in
by a few who kept cool heads. It that it will
require great engineering to clear
else, particularly
(luring the recent games
of Water.
was a race for Mfe. There was seen the the stream. The river is parted by it, and runs an Instant. He was safe upon tho hillside, but
At daybreak Sunday morning Capt
his wife and two childrenwere killed.
black head of the flood, now the like a mill-raceon eitherhand.
Frank Felt and Kidney McCloud, two Chicago Schaack, in a cab driven by a detective, of the team in the East, where it has
monster of deet ruction, whose crest The lower part of the town along the river At tho present time the lake looks like merchants, were in Johnstown when the avabee n compelled to meet the hardest hitarrived at Indiana and Dearborn streete,
was high raised in the air, and with this in view bank Is washed as bare as a common, and It is a cross between the crater of a volcano and lanoe of water fell upon the Ill-fatedcity.
ten and cleverest fielders of the League.
even Ihe weak found wings for their feet. No hard to believe that thousands of dwellings a huge mud-puddle with stumps of iraes aud
Both gentlemen give it as their estimate that and after waitng for several minutee
I fancy I hear somebody say “chestwords can adequately describe the terror that and business blocks so recently coveredthe rocks scatteredover it. There is a small stream the lost will number between 10,000 and Woodruff, accompanied by a jail guard,
nuts."
of muddy water running throughthe center of 15,000. They say that on the night of Decorafilled every breast, or the awful power mani- ground.
arrived. Ho was takon inio the vehicle
the lake. The dam was seventy feet high, and tion Day they saw 20.000 people in the streets,
fested by the flood. The round-house had stalls
Perhaps the claim concerning Williamthe break Is about 200 feet wide, and there is but and tho town was alive
for twenty-threelocomotives. There were eightand driven to the scene of Dr. Cronin’s
l>eoplo.Friday
DAZED
BY
THE
HORROR.
son
is s chestunt,but neverthelessit is a
a
small
portion
of
the
dam
left
cu
either
side.
een or twenty of these standing there at this
morning the streetswere crowded with people murder and also to the catch-basin and the
true one. His absence is what is making
No damage was done to any of tho buildingsbe- rushing for the mountain when they
time. There was au omfnous crash, and the
place
where
the
trunk
wa*
foun
1.
WoodJohnstown
Like
a
Great
Tomb-Scenes
longing to the club. The whole south fork is started, and not more than 500 reached
zvuuu-uouse
round-house aim
and locomotivesdisappeared.
the difference in the team's playing.
swept, with not a tree standing.
Everything in the main track of the flood was
In the Stricken City.
the place. All others went down with ruff himself gave the driv.ng directionslo However, there is good reason to believe
A
man
named
Maguire
says
ho
was
standing
first lifted in the air and then swallowed up
A
sad
and
gl
the flood. Messrs. McCloud and Felt tell a the detective, who managed the reins, and such will be the case no longer.
A sad and gloomy sky, almost as sad and
tho waters. A hundred houses were swept away gloomy as the hiuman faces under it. shrouded on the edge of tho lake when the walls burst. graphicstory of their escape.They were out
in every instance located the exact places
The water was rising all day and was on a level attending to business during the morning, and
Charley Bastian joined Anson in New
In a few minutes; these included the hotel, Johnstown
to-d
# i. .... f°-d*y.
continues Mr. Giles. Rain
with a pile of dirt which, lie said, was above tho when they went to the hotel, the Hurlbut where the chief acts in the horrible tragedy
stores, and saloonson the front street, and resi- fell all day and added to the miseries of tho
York, and is now making himself ot home
waUofthedam.
All of a sudden it burst with
occurred.
dences adjacent.
House, at noon there was about ten inches of
wretched people. The groat plain where tho best
;ween Pfetler and Barns in the ChiAs the fugitiveson the mountain side wit- part of Johnstown used to stand is half covered a report like a cannon and the water started water in the office,and they went to
;o infield.
According to his confession he was di- caga
nessed tho awful devastation,they were moved with water. The few sidewalks in tho part that down the mountain side, sweepingbefore it a restaurant to get something to cat.
______
_________
_____
rected by those who had charge of that
as never before in their lives. They were power- escaped the flood were inches thick trees as if they were chips ; bowlders were When they came out of tho restaurant
f he plays
his position
as ______
I believe
he
less to help those seized upon by the waters ; tho with black sticky mud, through which rolled down as it they were marbles. they saw the streets crowdedwith people runpart of the conspiracy, and whose names is capable of playing it, the effect" upon
dsspairof those who had lost everything except tramped a steady processionof the poor The roar was deafening. The lake was emp- ning to the mountains. They stepix
stoptieaout the
Capt Schaack reservesfor reasons thac Chicago's work is going to be marked
Ufa and the wailing of those whose relatives women who are left utterly destitute. The tied in an hour and a half. All the water, he
way to an alley and ran for the hill, but
are palpable, to go to Dean’s livery stable,
from thi* time ont. Bastian will not only
or friendswere missing flUed their breasts with tents,where the people are housed who cannot said, is now out. The railroad is iu a terrible had to wade through water up to their waists
unutterable sorrow. The rain continued to fall And other shelter, were cold and cheerless. The condition. At some points holes twenty to before reaching the high ground. They had litwhere he would obtain a horse and wagon. fill the gap that Williamson's injury has
thirty feet deep were washed In the tracks. On tle mote than a Mock to go. and the peosteadily, but shelter was not thought of. Very
He had already been instructed to drive caused in the infield, but it is goiug to
town seemed like a great tomb. The people of
fcw passengers saved anything from the train, Johnstown have supped so full of horrors that his way down he stopped at Mineral Point, ple who were twenty feot behind them were
the outfitto tue neighborhood of thi Carl- greatly strengthen our outfield by putting
where sixteen houses were washed away and caught by tho flood and swept away. For this
so sudden was the cry, -Run for your lives ; the they go about in a sort of a daze and only half
son cottage and he aho knew for what Ryan back in center and tending Van
reservoir has broken.* Many were without conscious of their griefs. Every hour as one
hats, and, as their baggage was loft on tho trains,
put nose he was to go there
Haltren to his accustomed posit ,on in
they wore without the means of relieving their
thout
He arrived there about t srenty minutes left field. Moreover, the acquisitionof
unhappy condition. The occurante of the
onpresq _ jy
____ ^ his
before Dr. Cronin was driven up and competent, experienced short-stoptalent
houses still standing on the high ground threw family. To-day a gray-haired man balled anthem open to those who had lost all and to other across the street with this question.
placed his horse and wagon at a point near is going to infuse every man of the team
the passengers of the train. During tho height
with new confidence.
the cottage, where bo could keep his eyes
of the flood ihe specta’ors were startled bv the tbeVeply11™ ’ ^ 410 8006 bUt Mafy 1111(1 1*" was
Jimmy Ryan has done his level best at
on the front steps. Ho saw the whitesound of two locomotive whistles from'the verv
•lam worse off than that,* said the first old
midst of the waters. The engineers, with char- gentleman; *1 have only my grandson left.
horse rig containing Dr. Cronin and his short. No one who has seen him play or
acteristiccourage,had remained at their posts, Seven of ns gone."
conductorarrive, and throe-i.uurtersof an talked with the toy after his nork was
end while there was destructionon every hand
And so they passed on withoutapparentexhour thereafter tho man who was known over can doubt it. He was unaccustomed
and apparently no escape for them, thfiy sound- citement.They and every one else had heard
as Williams opened the frontdoor of the to such fielding, however, and seemed
ed tbelr whistles. This (hey repeated dt inter- so much of these melancholy conrersalions
vale-the last time with triumphant vigor as that somehow tho calamityhad lost its significottage and gave the signal b stamping wholly unable to gauge a ground ball on
the waters wore receding from the sides of their cance to them. They treat It exactly os If tho
the bound.
bis foot on the wcoden porch.
locomotives. By 5:30 the force of the reservoir
Outreld trainingstinds a man but for
waters had been spent on the village of Cone- back In "aw1" k** 8008 aWBy ani1 were coding
Woodruff at once drovo up and, assisted
little in infield work, ana the best of outmaugb. and the Pullman cars and locomotive of
Tho melancholytask of searching tho ruins
by the third man, tho trunk was loaded
fielders is pretty apt to find himself badly
the second section remained unmoved. This for more bodies went on today in tho soaking
into the wagon. The two men followed
was because they wore on the hlghoet and hard- rain. There were littlecrowds of morbid curiworried upon attemptinglo fill an infield
est ground.
the trunk and directed Woodr.iff, who conosity hunters around each knot of workingmen,
position. Ryan’s work proves (his, for he
The destructivecurrent of the reservoirflood hut they wore not residentsof Johnstown. All
tinued as the driver, to drive eastward to
has few superior in his positiou.
had passed between tha‘, and th» mountain, their curiosityin that directionwas sated long
the lake to a certain point which Woodwhile tho (jirrentof the river did not tat it ago. Even those who come In from neighboring
That his unreliability at short has influruff
had
designated
to
Capt.
Schaack.
away. But. tho other trainshad been destroyed towns with the idea of a day's strange and
enced the balance of the infield and of
A solitary locomotive vas seen imbeddedin the ghastly experience* did not care to be near after
The wagon headed for the lake and in
the battery there can be no question. No
mud where the round-house had stood.
they bad scon one body exhumed. There were
its depths the trunk and its contents would
one felt confident,and Jimmy himself
As the greatestdanger ha-1 raised, the people hundreds and thousands of these visitorsfrom
have been depositedhad not the interrup- least of nil.
of Conemaughgave their thoughtsto their the country.
tion come from the two Lak? View policeneighbors of the city of Johnstown. Here was
One thing that makes the work of searching
THE CAMBRIA IRON WORKS.
What other result, therefore,in view of
centered the great steel and iron Industrie*,the for the bodies very slow is tho strange way that
men. This smashed the original plans of the free butting games we are enjoying,
nride of Western Pennsylvania, tho Cambria great masses of objects were rolled into intri- several lives lost. At East Conemaughthirty
reason they think the loss will bo found to be
tho two men and immediatesteps wore
Iron Works being known everywhere. Here cate masses of rubbish. As the flood came down houses were carried away by the flood. The very
could we anticipate? The reasons for
great. Tho water came in a wall, preceded
taken to get out of the olHcera’ way. This
were churches, dally newspapers,banks, dry the valley of tho South Fork it obliteratedtho loss of life i* largo at this point.
ofir erratic fielding work are. to me, plainly
by a yellowish cloud of mist or foam, and ns It
goods bouses,warehouses,and the comfort- suburb of Woodvalu, where not a house was
was done by taking a circuitous route, apparent, and I feel sure that with Bascaught ihe blocksof houses R swept tijem down
able and well-builthomes of 12,000 people. left nor a trace of one. The material they bad
which
again
brought
them
to
the
Evantogether with a succession of crashes that waa
tian in our ranks Ihe troubleis going to
THE LOSS OF LIFE.
What was their fate? In tho contemplation of contained rolled on down the valley,over and
terrible.
ston road. They hod now been driving be to a great extent eradicated.
the Irresistible force of that awful flood gather- over, grinding it up to pulp and Anally leaving
for nearly an hour with their
ing additionalmomentum as it swept on toward It against an unusually firm foundationor an The Terrible Sacrifice of Human Life
k"^^600
tumr ghastly
gnasi load
CURRENT TALK.
the Gulf, It became clear that the city must be eddy. These masses contain human bodies, but
Will Never Be Known.
down with tL flood* Ho saw hundmllTofthom
of the men suggested tho sewer,
The differencebetween Anson and an
deetroyed.and that, unless tho Inhabitants had it Is slow work to pick them to pieces.
The developments
of every hour make it more go down beforehis eyes as they stood looking Williams said thero was no more time to
telegraphicnoticeof the breaking of the reser- • In the side of one of them was seen the rema
hour gloss is that the sand in one runs
down
_ - upon the wreck. No one escapedtmm
from be lost and he kicked in the ifd of the
voir they must perish. A cry of horror went up pants ot a carriage,the. body of a harnessed and more apuarent that the exact number of
out,1 while the “old man" has au unlimited
from the hundreds on the mountain-side, and horse, a baby cradle and a doll, a tress ot wom- lives lost In the Johnstownhorror will never be the Hurlbut house, and Messrs. Felt ami Mc- trunk. The three lifted the body out and
O.oud would have boon among tho lost had thor
supply of the material which is a large
* few instinctively
turned their steps toward an s hair, a rocking-horse,and a piece of beef- known, says one correspondent. All estimates dined
depositedit in tho sewer as it was found. part of the make-up of a successful ball
there.
that have boon made up to this time are conserJohnstown.The city was destroyed. All steak still hanging to a hook.
vative and when all Is known will doubtless bo
As soon as possible tho Chicnfo mon began The trunk was again placed on the wagon. player.
the mills, furnaces, manufactories;the many
found to have been too small. Over tho work of organizing relief parties to rescue It was inteudedto go south for a distance
•nd varied industries,the bonks, the residences
Tom Brown's trip n round tho world
SMALL
TOWNS
SWEPT
AWAY.
one
thousand
bodies
have
been
found
the people who were on the liousesthat had
•—all.
and then to drive north to the cottage and didn’t hurt him a bit. He is running like
since sunriseto-day. and the most skeptical con- boon swept back Into Ktony Creek when the
All were swallowed up before the shadows of
thee, deposit the trunk. "Right here,”
Little Left of Kern vi lie— Wood vale a Sea cede that the remains of thousandsmore rest water could not escape below. These people
the wind. In tho last eight games he has
Djglit had settled down upon the earth. What
beneath Ihe debris above Johnstown bridge. were wild wlUi fright, and Mr. Felt said Woodruff to Capt Schaack, pointing
of Mud.
of the inhabitants?Who can tell with any-oermade sixteen runs and stolen fifteen
Tho
populoiion
of
Johnstown,
the
surrounding
secured a clothes-linewhich was used to send
talnty?Those who came back by daybreak raid
to tbe exact spot where the trunk was
Out of the 1,000 houses (hat once made up Oft
bases. His record for twenty games is
that from fl.OCO to 8,000 had been drowned. Our Uttle town of Kernville only 155 remain stand- towns, and the por.ion of the valley out a raft with a strong man to take people off
found,
“we
heard
a
noise
of
wagon
wheels
affected by the flood i», or was, from fifty the houses. A river man volunteer'd for
thirty-four runs and twenty stolen bases.
hope Is that this is an exaggeration,and when ing, say* a Johnston n special. One thousand
from thb south and the two men, one of
the roll Is called most will respond.In tho light people Is a low estimate of the number of lives thousand to flfty-Ayothousand. Associated this work, and with a rope tied seThe Hoosiero have really up to date
Press
represcura’-ives
to-day
interviewed
formy about his body, ho made many trips whom had been sitting on the trunk, pickof this calamity the destructionat Conunaugh lost from this town. But a few of tho bodies
stolen more bases than any other League
numerous
leading
citizens
of
Johnstown
into
the
flood,
and
each
time
brought
two
sinks into insignificance.In this latter place have been recovered. It Is directly above the
ed np the box and throw it out of ihe
They have also batted trementhey were alreadybringing in tho dead on ruins at the bridge, and the bodies have floated who survived the floods and the consensus of people ashore with him. Tho other gentlemen
stretchers. How many had been lost here, at down Into them, where ihoy burned. A walk opinion was that fully 80 per cent, of the resi- carried these people up to the high ground wagon and I was urge I to whip up the | dously, and if their pitchers had but been
dents
of Johnstown and Cambria bad been vic- where they wore cared for by tho residentsof
horaw
and
drive
west
When
we
reached
Mineral Point, and at South Fork could not bo through tho town revealeda desolatesight. Only
able to hold the other (earns down, Ban
tims of the combined disastersof fire and wa- that locality. They roscuod over fifty people in
told and may never be known. There w ore some about twenty-live able-bodied men have ourFullerton avenue both men said good-night croft’s pets would to-day rank a great
passengers and perhaps forty or fifty inhab- vlved and are able to render any assistance. ter. If this be true the total loss of life in tho this way, mostly women aud children. They
to me and left the’ w a^ou. ’ ’
deal higher in tho race.
itants. The loss of property is enormous The Men and women can bo seen with entire valley may reach 15,000. of the thou- worked as long as thoj would see and after dark
There are no flies on Anson's team
of the ra'lroad company is certainlyde- black eyes, braised faces, and cut sands who wore devouredby the flames, and the Are at the bridge gave them light to see here
whose ashes rest beneath the smoking debris and there the people stillclingingto roofs, eonio
. ed for at least ten miles below South Fork,
heads. The appearance of some of the above Johastown bridge,no defluite Inform a- of
Edwin— I wish, Annabel, that yon when it comes to batting; in fact, the
whom were rescued. A number of traveling
Oil other property of the company on the ladles is heartrending They wore injured In
colts need take a back seat from nobodv
tlon can ever be obtained. As little will men who were In the hotels tied tags to their could have boon in Paris with mo.
, The destructionof Johnstown's industries the flood and since that have not slept. Their
alone reach many millions. Then to this faces have turned a sickly yellow, and dark be learned of the hundredswho sunk beneath clothing and shot themselves, so dusperato were finob loveiy Darks? AnnSjel^Yes!1 1
il oomet toliUtog^
the current and were home swiftly down the they In this scone of terror. Both gentlemen
* stun sdd theraloe of the houses and public rings surround the eyes. Many have tmoIn that city and ef the villages above enrobed Uyiervons prostration. For two days Conemaugh only to be deposited hundredsof vouch for rids.
r1?'6 0t,i,°JOd ‘i6 p^k3 I
i, oWrinlr the «•
mfles belowonthe banks and In tho driftwoodof
it, and some idea can be formed of the
but little sssisianoe could be rendered them.
leratedby the flood created by the No medical attention reached them. Ihe the raging Ohio. Probably one- third of tho dead
will never bo recovered, and it »m
outfield, fuir batteries, and well — .
---- r- --the reservoir.
Nothing seems much clearer
wounded remained nocared for in some houses take o list of the missing weeks hence
And this reservoir was maintainedfor tho
tbe team yet plays losing ball and
to
enable
even
a
close
estimate
to
bo
i of a Pittsburgh club. Upon tho tnoauno headway.
mad*
of
tho
number
of
liras
that
were
I susiiendcda body of water three miles
snuffedout In that brief hour. That this ostl
Harry Palmer.
. wide, and seventy feet deep for
fhore.
mate can never be accurate is understood when
of a few pleasure-seekers. What
A man is now in a
Jail in what is It Is rememberedthat in many instanceswhole
i if there should bo a break must loft of tlie town. Ho
Last whiter'* coat, with
> stealinga gold
familiesand their relatives were swept owa1
rfectly apprehended.sinoo it Is
watch. A shot was fired at 1 i,>but be was not and found a common grave beneath the wilh
torn out, is fashionible for
millions had been wounded. The only thiug thac saved b
him from
th* worst evil of poverty might be allevin of tho
The man who foigives much is en It should be decorated
arc three millions lynching was the smallness of the crowd. His waste of waters.Th* total destruction
city leaves no date to «vmj demon* trate that I a ted
rapport with the angels.
and mucilage.
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LYNCHED THE RUFFIANS
THE BOBBBR8 OF CORPSES HANGED
TO
TBEE.

on whose churned current houses and barns
were riding like ships in a brook.

i

1

HONORSTO
_

A

din.

Dl«ea«e and Death

m

IHE MONUMENT AT GEN. SHERIDAN’S
TOMB UNVEILED.

“The water rushing upon the molten
metal in the mills had caused deafening
explosionswhich, coupled with the roar
and grinding of the flood, made a terrifv- Comrade* of the Hero

Summary PunUhment Inflicted on Villain*
Who Were Found Mutilating; theCorpHe*
ing
3
at Johnstown—What a PltUbnrver Saw
the Flood Came Down.
‘‘Turningto the other side and looking
on down the .valley 1 saw the muddy water
A Johnstown, Pa., dispiteh savs: The
rushing through the main streets of the
way of the transgressor in the desolated
alley of the Conemnngh is bard. Each town. I could see men and horses floun-

SOLDIER.

Par>,,,,#•fFarmars.

Feme
Waht

toeir way into many a householdthat
Mild, equable cllmste, certain and abundant
mr>«
N*af fr«W»
-...t .a __ _____
be protected from their inroads by t&« crops. Beit froit.gmlngrass, and stahkeonnl
lull information
Information free. Address
•Nnple precaution of keeping in the house that try fnthe world, run
the Oregon Immigration BoanlPortland, Oregon.
benign family medicine and safeguard of health,

.vM(..

Bostetter’aStomachBitters. Particularlywhere
of Wlnehastor Join

there are children sbonld

it

be

kspt on hand as a

“And you will always love me,
George?” “I will if you behave yourself and don’t cut up any didos." rrk'‘
The

in their
the Simple and ImpressiveExerclsea-An prompt remedy for infantile couiplainte,
ImpoMlng Monolith Faced with a Strik- outset easily conquerable,but which, if allowed match

ing Medallion.

to engraft thumselveeon the

delicate

lAcqi

«

is

off.

childish

organism, are not easily dislodged,and speedily
work grievous mischief.Irregularity of the

[Washington special]
Ant man that puts an nrtiole in reach of
For Stablemen and Stockmen.
orertcorktd tcomen to lighten her labor la
Washington special saye: One of the
dering about almost within call.
certainly
a
benefactor.
Cntgln
Si Co. surely
bowels,
Indigestion
and
biliousness
are
ailments
most interesting events of Decoration Day
hour repeals some new and horribb story
“House-topjwere being filled with was the unveilingof the imposing monu- of common occurrence in the household.Chil- come under this heml in making Dobbins*
of sufferinpandoutrage and every sucA-leotrio toup so clump tout all can use it,
white-faced
people,
who
clung
to
each
ment that Mrs Sheridan has erectedto the dren living in malarious regions are more liabU
ceeding hour bring! news of swift and
upon the memory of her soldier husband. Four to be attacked with chills and lover than adults,
merited punishment meted out to the fiends other and looked terror-stricken
There are tricks in every trade, and
rising flood. It had all < come so quickly thousand people witnessed the ceremonies, and the ravages of that fell diieasein their syswho have dared to desecrate the mangled
that none of them seemed to realize what which were all the more impressive be- tern are speedier and more nerious. In remote especially in the sleight-of-handman’s.
At Diomists and Dkauu
corpses in the city of the dead and torture
had happened.
CHAIUM l YOCCLU CO..
cause of their simplicity.There were no
the already half crazed victims of tnis
*“• “ l*
Just think of It! $140.52made in one week
“The conductorof my train had been speechesnor poems, only music, flowers
awful catastrophe.
by au agent rep ewmUug U. F. Joknsou &
to., of nlohmond.Vu.. and they have hud
As the roads to t’ e lands round about pulling franticallyat the bell-rope, and and tears. Notableamong the vast throng
Stephen A. Dong!**’ Son.
the train went spinning across the bridge.
many moro parliestraveltnz for them who
was the wife and daughter of President
are opened tales of almost indescribable horIt
is
not
generally
known
that
a
son
did equally w ell, some u good deal bettor.
I sat in ray mat transfixed with horror.
Harrison,leaulug on the venerable Dr.
ror come to light and deeds of the vilest
of Stephen A. Dougina, of Illinois, was If you Ueod employment it would be a good
Houses were spinningthrough beneath the Scott.
- nature perpetratedin the darkness of night
tilingto sit down and write them a Hue at
bridge, and I did not know at what
are brought to light
As the curtains fell from the lofty gran- born in North Carolina,but such w as ouoo.
moment
the
structure would give wav- ite shaft Mrs. Harrison paid a touching the case. When the keen Vermonter
Just as the shadows began to fall upon
under the
3
tribute to the gallant dead by placing with had won over tho Illinois Democracy
the eaith last evening a paity of thirteen
“The conductor kept tugging at the her own hands a beautiful floral offering to send him to Congrehs,in 1843, h*e
Hungarians were noticed stealthilypickcell-rope and the train shot ahead again.
on Gen. Bheridan’sgrave. Among other was but 30 years of age. There the
ing their way along the banks of the Conemaugh toward Fang Hollow. Suspicious « e reemed to fairly leap over the yellow distinguishedpersons present were Gen. “Little Giant” met RepresentativeDaI- I —
^
torrents. My heart gave a oound of re- Schofield and staff, Attorney-General Milof their purpose several farmers armed
vid S. Reid, of North Carolina. Reid
u
n
r,hen
we
da8h6<Ltoto
the
forest
on
the
ler, and Senator Sawyer.
themselvesand stai ted In purs ait Soon
was born April* IMsis^anT Doi^las
hillside opposite the doomed town.
their most horrible fears were realized.
The Loyal Legion commanderyof the
“As the train sped along at a rate of DUtrict of Columbia, of which Gen Sheriwere the
W
Lying upon the shore they came upon the
mangled body of a woman upon whosa speed that made me think the engineer had dan was a member, was representedby the of the Twenty-eighth Congress,and
1
person were a number of trinkets of jew- gone mad I took one look back upon the commander, Senator Manderson,the re- warm friendshipsprang up between
valley. What a sight it was! The popu- corder, Major W. P. HuxCoiti,U. 8. A., them. As a result of their acquaint- 1
elry and two diamond rings.
In their eagerness to secure the plunder lou! valley for miles either way was a
and a committee. The floraltribute from ance, Douglas married a kinswoman of
one of their number severed the finger seething, roaring caldron,through whose the commandery placed on the grave was Reid, Miss Martha Martin, the daughupon which were the rings and started on boiling surrace roofs of houses and the in tho form of Gen. Sheridan’sbattle flag t®r °f a wealthy North Carolina plantstand-pipes of mills protrude!. The of crimson immortelles and white flowers,
a run with his fearful prbe.
er. The son referred to— Robert M.
The revolting nature of tiie deed so water was fairly pilin? up in a mill farther with a gilt staff resting on an easel of Douglas — was born within thirty miles I
up and I saw the worst hod not yet come. ami ax and asparagus vines.
wrought up the pursuing farmers thatthey
of where he now lives, at Greensboro.|
“Then I turned my eyes away from the
When the last strainsof the dirge played
gave immediate chase. Some of the Hunawful sight and tried not io even think by the Marine band died away a veteran In physical appearance he bears conigvr and Vitality are quickly given to
pnans showed fight but, being outnum- until PittsburgVras reached.
siderable
resemblance to his noted
of the old guard pulled the rope that de--uuwu srery
bered, were compelledto flee for their
svsry psu
pin or
of tbs body by Hood's 8ampi
BsmpariUa.
“I
can
not
see
how
it
is
possible
for
loss
lives.
tached the fastenings and the flags that father though rather slighter,He has D»*t tired filing is snUwly overcoms.tbs
than 5,000 lives to have been sacrificed in covered the monument fell to the ground.
also indented his share of brains. At Wood is purifisd.enriched, and vitalized, the
Nine of the brutes escaped,but four
Johnstown alone. • At least two-thirdsof Just at that moment the members of the
were literallydriven into the surgingriver
the age of 19 he was private Secretary stomach is toned and atrenctheDed.the appetite Magnetism and Menthol as ft
the town was swept away. . The water
Woman’s Belief corps threw a shower of
and to their death. The inhuman moncame so quickly that escape from the low roses upon tho grave. This ended the to the Governor of North Carolina, and wstored. the kidneys end Uvsr invigorated.Try
Remedial and Curative
ster whose atrocious act has been described
during the first four years of President Hoo<i’sB*n«i>«rilianow.
district was impossible. People retreated simple ceremony.
was among the number of the involuntary
Grant’s administration was his civilian
is sold by dnuzists.
to the upper floors of their residenojj until
The monument is a plain, hroa^ granite Secretary. In 1872 he was appointed
hyC.i.goodfcOo.
Lowell, Maas.
the water had got too deep to allow their
xu lof* no
appointed
shaft of sharp and strong outline,upon
At 8:80 o’clock this morning an old escape.
Marshal of North Carolina, which porailroader who had walked from Sang
the face of which rests the bronze medal“When the big flood came the houses lion of Sheridan.The bronze medallion sition he held for several years. He is
Hollow stepped up to a number of men
were picked up like pasteboard boxes or
congregated on the station platform at
shows Sheridan in bas-relief,framedyin a now practicing kw.— Washington letwe will
collapsed like egg-shells.The advance of
Cutranvilleand said:
laurel and palm wreath with the Hbad- ter.
the flood was black with houses, logs, and
quarters flag for a background. Just
‘‘Gentlemen,had I a shotgun with me
other debries, so that it struck Johnstown
A REMARKABLE CURE
half an hour age I would have shot to
enough of the shoulders and chest is
||PME STUDY.
lpAHlhnietlr,Shortwith the solid force of a battering-ram.
kill. Two miles below here I watehed
shown to displaydheGeneral’suniform and
tbymetf. Mronlm
None but eye-witnesses of the flood can military decorationsof distinction.The Of a DlsaaaedStomach Which tha DoeKWiKiiffH
kmCoumb.
lliok. Buffalo. N.Y.
three men going along the banks stealing
comprehendtis size and awfulness as It
tors Had PronouncedIncurable.
the jewels from the bodies of the dead
artist bos caught the most familiarexLftn.r.n.UjgTjH,
thowtoL
came tumbling, roaring down upon the pression of Sheridan’s face -a look of
___ _
wives and daughters of men who have unprotected town.
been robbed of all they held dear on
strengthwithoutsternuesi— and the whole
Gentlemen— For over twenty years I
earth.'’
poso of the head, without seeming con- nave been a great sufferer from the effects
threc-nturtewof an Ir
DESTRUCTION
IN
MARYLAND.
strained, is indicative of the determination or a diseased stomach, at times have been
He had no sooner fin shod the last
tnui
n-kait. >•( Lmi riuiii. a u....n_. _ _J. ..
. sentence than live stalwart men, with Eao.-mons Damage at Baltimore and and ruggednesswhich were so char- unable to work for mouths, und for three
Imported nienthof ____
. Mi Bill. 1
1 hr as. tlmknliM.UK.UAIOS, •*««.
years past have been unable to do any busi. which, when remoi "
acteristieof the aggressive soldier. The
looks of terrible determinationwritten on
Other Point* by the Flood*.
ness, hardly able to move about. Two
SffllSMifr.'awsi;
their fad®; Were on their way to the scene
likeness is excellentand tho design is in
PISO’S
Baltimore, Md., June 8.— Maryland most jierfecttaste, suited in its strength years ago my ease was pronouncedby tho
of the plunder, one with a' coil of rope
best medical skill incurable. With all the
CURES WHERE ALL Eltt FAILS.
suffered severely from the storm’sravages.
over hirrahoulderand another with a reand simplicity to the characterof the man rest of my ti cables, rheumatism, in its
Best Cough Syrup. Tiute* good. Use
More than $1,(K)0,000 worth of property whose life it commemorates.
volver in his hand.
In Urns. BoMbydrngyhU.
worst form, set in, and for two years past I
has been destroyedand over q half-dozen
have not been able to lie on my buck. I
lug.
In twenty minutes,it is said, they had
Tho Hag that forms the background is
lives lost. Along the line of the Potomac
caUr._
overtakentwo of their victims who were
gracefully arranged in folds and the effect visited different water cures and tried difthe damage was greatestand the Chesa- of the curves is heightened by the rigid ferent climates, but to no good. Last June
;then in the act of cutting pieces from the
I began using Hlbbar.l'e Rheumatic Syrup
peake & Ohio canal is probably damaged
ears and fingers of two dead women. With
flagstaffwhich diagonallyprojects at the
and 1 tasters,and at once began to feel betbeyond repair.
revolver leveled at the scoundrels the
top and bottom from beneath the drapery. tj,r 1 n«vo used thirteenbottles and am a
In western Maryland the Monacac* river
leader of the posse shouted: “Throw up
Two corded tasselsdepend at the left of well man. to the utter surprise of nil who
and ui
of my long-continued slck7°“[ hands or I’ll blow your heads off.” overflowed its banks and destroyed a vast the fag from the spear-liketop of the know me ouu
_ . from
They obeyed the order and begged for amount of property. In Frederick the stAff. The medallion rests against the ness. To those who may be sufforiug
people . did not go to bed all night and the
sickness
of
the
naturu of my disease, I want
want
mercy Their pockets were searched and
granite shaft about twenty feet from the
to s«y to them, get this remedy aud take it,
Cure* til Diieuet Peculiar to Women l
bells were ringing, summoning help to the
ground.
wie indignation of the crowd was intensiBook to "Woman" Mailed ran.
mid they will never regret it. Very truly
flooded districts.
fied when a bloody finger of an infant, enThe shaft stands 13 feet high and has a
BUADFIKLD HE6CLATIIK ©•* ATLANTA*CUL
Kdwabd Baker.
That
city is almost completely isolated
Bold »r all Dhugoiste.
circled with two tiny gold rings, was found
massive appearance.The base is » feet H
Master Mechanic and Blacksmith.
wwunna nnammammmrn.
from the rest of the world, communication
among the plunder in the leader’s pocket boimr
202 Jackson Street, Jackson,Mich.
inches broad. The bas-relief is 10 feet
onk off. One telephone
__ ____
being
cut
wire
is
t^crywwrt Up. “Lynch them! Lynch
from the ground. The monolith, which is
working. During the night an electric- of polished granite10 feet 6 inches high,
A Long Wire.
Without a moment'sdelay ropes were light wire fell across the Western Union weight 15 tons. The total weight of
The
wire belongingto the Western
K. A. QAVISK,
telegraphwires, sending a currentof fire
monolith and base is 2C tons.
tht own around their necks and they were
Western Agent,
Counties and South Wales Telephone
into the office of the telegraph company
dangling to the limbs of a tree, in the
*71 IkaakUa gj, Chicago, m.
Company, which crosses the entrance
that
burnt
out
the
switch-board
and
branches of which an hour before was ento Dartmouth harlior, has tho remarkON THIS HAYMARKET SITE
tangled the bodies of a dead father and yearly caused the destructionof the First
National bank building by firo.
able span of nearly half a mile, viz.,
son.
Dedicationof the Monument CommemoraAt Taney town, about seventeen,miles
800 yards. On leaving the Dartmouth
It is hinted that an Allegheny county from Fiederick, Mrs. Charles McFadden
ting Chicago’sMurdered Police. '
side the wire is 332 feet above highofficial was one of the most prominent
A Chicago dispatch says; A special feaand Miss Maggie Moore we.e drowned.
water mark; it drops to 198 feet near
actors in this tragedy.
snamsu
They were in a carriage attemptingto ture of Decorationday wae the un' For two yews I had
The pillaging of the houses in Johns- ford, a stream when the vehicle was washed veiling of the monument to the memory of the Kingswear side, and then rises
town is somethingawful to contemplate away. The driver managed to escape.
tho heroes of the Haymarket massacre. again to 207 feet. The wire is very fine
and describs.• Hen a:.e carrying shotguns
and confined mo to my
the' steady, unceasing and light, being No. 17 silioon-bronze,
At Harmony Grove, near Frederick, Notwithstanding
job
bed for » whole year,
jnd revolvers and woe betide the stranger Miss Carrie Kefauver was to have been downpour of rain there were not less than weighing twenty-four pounds to the
during which lima t
whd looks oveo suspicioasly atany art!- married to J. Harry Stakes of Emmets- 1,000 people gatheredon the corners in span. This line has already withstood
could not even raise my
. .s»- -y* *
.
the vicinity of the monument when the several strong gales in a most satisfac-J
hands to my head, ana
burg, Md., but the wedding did nr>^ tJ|ko
for 8 months could not
U A Supply store has been established in'
lace,
The groom could" not*
____ ___
tory manner.— JE^cfncian.
' t roaenthj
the Fouith ward in Johnstown. A line of fo
louse of
oi his
ms ill
intended
n the hig K
tended because of
»• sis sn ail Hum
men, women and children, extending for a water,
massed outeidp the Desplainespolice
_______
Ike. Wsatreafc
hit
Anyj Wonder
square, waited patiently to have their
AtToint
of
Rocks, sixteen miles from station, under the command of Gen. Joseph that Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical
to^grow^'woreeu
wants supplied.
Stockton,Chief Hubbard, Inspector Eber- outsells oil other. blood and liver medicines,
the city, tho flood has caused a scene of
and soon began to
The scuool house bos been converted into
*or,k' tD«*°'tho
desolation.The turnpike and ^railroad sold, and the following officers:Lieuts. since it possesses such superior
£ morgue and the dead ore. being hurled
Lloyd, Day, Arch, Larson, Green, Quinn,
— — :~t. * “Atoll*ii® uiuuumuiureni
companies will lose heavily. Nearly ail of
from this place. A hospital has been the wooden bridges over tho Patapsco and
t
In pupplyiug it to the people (as they are
doing, through druggists) under conditions
opened near by and is full of patient!.
f receded by a brass band the seven comhave been carried away and the cotton
A prominent member of the Johnstown mills in the vicinityof EllicottCity and panies of police marched from the Des- such as no other medicine is sold under, Books ou Blood sad Skin Diseasesmailedfree.
viz: that it must either benefit or euro the
safety committee said to-day;
Swirr Srzaric Co.. Atlanta. Os
Laurel were inundated,warping the ma- plaines street station and took up a patiout. or tho monev paid for it will he
“For God’s sake tell them at Pittsburg
position
in
front
of
the
station.
Two
impromptly returned. It euros all diseases
chinery and completely destroying the
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.
to stop the rush of sight-seers,Theie is fabrics.
mense flags hung damp and limp around arising from deranged liver, or from impure
AND ALL KINDS 07
enough here to last for weeks and the morblood, as biliousness, "liver complaint, at!
No part of Washington- county escaped. the monument,hiding its graceful outlines skin
and sculp diseases, salt-rheum,tetter,
bid curiosity of these people can just as
from
view.
The
crowd
gathered
iu a mass
All tue streams became raging torrents,
scrofulous sores and swellings, fever-sores,
well be gratified later as now. The crowd
and property near them were either inun- arouud the officers, anxious to get a sight hip-joint disease, and kindred aliment*.
of curious greatly embarrasses us. The
of
the
shaft.
Those
upon
the
platform
indated or entirely swept away. No estimate
authorities must stop it”
$500 Reward for an incurable case of
can be made o* t e damage done, hut it cluded Mayor Cregier, Chief of Police
BREAKFAST.
Adjt-Gen. Hastings,N. G. P.t and will reach hundreds of thousands.
Hubbard, InspectorEbersold,Gen. Joseph chronicNasal CaUrrh offered by the manu"By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
.Major Hanger have assumed cntiie charge
E. Stockton, Richard T. Crane, President facturers of Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy. 50
which govern the operatlonaof digestion and nutriThe railroads enteringHagerstownhave
of Johnstown. Que effect of this systemof the Monument association,E. F. Cragin, cents, by druggists.
also sustainedgreat damage, and on sevatic work is making itself felt One town
F. H. Heart, Allan C. Story, and ex-Ald.
eral of them no trains arrived to-day. The
is guarded by a company of the Sixth
greatest loser is t le CumberlandValley. Badenoch.
regiment,Lieut Leggett in command. Its new iron bridge across the Potomao
After several patrioticairs had been
New members were sworn in by him and
river went down. Nothing is left of the given by the band R. T. Crane advanced
Furnished Promptly at Manuthey are making excellentsoldiers.
structure except the span aerfos the canal. and made the formal address, presenting
Special police are numerous and the
The original cost of the bridge was the statue to the city of Chicago in the
regulations are so stiict that even the
name of the Monument association.At
facturers’Prices.
smoking of dgars is prohibited. Gen.
At and in the vicinity of Williamsport, its conclusion young Frank Deegan, a
Hastings expressesthe opinion that mor6
youth
of
17
and
the
son
of
Officer
Deegan,
where the Conococheague empties into the
troops are necessary.
Able Editor— Certainly. Give our
Potomac, the loss is very heavy. Many who wae the first victim of the fatal bomi>,
humorist your shears, and you take his
Alexander Hart is in charge of the
The most cerwarehouses
ore
under
water
and Jheir advanced and drew the cords which held
special police. He has lost his wife and
place and do the joke writing until your
losses will bo great One-half of Depifone’s the canopy of flags envelopingtho bronze
tain and eafe
family. Notwithstanding this great misface gets well— New York Weekly.
chair factory and paint shop were swept figure, and the unveilingwas complete.
pain
fortunehe is doing the work of a Hercules
The
full
height
of
the
monument
is
away, causing a loss of $1,001.
In the world
in his own way.
u wiui yiesMire.
A
Michigan
Central
Railroad
Employe
Soon after tho factorygave way Theo- twenty -one feet from the base line of the
that
Instantly Bccpud-HAud PriuUn*
FriuUnc Machinery
Mi
booth! at libWins His Casa Attar a Sevan Years' Con
pedestal.
The
figure,
designed
by
Frank
A TERRIRLE SIGHT.
dore Wolfe, aged 18, son of Louis R.
stops the moat
test
Batchelderof St. Paul aud molded by
V\ olfe, and Samuel Corbett both of WillEXCRUTIATAlbion, Mich.. Dec. 20, 1887.
Graphic Description of the Destruction iamsport,started iu a boat to recoversov- John Gellete, the Chicago tojlptor,is that
INC pains. Itla
while
employed
as
agent
of
the
Michigan
of a uniformed member of the city police
of Johnstown by the Flood.
t'ral chairs. While engaged iu doing so
Central RailroadCompany qt Augusta,
truly the greet deals.
George Johnston,of Pitteburg, thus de- young Wolfe fell into the river and was who, with uplifted baud, commands peace. Mich., about ov*
seven
WAS /years
UUI a agi/s
ago. All/
my kidneys
CONQI
vwl T tens*.. V. .• n _
. _ A.
The inscriptions on the pedestal are as fol- becameAt llflanriUiwl
scribes the coming of the flood:
diseased, and I have been a great
drowned. The houses of William Bouzhoff lows:
CHICAGO KEWSPAPER UIH#S,
»A
OF PAIN,
and
suffererover
Buuerur
ever since,
since. nave
Have consulted
ooDsultoa th<
tho
“1 had gone to Johnstown, ” said Mr.
and A. Ensinger,a short distance above
*71 e S73 Franklin Street,
hasdonemore
leading
physicians
of
this
city
and
Ann
ArJohnston, “to place a coup!) of orders I V ill Jams port, were both washed away.
CHICAGO. ILL.
good
thah
any
bor.
and
all
pronounced
my
case
Bright's
had scarcely reached the town, about 3 Two miles below Williamsport several
............
.............. ;
disease. After taking every highly recomknown
remCHICHESTER'S
ENGLISH.
.o’clock in the afternoon,when I saw a house* were swept away, one belonging to
: PEOPLE OF ILLINOISI COMMAND i
mended remedy that I hod knowledge of, to
edy.
A
J
bulletin posted up in front of the telegraph Patrick Collins and another the property
no nurpose,and while sufferingunder a
For SPRAINS, BRUISES, BACK^
...........................
..................
•
office, around which quite a crowd of men
of the canal company.
erv severe attack in October last. I began
ACHE. PAIN in theCHESTorSIDES,
had congregated.
taking Hibbard’s Rheumatic Byrup. and am
At FallingWaters several houses have
...... MbiCA^b by l*H icAOO ....... :
to-day a well man. If will afford me pleasHEADACHE, TOOTHACHE, or any
“I PU8hod ray way up and read that the also been destroyed. On Ihs Conocoure to render you and suffering humanity other EXTERNAL PAIN, • tow aowaters were so high in the Conemaugh that cheague Ardinger s mill is almost entirely
: TO HER DEjjhAJMjhdl’N THE RIOT :
any good that I can, and in spetudngof your
OF MAY i. Isms.
.it was feared the three-mile dam, ’ as it was
under water and at Kemps the flood filled
remedy allow me to say that I think it the {j(i'.T;?a*,„rN^NmT^oiiTcSp,ln8
called, would give way. I knew enough two stories of the mill and swept away the
greatest
medicine in the
worlu.
he wond.
Upon the other two sides of tbs pedestal
about Johnstown to feel that my life was house of Martin Bed.
E. Laszilrre. Agent M. C. B. R.
are wrought the United States arms ana
not worth a snap once that dam gave way.
the CHEST, RHEUthe armorialbeltings of Illinois. The
I Worried About It
“Although the Johnstown people did not
neuralcia, LUMBAFROM CAStBKIA CITY.
language perpetuatedin the first inscrip,
CO. SO! ATI C A, RAINS In the Small
seem to pay much attention to the warning
“Bridget, I shall go with you to martion is that used by Capt Ward just beof the Beck, eto., more extended
1 was apprehensive,and so I hurried Only a Dnaen llonaea Left Jn the Thrl*. fore the explosionof the fatal bomb.
ket twice a week.”
applicationsare necessary to effect
iy Fran i*
l«K l*Miiiisyfrariu
mo™.,
__
. ..
through with my most urgent transactions
“Yes, ma’am ”
Mayor Cregier on behalf of the city
a cure.
and atarted for the depot
AiiBuo
ua ai-ut-puinceana r ran run
“Tuesdays
and
Thursdays.”
*^a^n^oMn^ousMnSf^Vanha,tther0
&
8pe6Ch
°f
acc<5Pt*nc*
Conklin
“The Conemaugh had then got bo high probably
in what
olably a dozen houses in
what was a H.
* __
H. Head
Head deliveraH
delivered -n
an eloquent dedicatory
“And who’ll carry the basket the
the residents of the low-lyingdistricts thriving manufacturing town but a few
address, after which the assemblage dis- other days, ma’am?”
moved into the upper stories. A few hours ago.
persed.
ies had started for the surrounding
No estimate can be formed of the amount
Forced to Loavo Homo.
of damage, but the probableloss of life is
Oy®1, Bl*ty people were forced to leave
• s1' INTERNAL PAINS
Society small talk is the currency of
was just walking up the steps to the terrible.There are at present fifty lives
conversation, and, like the Chinese their homes yesterdayto call for a free trial
package of Lane's Family Medicine.If your
when I heard a fearful roar up the known to have been sacrificed, and hun“cash.” it takes a bushel of it to make blood i* bad. your liver and kidneys out of
It seemed at first like a heavy dreds of people are homeless. The cold,
ft dollar’s worth.
order, If you are constipated and haveheadof cars, but soon became too loud raw weather is particularly severe on those
f0,, „ nn unsightly complexion,don't
who are without shelter,aud no means of
rible for that
A man who does not know anything full to call on any drupgist to-duy for a free
reliefare at hand, as the trains cannot
* boarded a train, and as I sat at the
sample of this grand remedy. Tho ladies
is pretty sure to tell it the-first chance
reach here from either west or east
praise it. Every one likes it. Large size
“ -** a sight broke before
WIVIU ray
lUJT view
\
Everything poerible is being done for the he gets.
Paokage.80 cents.
l remember to my dying day.
Communicatkm with the outer
came a yelwould seem to be the
led to infer, Eve bethat she
for
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How H

A Famous Detective;

Just as the sun was about an hour
high, a few morninus later, John T.
Norris locked Lon Honk up m the Deleware County Jail, and a short time
afterward he was tried, convicted and is desired by all. To obtain it call on
sentenced to the Ohio penitentiary,
where he still languishesand probably
will to the end of his wicked existence.
For this little work Norris received,
beside expenses, $8,500. It would take
a good -sized volume to contain any- Eighth street. He will you out with
thing like a full and complete account
the very best
of this remarkable man’s career as a
detective.He revels in the unraveling
of mysterious and complicatedcases,
and a case that would abash the aver-

A unique and picturesque figure was
that of a middle-aged man of scarce
:'h the chest and
*i, who came into

“

‘

r a hea'vy waltog stlt "ifile
. iliar limp marked him as the

Eefcrmsd Church

--

A

De Kraker’s. where you can obtain

Gray Eros.
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One of his most notable cases was his
pursuit and arrest of the notorious Lon

"mWl.

______

___

man into Spain, but not soon enough
to airest him. Honk was a crook, confidenceoperator and double-dyed villain
of the worst type. In the latter part
of 1877 he shot and killed a commercial
traveler, Powell Lehman, of Toledo,
0M on a Hocking Valley train, just as
It was entering the town of Deienore,
0. He had fleeced Lohman out of a
sum of money and, on the

Who

advised her pupils to strengthen
minds by the use of Ayer's Sarsaparilla, appreciated the truth that
bodily health is essentialto mental
vigor. For personsof delicate and feeble
constitution,whether young or old, this
medicine is remarkably beneficial.Be
sure yon get Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

at

whatever

much wanted man was

in

cost.

General

New

Debility.

Mexico, and

It.

FLOWER

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
REPABED BY y
f

the amused operator,“how cn
do you do that trick?” Carefully
ining it to him, Norris smiled
tly and said: “By the way, can I
ir line a moment over to Albue?” “Why, certainly you may,”
the now thoroughly enchanted

Or. J. C. Ayer
Price

$t ;

k

Co., Lowell, Mass.
six bottle*, $8. Worth $5 a bottle.
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“HEDGES."

From the

analleat to the largestsize; also
l ms for Lawoi and Gardens.

In the twinkling of an eye the Ohio
Jtectivehad telegraphedthe Sheriff
a} w* Angeles, “Lon Honk, alias Doc
IpWW
Davis, I want for murder. He is at
McGinnis’saloon. Arrest him at once.”
In a short time he was
^

i

w
$

l,aJ’

w

furnishedmoney without stint,
‘oyed the best lawyers obtainable,
‘

at least until

he would give up his

managed to

hold on to
until requisitionpapers from the
of Ohio on the Governor of
wnia arrived. Then a writ of
is corpus in Honk’s behalf was
i out returnable before one of the
ime Judges of California, at »San
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Probate Office in the City of Grand Haven, in
county, and show cause, If any there be,
prayer of the petitioner should
not be granted; And It is further Ordered, That said petitioner
give noticeto the im«0£a interestedin said estate, of the pendency of
said petition, and the hearing thereofby causing
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CURE:
FITS!

When I mv Curb I do not mean merely to
itop them for a time, and then have them
retarn again. I mean A RADICAL CUBE. .
I have made the diaeaM
<>

of

EPILEPSY or
FALLING SICKNESS,

FITS,

day ot nearlug

charles

attest.

e. boule.
Judge of Probate.

A life-long etady. I warrant my remedy to
the worst case*. Because othdh have
failed Is no reason for not now receiving a
care. Send et once for a treatise and a Frii
BOTTLI ot mv INBALLIBLBREMEDY. Give
Express and Post Office. It costs you nothlag for a trial,and It will cure you. Address

Cure
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E. Howell and Myron H. Itewell, of Holland, Ot
tewa county, Michigan, to Jams* H. Pnrdy of the
City of HolIaDd, Ottawa county, Michigan, dated
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Michigan, in uberw ct
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Men’s Suits.
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on River Street.
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Leaves Graham & Co'* dock, foot of Wabaah I and f->r the appointment of AnnensJ HiUebrauda
^'c ..A*0’
“• on Tuesday,Thnreday administratorwith the will annexed of said eeand
Sangatnek next mornmorn- 1 tate.
— Satoiday, arrivingat
Bk oaugaiuc*
^tottmeto connect with steamer fur Holland.
Thereupon it is Ordered, That Monday the
4-.PAlfcFr25?H,0,Und to Chicago. $8; Round
Fint dav of July nea t,
trlp.g3.iS, BleepingaecommodaMons free.
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Michigan,
Title,

I have the only set of

Ab-

Ottawa county
togetout ot their sight.
ed over and am prepared to furnish
saccom*
fogETy a San Fran- abstracts of all land titles in
the county, promptly and at
AND HIS CAPTOR
reasonable prices. I also buy
and sell real estate, and draw
and mortgages for
t my office. Gallon,

- -

Taking Effect May

b

---- ined in the city,

Muter.

pnees and courteous

If none of the these bargains suit
from Los Angeles to ’Frisco the you, we have many more on the list.
'was transferred.When the first Also farms, fruit orchards, and, in fact,
proceedingsbefore the august eventhing in the line of real estate.
ml were completed,a number of
Wealso rent houses and stores in the
igh characters, gamblers of the low- city.
; class, and all that ilk, surrounded
1 in the court room and undertook Holland Real Estate Exchange,
'him up.” The sturdy Buckeye
J. C. POST, Manager. 0
i of them out, drew his revolver
City,
1 with the assistance of

,

CUMMINGS,

the city.

New Stock

COONTT.

A compldte line of

$1800

emerged unscratched.
I Chief of Police Crowley,
detailed two detecth accompany Norris
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cheaper than any
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will sell them

Probate Order,

in t,le il,ird Ward, suitahie for a small family.
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TEARING AWAY FOR LOS ANGELES,
And on his arrival found that Honk was
" prisoner. Then the circus began,

I

Grand Haven,

OTTAWA
(
At a sessionof the Probate Court for the Conn
ty of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office, in the
City of Grand Baven, in aald county, on Mon-

POTS,

will buy a full sized city
lot in the west part of'

rubbed out the word” Angeles”
wj— - substituting “Vegas,” thereupon
hung the piece of paper hack on the ft

j

Probate Office in the City of

fl_ n

^
QQdA
vWWW
^
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(* bavl*.
“Care McGInnU’ Saloon.
Los Angeles,Culifornlu.
nut and look out for Ohio.
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On reading and
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But go
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warranted.
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Specialline of Earthern Ware each as
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.
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goods sold
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Mrs. Ann H. Farnsworth, a lady 79
years old, So. Woodstock, Vt., writes :
"After several weeks’ sufferingfrom
nervous prostration, I procured a bottle
of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,and before I
had taken half of it my usual health
returned.”
•

an expert telegrapher

Goods.

Tneaday , the

5mnCwSrt.8

JACOB

& Bos
GENERAL

If,

with lame back and headache, and have
been much benefited by the use of Ayer's
Sarsaparilla.I am now 89 years of age,
and am satisfiedthat my present health
and prolonged life are due to the use of
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.”—Lucy Moflltt,
Klllingly, Conn.

and pondered

had handed

AU

Nervous Prostration,

I ve got a new style instrument,what
do you think of itV” At the same time
taking out a silver dollar,placing it on
histongue and rattling off severalwords
by the Morse alphabet, clickingthe coin
nst his teeth. ‘‘Great fish-hooks,”

B8

|
AA

invitti^c^ufray

^Jtathematterof
the

j

of all kinds of Dry

trust a* such

18

1

Niw AND b^ilunch PAasxNOBBBTRAlUB — !

A

message. Finally a happy thought
is

The new Trace Brace and Common
oense Sand Band is now used on my *** mliy discharged from his
CHEAPEST
»ns. This is a good thing. Call exwutor
° - ---- '"““I Til*renI,on11
Thet
and BEST In and see
THE WORLD

«o_ *k-

canoot say too much for your excellent
remedies/'— F.
Plnkham, South
Moluncus, Me.
"My daughter, sixteen years old, is
using Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
with good effect.— Bev. S. J. Graham, United
Brethren Church, Buckhannou, W. Va.
"J suffered from

Also a large stock

Trustee*.

.....

of

as
to how he could get a glimpse of that
struck him— he

>

GROCERIES,

.........

Norris mused

painted.

and

,

the best place in
wagon or buggy

is

HEROLD.

Steketee

started without delay.

TO FIND HIS MAN.
Accompanied by the western detective,, he went to Sante Fe, and from
there to the Town of Doming. On the
way to the latter point Norris got a
“tip” from the conductor, another 01 io
man, that his detective was giving him
away to the Honk crowd.
Saying not a word when Doming was
reached Norris watched the detective
friand go into a saloon across from the
t kept by a notorious character by
aame of
Hedges, and a moment
jfffr
.......
later saw
saw Hedges, who didn’t know
Norris, go to the telegraph office
and hanci the operator a message
Whistling softly to himself the wily

for

bate.
Holland In the matter of the estate of Jacob N. Jacob
SGu,
•en, aeoeaseo.
deceased.
repaired
On mdln| and filing the petition,doly vert. ..
WU1
Bed, .....
of Nni Jeoobaen, „„uwr
executor ol
of u.
the will
will and

Dry Goods,

greatly improved."— Mrs. Harriet H.
Battles, South Chelmsford,Mass.
"About a year ago I began using Ayer's
Sarsaparillaas a remedy for debility

TrustMlof
Abend Vimchkb, Attorney

City of Grand Haven. In said county, on Wednesday, the Twenty-ninthday of May, In the year
one thousand elfht hundred and eighty nine.
Present,
E. SOULE, Judge of Pro-

Alwaj* keys oa hand a complete etock of yooda
conrietioKof

since, we began to give
her Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.Her health has

choice.
Girard Van Lube,
P. Van Kblou,
Urn Ref Church of Z«eUnd.

f

shop

first

Brush*,

STATE OF MICHIGAN, »HS
Joseph Manufacturing
COUNTY or OTTAWA 00'
At
a Sessionof the Probate Court for the ConnPlows and Repairs. These tVjOf Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office. In the

MERCHANTS,

from

A few weeks

New Mexico.

Norris immediatelysecured requii
uisition
papers from the Governor of Oh
'bio on

the Governor of

C.

daughter, twelve years of age,

ft.

see them,

and get yonr

AbbHyma,

St.

MM,

with great benefit to my general health.”
—Miss Thirza L. Crerar, Palmyra, Md.

In 1883 a man in Missouri, a private
detective,offered to turn* up Honk to
Norris for a paltry $100, saying that the

J

Specialty.

JAMES L MEBRIOTT,
Kif.h A*« Chicago, lU

”1 have taken Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

has suffered for the past year

My

York.

Come and

J. Kbkueb, Prsf. .
Jso. Obit Beboib, 8m.
Abis Van Bbbb.

Jam Dsn Hbbobb,

are the best.

.
M-lv

Eastman, Stoneham, Mass.

"My

Co.

Send for csUlocueof 8.0)0 pieces of late and
popular Sheet Music. Vocal end Instrumental,all
standard,full size, regular editions. Sold at 10c
each . Specialrates to teachers, or on orders of 3
pieces or more. All music publicationsat cut
prices. Mention ibis paper. Address

“ Every spring and fall I take a number of bottles of Ayer's Sarsaparilla, and
am greatly benefited.” —Mrs. James H.

latter’s

The

direct

will be sold cheap.

Probate Order.

Shoes

sheet Music

their

attempt to regain possessionof it, Honk
shot Lohman fatally, jumped the train
and made good his escape. The railroad authoritiesdeterminedto capture
Honk if it took twenty years and $100,
000, and Norris’ instructions were to

run him down

J^Her

I.h,e

___

ot Henrietta and other

I

The improved Ira I. Hunk Spring
Tooth Harrows and Cultivators kept in
stock. Steel clad on bottom witnout
extra charge to purchasers, and farmers
need not be afraid to purchase them,
as there is no royalty to pay, as there
is, or may be on some other harrows.

to have your

E.

for six years,

d.

J

to
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Ladies purchase your footwear at P.

man
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o* “ ort“
thec^
foUowitur
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wit: Lot number seven (7) In the villa

that
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___________
bran new stock, and it will be
and successful detectives in the
country. He has worked in all classes
Distilled from the richest Malted money in your pocket to cal
of cases, in every part of this country Barley, Chase's Barley Malt Whisky is on us and inspect these goods.
and in portions of Europe.
full of nutriment, mild and excellent
We guarantee satisfaction.
John T. Norris, of Springfield,0., for and absolutely pure.
it is none other than he, two years ago
HEBER WALSH,
had, alone and single-handed, placed Sole agent for Holland.
154 prisoners behind the bars of the

followed this

stock of Spring Shades

from
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at D.Bertsch’s, a large
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We

the best goods at the lowest figures.

fine lot of
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Just Received

Tbs Truitsea of the Flnt ReformedChurch of
ZosUnd, Michigan, a Relitfous corporationduly
organizedunder the laws of the State of Mich gan, hereby give notice that they will make application to the CircuitCourt for the County of

Top

BOOTS aitdSHOES J

r

cf Zeeland,

Xiehlgan.

accident or an
ary misfortune. His attire was
a fanner, his vest and trousers
being fashioned outofabrown material,
while a heavy pea jacket of blue cloth
was buttoned around his burly form.
A blue-flannel shiitttMtituteof collar comiog.
at reasonable prices. An experience of
or necktie completed a make-up that at
igfield,and has in his library a
could not be considered otherwise than
many years enables him to select the
strikingin the highest degree. Eight
best stock and to suit all classes of
out of ten men questionedas to who
lis way hon
customers.
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‘ ‘ be,
‘ i, would re- troil Free Frets.
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sure.”
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notice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
of either
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Train* Arrive and Dapart from Holland aa below : that by virtue of the power of gale In said mort—
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—
gage contained and the notate ia each caae made
D EP ART-CinthalStandabd
| and provided,told mortgage wiU be farecloeed
by
•ale at public vendee of the mortgaged premise*,
For Chicago.
i
the amount dne on said mortgage with in9 gQ | tetcifand co*t«"of forecIoiiure"ami le, on the
For Grand B*plds....
p.m. p.m
| Seventeenth day of June A. D. 1 889,
For Muskegonand
6 00. 0 85
Grand Haven .
p.m.p.m.
at one o'clock afternoon of aald day ; aald sale to
. be held at the front door of the Ottawa county
For Hart, Psntwater,
ooarthoase, at Grand Haven. Michigan.
mortevged premises to be eold being. The i ___
For Big Rapids ..... .
half (ft) of the sonth-eMt qu&rt-r (jg) of lection
five (5), town five (5) north of range fifteen (15)
For Allegan .........
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I Ottawa county, Mfohlg&n.
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